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Introduction

1.1 Context
The world is increasingly concerned about climate change and high carbon dioxide emissions, resulting
from the use of fossil fuels and the increasing degradation of the natural environment (IPCC, 2018).
The energy system is particularly important and has contributed significantly to global warming (IPCC,
2018), as global emissions of greenhouse gases from the sector increased by 90% between 1970 and
2011, mostly because of providing electricity and heat by means of fossil fuels based power stations
(IPCC, 2018; United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2017). In European Union, energy sector
is responsible for 77.9% of all greenhouse gases emissions (European Environment Agency, 2019).
Although the amount of carbon dioxide and other gases emitted by European Union is decreasing year
by year with 24.4 % reduction in 2014 compared to 1990 (EEA, 2016), the pace of this change is not
fast enough to prevent the unequivocal warming of the climate (IPCC, 2018). There is a growing
urgency to address the pressing challenges. To decarbonize the energy system various measures have
been adopted, including: an increased use of renewable energy generation techniques, the application
of clean fuel alternatives, carbon capture and storage, the development of smart grids and ICT-based
solutions (Burke & Stephens, 2018; Koirala, Araghi, et al., 2018).
Since twentieth century, the energy system has operated in a centralized way and has been dominated
by large energy companies selling the electricity in long-term contracts (Verbong & Geels, 2007). By
planning far in advance, the energy companies were able to adjust the supply to the demand of the large
industrial users. The difference in long-term plans and the actual demand for the electricity was
balanced by means of producing power from fossil fuels and inflexible or expensive nuclear energy
produced by the big energy companies. The high market concentration in the hands of a few market
players did not allow for perfect competition, did not prevent the incumbents from transferring the costs
of these activities to the end consumers, and continuously put the global climate at risk (Burke &
Stephens, 2018; REScoop.eu, 2019).
Increasingly however, many countries have pledged to end fossil fuel based electricity generation and
rapidly implement wind and solar photovoltaics technologies (EU, 2018). The energy transition has
received increasing public attention and has begun to contribute to increased awareness among the
general population (Frederiks, Stenner, & Hobman, 2015; Rogers, Simmons, Convery, & Weatherall,
2012). Additionally, because of decreasing costs of renewables (Dóci, Vasileiadou, & Petersen, 2015)
growing number of citizens are able to invest in the renewable generation and participate in the fight
against climate change (Holstenkamp & Kahla, 2016; Middlemiss & Parrish, 2010; Van Der Schoor &
Scholtens, 2015; Van Summeren, Wieczorek, & Verbong, 2019). More and more citizens purchase
renewable energy generation equipment, mainly photovoltaics, or purchase systems facilitating flexible
use of energy in their houses such as heat pumps, electric vehicles, and batteries with the aim to get
actively involved in the energy transition (Sajjad, Chicco, & Aziz, 2014; Sossan, Kosek, Martinenas,
Marinelli, & Bindner, 2013; van der Klauw, 2017).
The use of renewable energy is thus on the raise (Eurostat, 2019; Hamelink & Opdenakker, 2019; Ilieva,
Wang, & Rajasekharan, 2018; Koirala, Koliou, Friege, Hakvoort, & Herder, 2016; Mengelkamp et al.,
2018; Rogers et al., 2012) but is not without its flaws. Some renewable energy sources are intermittent,
with the yield varying throughout the day and year (Boscán & Poudineh, 2016; Di Somma, Graditi, &
Siano, 2019; Hamelink & Opdenakker, 2019). Additionally, the current state of technology does not
allow the storage of energy at the desired scale (van der Klauw, 2017). For these reasons, it is impossible
to assure the sufficiency of their supply at any moment of time in a way that meets the demand (Boait,
Snape, Morris, Hamilton, & Darby, 2019). It is also difficult to balance the supply and demand at any
given point in time. As a result, the supply of energy becomes less controllable, endangering the stability
of the energy system and the reliable supply of electricity to consumers (Essakiappan, Shoubaki,
Koerner, Rees, & Enslin, 2017; G. Hoogsteen, 2017). The most critical element to the stability of the
electrical system is the aging transmission and distribution grid infrastructure that is currently under
increasing strain from intermittent renewable energy and increasing electricity consumption. These
1

trends are worsening bottlenecks and congestion points in the energy delivery system, resulting in
higher costs and threatening to increase local power outages (McKinsey&Company, 2019). Preventing
oversizing of grids as well as rising costs of investments in storage infrastructure requires the
modification of the demand patterns for electricity among consumers (Bremdal, Mathisen, & Degefa,
2018; Davarzani, Pisica, & Taylor, 2018; Goulden, Bedwell, Rennick-egglestone, Rodden, & Spence,
2014). This creates a growing need for flexibility in the use of energy (Bremdal, Olivella-Rosell,
Rajasekharan, & Ilieva, 2017; Lynch et al., 2016; Skytte, Bergaentzle, Soysal, & Olsen, 2017).
Prosumers, who can both produce electricity with renewable technologies and store it, provide
flexibility utilities and network operators. Certain technologies take advantage of coordinated steering
of flexible devices and increase the flexibility potential in the grid. One such example is the Virtual
Power Plant. Virtual Power Plants aggregate the distributed generations, storage facilities and
dispatchable loads, enabling large scale energy trading and leveraging the potential of decentralised
energy resources (Peik-Herfeh, Seifi, & Sheikh-El-Eslami, 2013). A Virtual Power Plant (VPP) is
defined as: “A portfolio of distributed energy resources, which are connected by a control system based
on information and communication technology (ICT). The VPP acts as a single visible entity in the
power system, is always grid-tied and can be either static or dynamic.” (Plancke, De Vos, Belmans, &
Delnooz, 2015). On the other hand (Gui & MacGill, 2018) define it as “The aggregation of a fleet of
controllable generation units, storage units, and loads, that are operated to behave like a (synthetic)
single large power plant.” (Gui & MacGill, 2018). VPPs are especially beneficial for corporations,
districts, neighborhoods, villages and municipalities, due to the fact that it enables them to operate
independently from the external market and cover important part (if not complete) of the electricity
demand by themselves. Additionally, VPPs operate on a low voltage network, which as a result
significantly decreases the investment and maintenance costs of the grid (Rogers et al., 2012). The
incumbents use flexibility of devices in households for the sake of grid use optimization, saving the
operational costs and reaching high revenues from the sale of the balancing services (Gui & MacGill,
2018; Loßner, Böttger, & Bruckner, 2017; Nosratabadi, Hooshmand, & Gholipour, 2017; Okpako,
Adamu, Rajamani, & Pillai, 2017; Okpako, Rajamani, Pillai, & Anuebunwa, 2016).
However, citizens start noticing the potential of their participation in balancing their demand to the
supply of energy and criticize the lack of possibilities to participate in the bigger market (FLEXCoop
et al., 2020). Acting alone however, individual prosumers are not able to make a significant change.
Therefore, they try to join forces to achieve sufficient critical mass to bring about a larger change
(Koirala, van Oost, & van der Windt, 2018; Lynch et al., 2016; Seyfang, Hielscher, Hargreaves,
Martiskainen, & Smith, 2014). Some citizens come together to be able to jointly invest in renewable
energy installations (Holstenkamp & Kahla, 2016), improve the efficiency of their energy use as well
as increase their autonomy from the centralized energy system, increase local renewable energy selfsufficiency or provide the flexibility needed to balance the supply and demand of the energy (Helms,
Loock, & Bohnsack, 2016; McKenna, 2018; Mengelkamp et al., 2018; Petersen, 2018).
Up till now, there have been many ways for citizens to cooperate with regards to renewable energy
generation and use. In scientific literature these cooperation types have many names and definitions, all
of them referring to slightly different arrangements. One of the most popular forms of self-organizing
is the Local Energy Community, widely discussed in the European Union in connection with the
adoption of the “Clean Energy Package for all Europeans” (European Commission, 2017). Participants
of Local Energy Communities as well as other energy community projects also wish to participate in
the energy market, but they are mainly motivated by a different logic than the utilities (Foxon, 2013;
Van Summeren et al., 2019). They are driven by a different set of values rather than just monetary gains.
Increasingly, they highlight the need for autonomy from the centralized energy system, concerns about
the environment, and the willingness to achieve social cohesion in a village or a community (Okkonen
& Lehtonen, 2016; R. W. Saunders, Gross, & Wade, 2012; Seyfang, Park, & Smith, 2013; Süsser,
Döring, & Ratter, 2017). They operate in a way different to the well-established and strong firms present
in the current energy system, on a completely different scale and are motivated by different values.
Therefore, the communities are searching for an alternative business model that would allow them to
satisfy the needs of their members and cooperate with external stakeholders. By focusing on values
other than financial profit, the energy communities offer a different way of organizing the energy system
2

(Hicks & Ison, 2018; Holstenkamp & Kahla, 2016). They exert a pressure on the incumbents and
advocate for radical change of the energy sector, coupled with a rapid increase of renewable energy as
well as societal changes (A. J. Wieczorek & Berkhout, 2009). The energy communities offer new
emerging alternatives important to provide locations for learning processes and stimulate creation of
social networks supporting innovations (Geels, 2002).
Being rather un-professional and ideologically driven initiatives, even though they carry a promise of a
more democratic energy system, they are still nascent and require support for development and making
their ways to the existing regime (Schot & Geels, 2008). Such socio-technical developments are
analysed by transition studies that help to understand these dynamics from the perspective of observing
the interactions between an incumbency and alternatives. The incumbent system is highly organized
and supported by established regulatory frameworks, networks of actors and infrastructure. In line with
the transition studies, it is advantageous to keep their power and block alternative solutions endangering
their secure position in the energy system. The solutions they propose are reinforcing technological and
institutional lock-in (Farla, Markard, Raven, & Coenen, 2012) and any transformative processes
towards sustainability tend to be path-dependent and last many decades in spite of the fact that the
energy transition requires rapid and radical actions (Farla et al., 2012) . For this reason, citizens are
concerned with climate change and dissatisfied by incumbents slowing down the energy transition and
are increasingly interested in the alternative solutions that are becoming attractive promise to not only
contribute to sustainifying the energy system, but also to radically transform it according to the
sustainability requirements.
These examples of citizen participation in climate mitigation action are prominent in rural areas, where
for many years the citizens have been installing renewable energy generation equipment (Kalkbrenner
& Roosen, 2016; Shamsuzzoha, Grant, & Clarke, 2012; Yadoo & Cruickshank, 2010). On the other
hand, these actions have been rather limited in urban areas, because their members interact in a different
context. The urban communities are characterized by less strong ties between the citizens and tend to
be less collectively organized and cohesive than their rural counterparts (Walker, 2008). However, the
energy transition in urban areas is becoming more and more important because an increasing number
of the world population lives in the cities and the urbanization process is long-term and very intensive
(Cheshire, 1995), especially in Europe. Currently, urban communities account for over 70% of global
energy-related CO2 emissions (IPCC, 2018). Specifically, in the European Union buildings are
responsible for approximately 40% of energy consumption and 36% of CO2 emissions, making them
the single largest energy consumer in Europe (European Commission, 2018). This impact can be
influenced by municipal governments who have the power to affect energy demand and emissions
reductions through local scale, long-term energy systems planning and policies (IPCC, 2018). Many
cities are putting together ambitious visions about how to achieve 100% sustainable energy, energy
neutrality, zero carbon emission or zero-impact of their communities. They gather people willing to
contribute to the transition to sustainable energy (Van Der Schoor & Scholtens, 2015) by a
transformation of communities and neighbourhoods. This bottom-up movement can have a significant
impact on the total energy usage as the residential sector makes up 31.3% of the global energy
consumption (IEA, 2017). In the European Union this potential is lower, but still quite significant.
According to a report by Directorate-General for Climate Action, greenhouse gas emissions from the
residential and commercial building sectors in the year 2016 accounted for about 11% of all emissions
from EU-28 countries (European Commission, 2018) with no significant decrease since 1990.

1.2 Problem Statement
It is assumed that Local Energy Communities are contributors to the change in the energy system, but
there is no agreement to what extent and in which way they should be involved. On the other hand, it
is certain that to really count and make a large impact on the energy market, citizen energy initiatives
must not only aggregate and organise themselves but also be in a position to contend with incumbent
players. They need to offer their members the possibility to satisfy their diverse, often ideologically
driven, values such as prevention of climate change, tackling fuel poverty or autonomy from incumbent
energy firms on the one hand. But on the other, they also have to be bankable projects. This means that
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the economic value of the energy communities should offer a financially viable value proposition to let
the communities to stand a chance with large incumbents.
The variety of values by which the energy initiatives are motivated are not well explored, and we do
not have a good understanding of which need to be prioritized in the operation of the Local Energy
Communities. The economic value is often not the first priority that the community considers, as
aggregation mostly occurs to create a sense of social cohesion, or to become energy independent.
However, there is no agreement on how to calculate the economic value of the Local Energy
Communities, which means that these organisations struggle to prove their financial viability.
Furthermore, being a very recent phenomenon, energy community is not defined. Some definitions in
literature are very loose and encompass a plethora of different characteristics, others more strictly
describe what types of projects can be called Local Energy Communities. This lack of agreement makes
it difficult to decide which organisations and setups qualify to be called Local Energy Communities.
Following this, the Local Energy Communities’ role in the energy system is not very clear, as there is
no strategy or agreement on what types of activities they should perform and what services they should
offer internally to their members as well as externally to the surrounding actors in the energy system in
order to set solid organizational and business models. Various pilot projects have attempted to propose
attractive business models; however they have been mostly based on mechanisms not replicable on a
large scale or restricted by current regulation in the European Union. Confusion and institutional
barriers prevent them from establishing a replicable business and organisational model offering a
financially attractive alternative to the current way of organizing the energy system. Despite a harsh
environment full of disabling incumbents, energy communities aim to avoid becoming that which they
fight, instead choosing to keep their values whilst becoming financially sustainable and bankable. They
are trying to find solutions which enable them to become an attractive partner for cooperation to other
actors without whose support and effective cooperation, the energy communities cannot succeed to
make a lasting radical change in the energy system.

1.3 Research objective and research questions
This Master Thesis attempts to address certain gaps in the literature on the energy communities by
exploring the values motivating their existence and prioritizing them, by clarifying the definition of
Local Energy Community as well as by suggesting appropriate organizational models able to satisfy
their needs. In particular, this research aims to quantify the economic value of the flexibility in
residential energy use offered by the communities operating in an urban context. This Master Thesis
will verify if aggregation of flexible devices under an energy community yields substantial economic
benefits or savings on electricity compared to the setup in which households do not cooperate together
in a community. The main research question that this thesis aims to address is:
How can values of Local Energy Communities be maximized in the ongoing energy transition?
1. How can Local Energy Community be defined?
2. What values drive Local Energy Communities? What are the most important values driving
Local Energy Communities in Portugal?
3. What economic value can Local Energy Community create to its members and other actors in
residential sector?
4. What suitable organizational models for the operation of the Local Energy Communities can
help realize the values and needs of Local Energy Communities?

1.4 Scientific and societal relevance
As far as the scientific relevance is concerned, this research is particularly relevant for transition studies.
There is already a lot known on sustainable technologies (i.e. solar photovoltaics and clean vehicle
technologies) (Geels, 2002; Schot & Geels, 2008; Verbong & Geels, 2007). However, organizational
and business models allowing for the adoption of the sustainable technologies by broad society remain
4

relatively unexplored. The theory of “New Business Models” proposed by Jonker (Jonker, 2012) is not
widely used by organisations and corporates to build business models and therefore its use is a novelty
in the field of energy. This research therefore adds to existing transition studies by defining the
organizational and business models that combine the ‘typical green technologies’ with social
motivations and values powering the willingness to participate in the energy transition.
As for the societal relevance of this study, it aims to contribute to the currently debated concept of
energy communities. The Thesis will suggest an organizational model for communities that strive to
establish themselves and find the way to survive and be financially viable in a context favourable to
large incumbents. The Thesis can also be used as a basis for further research aiming to define how the
community based energy provision could facilitate a system which is able to cope with the current
transitions, from grey to green, and from central to decentral. This would benefit society since these
transitions are hoped to greatly contribute to a more sustainable energy system.

1.5 Research design
This research adopts mixed methods, combining qualitative with quantitative research. To unpack such
an emerging concept as Local Energy Communities and their operating principles, there is a need for
certain flexibility in the research. Due to the fact that there is not much historical data on implementation
of Local Energy Communities in urban setting and the organizational models are generally not publicly
available, the research is qualitative in nature with a part of quantitative analysis. To build
understanding of Local Energy Communities, this thesis adopts an exploratory research approach. It
relies on reviewing available literature on the topic of Local Energy Communities and other energy
community initiatives and the values motivating their activities. Next, it adopts the quantitative
approach using data on the patterns of energy use in the residential sector (collected by other
researchers) to calculate the economic value of community energy projects using the flexibility of
residential loads. Additionally, it incorporates formal qualitative approaches (Shields & Rangarajan,
2013) by using semi-structured qualitative interviews and surveys with experts on energy communities,
as well as gathering the opinions of members of a particular community, Coopérnico, to prioritize the
values within the community. Because of the novelty of the topic and the dynamic environment of the
operation of energy communities, this Master Thesis is exploratory in nature and does not aim to be
exhaustive (M. Saunders, 1997). Basing on the current state of knowledge on the energy community
projects, this Master Thesis attempts to draw a set of possible strategies for Local Energy Communities
that can be adopted by them in current energy system. Figure 1 below is a visual representation of
research design.
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Figure 1 A visualization presenting the research design overview.

The main research question and the following sub-questions SQ1, SQ2, SQ3 and SQ4 are a subject to
the comprehensive literature review, which is the main data collection method. Scientific and nonscientific sources were analysed for selected keywords and codified.
The insights drawn from the literature review for the SQ2 were complemented with the qualitative semistructured interviews with the community leaders as well as with survey conducted among the
community members. The surveys were analysed to prioritize the values within studied community and
find out the aspects discouraging the members from participation. The interviews were analysed for
selected keywords and codified. The outcome of the research was prioritization of values within the
Local Energy Community.
In the SQ3, the data collected form the literature review, analysed community, the results of the
flexibility tool and the data on the electricity prices in Portugal were fed into the tool for economic
value quantification of the available flexibility to evaluate the bankability of Local Energy Community
projects.
The SQ4 is a subject to thematic content analysis. The answer to SQ4, based on data harvested from
the qualitative semi-structured interviews with the community leaders and surveys with community
members as well as the literature review. The analysis and the economic and technical potential of extra
(energy) offerings to the stakeholders resulted in the formulation of suitable cases for organizational
models possible to adopt by Local Energy Communities in urban environment. The organizational
models are represented with use of the New Business Model concept elaborated by Jonker (Jonker,
2012).
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2

Methods

2.1 Research Question 1: How can Local Energy
Community be defined?
Data collection:
The first research question will we answered with an in-depth literature study. The aim is to gather all
existing knowledge on the Local Energy Communities and other community energy projects, as well
as to explain how they have been seen until now. Both scientific and grey literature will be reviewed.
For scientific papers, Scopus is used as the main source. Relevant scientific papers were found in the
domain of social sciences and energy generation. . The main research trends in local energy system are
identified through a keyword analysis in Scopus1 for 2010 to 2019 (Scopus, 2019). The exact search
of term “local energy community” in Scopus resulted in 17 documents being published from 2014
onwards. Due to the fact, that the scientific literature did not suffice in clarifying the definition of the
Local Energy Communities, the outcomes of the research in the scientific literature was further
complemented with the review of grey literature, the reports of organizations representing the
incumbents (Eurelectric, 2018), European federation for renewable energy cooperatives REScoop.eu
(REScoop, 2018) as well as legislative texts of the European Union (European Commission, 2017;
European Parliament, 2019). In order to compare Local Energy Communities to other energy
community schemes, the scientific and grey literature was used. The search terms used were 'renewable
energy cooperative OR local community’ and ‘community virtual power plants’ were used separately
to gather the knowledge on these terms in the areas of “Energy” and ”Business, Management and
Accounting” in the scientific literature and have yielded 1085, 520 and 20 publications for analysis
respectively. Additionally, the focus literature was later expended with the technique of snowballing
that was used to find more relevant papers (Wohlin, 2014). In this technique, the bibliography list of
the selected paper is used to identify additional papers of interest.
Data analysis:
The exact definitions of Local Energy Communities were very different from each other and the text
analysis did not allow to find a common definition. The codes helpful to identify the similarities
between definitions of Local Energy Communities and find their most important characteristics were
taken from the analysis of all scientific texts about energy community projects chosen in the research.
Using the NVIVO software, the literature was analysed with the aim to identify the 1000 most
frequently occurring words from the scientific literature in order to pin point the elements that were
most important according to previous studies. The program identified exact matches of words occurring
in the scientific texts. In the next step, the words that were singular and plural form of the same word
(e.g. community, communities) or they had a very similar meaning (e.g. sustainable, sustainability)
were grouped into nodes and assigned a code in the text. The codes were listed in the order of their
occurrence in the literature (Table 18 Codes of 1000 most common words in literature on energy
communities). The most occurring codes were used to analyse the definitions of Local Energy
Communities as well as similar community energy schemes. The correlations between them was
calculated with use of the Pearson correlation coefficient and were confirmed by calculating Jaccard
coefficient. Pearson correlation coefficient was used to measure the strength of linear association
between two variables (in this case: nodes) (Sedgwick, 2012). Jaccard coefficient measures the
probability that an element of at least one of two sets is an element of both, and thus is a reasonable
measure of similarity or “overlap” between the two (Levandovski & Winter, 1971). In this case,
indicated the probability with which one scientific paper contains both of the codes. By choosing pairs
of codes with Pearson correlation coefficient over 0,5 (gathered in Table 19) and Jaccard coefficient
over 0,9 (gathered in Table 21), the attributes of community energy projects were created. In the next
step they were compared against the definitions. The attributes that are explicitly mentioned in the text
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of the definition or are described in the texts completing the definitions, are marked with symbol X.
Afterwards, their occurrence was summarized and counted which attributes are present in 50% or more
definitions. The goal of the analysis was to identify the factors differentiating Local Energy
Communities from other types of organisations and propose the definition for Local Energy
Communities.

2.2 Research Question 2: What values drive Local Energy
Communities? What are the most important values
driving Local Energy Communities in Portugal?
Data collection:
The second research question was answered based on the semi-structured qualitative interviews and
survey among members of energy community. The knowledge base needed for construction of the
interviews and survey was built with the use of scientific literature as well as grey literature. For
scientific papers, Scopus was used as the main source. Relevant scientific papers were found in the
domain of social sciences and energy generation. The keywords searched for during the research are:
“value proposition”, “values”. Special attention was paid to the classification of values according to
FIETS model prepared by cVPP project (A. Wieczorek, 2018). This classification of the values was
used to conduct social research among an existing energy community.
The chosen researched group were members of Coopérnico, a Citizen Energy Community connecting
ten Local Energy Communities operating in Portugal. Their aim is to be a cooperative of renewable
energies with a social focus that operates to support projects promoting solidarity, education or
environmental protection. It was founded by 16 citizens coming from diverse background and
professional experiences but sharing a common concern for sustainable development. The chosen group
of respondents was considered appropriate for the research due to the fact that they have already been
consciously involved in the community activities supporting implementation of renewable energy.
Their vision is to foster a fair and responsible energy model based on renewables, contributing to a
social, environmental and energy sustainable future. They aim to involve citizens and companies in the
creation of a new energy paradigm - renewable and decentralized - for the benefit of society and the
environment (Coopérnico, 2019). Specifically, they aim to conduct projects to generate economic
benefits, from the sale of the produced electricity, as well as environmental benefits with the production
of clean electricity (without emissions of carbon dioxide and other pollutants). The electricity produced
is integrated into the electricity grid and serves to supply families and businesses. To support their local
community, the foundation of the operation is to distribute the benefits generated by society, investors
and the environment.
After the literature review, semi-structured interviews with two representatives and survey among
members and representatives of a local energy community were conducted. The aim of the qualitative
interviews and the survey was twofold:
•

to contribute to a deeper understanding of the values and needs of local energy community
members

•

to prioritize the values present in given community

The qualitative interviews were considered an appropriate method for this goal, because it allows the
discovering of meaning and is an inductive bottom-up approach is the qualitative interview (Weiss,
1994; Cresswell, 2009). For this purpose, two face-to-face, semi-structured interviews were conducted
in order for indicative themes to emerge. The interview was partially structured, though the researcher
was ready to adapt the questions to the direction of the conversation. The questions are collected in
APPENDIX: Interview protocol – Simon Pannett and APPENDIX: Interview protocol – Ana Rita
Nazário Marouço. Additionally, there are verbatim transcripts attached to each interview. The
interviews were coded with codes from the classification of values presented on Figure 10 Community
values FIETS representation in order to analyse them and compare them with the results of the survey.
Because of the friendly attitude of the interviewees in the correspondence prior to the moment of the
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interview, the conversational tone was chosen in order to create more natural environment. They were
recorded on an audio-recorder and transcribed afterwards with ensuring the consent of the interviewee.
The form of survey was with open and multiple choice questions. The survey was distributed in two
forms: printable version and the online version done with Google Forms and attached to the
communication newsletter of the Coopérnico. The survey was prepared in two language versions to
adapt to the respondents. The original English version can be found in APPENDIX: Community
member survey (English) and the version translated to Portuguese with help of the coordinator of the
Coopérnico can be found in APPENDIX: Community member survey (Portuguese)
First of all, the members were asked to rank the factors motivating them to participate in Coopérnico
on a scale from 0 to 5 (0 – not important at all, 1 – a bit important, 2 - somewhat important, 3 – quite
important, 4 – very important, 5 – my top priority). Thanks to this division, the participants were able
to indicate the aspects of the energy community that play the biggest role for them as well as the ones
they consider not crucial. In the following question, the participants of the survey were asked to indicate
factors that would discourage them from participation in the energy community. This multiple choice
questions was not aiming at choosing one most discouraging barrier, rather than finding out which
aspects would be the least desired by the most participants of the survey. The first and third question
asked about similar aspects of operation of energy community in a slightly different way in order to
check if the respondents understand the questions and give honest answers.
Data analysis:
The literature review technique used in this part was a secondary data analysis, meaning that it analysed
data collected by other researchers (in this case, mostly cVPP project (A. Wieczorek, 2018)). This
technique uses secondary data to provide detail and context to a sociological analysis, which avoids
unnecessary data duplication, saving time and research effort (Cheng & Phillips, 2014). The data was
used to synthetize the existing knowledge on the values of the energy communities as well as the
motivations of individuals joining them. The answers from members of Coopérnico were summarised
with use of Excel. The answers were counted and the average scores as well as standard deviations were
calculated. This simple technique allowed prioritization of values. The answers from first and third
question were compared to check the understanding of the questions and honesty of the respondents.
The interviews with the representatives of Coopérnico were coded with the lenses derived from the
FIETS classification of values using the program NVivo according to the coding procedure based on
the work of Saldana (Saldana, 2009). They were compared with the answers to the survey. The outcome
of the social study was one of the inputs of the analysis of flexibility potential in the analysed
neighbourhood representing Local Energy Community.

2.3 Research Question 3: What economic value can Local
Energy Community create to its members and other actors in
residential sector?
2.3.1 Economic aspect
Data collection:
The economic data was obtained from current tariffs applied by electricity retailers with the biggest
consumer base in Portugal, from the Portuguese Regulatory Entity for Energy Services and from the
database of wholesale electricity prices for the year 2018.
Data analysis:
The information on the current tariff structure among electricity retailers was coupled with the output
data from the tools used for quantification of available flexibility - ALPG tool and DEMkit platform.
In this way, the constructed economic tool was used to assess the economic value possible to derive
from the community energy compared to the Business-as-Usual scenario. The value obtained was used
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to prove the bankability of Local Energy Communities. The tool was done in programming language
Python with an add-on in Excel. The details of analysed case study are in subchapter 2.3.3 Case Study.

2.3.2 Technical realization
Data collection:
In order to quantify the economic value in the Local Energy Communities and verify their economic
profitability in the urban context, first the model provided by the University of Twente on “Generation
of Flexible Domestic Load Profiles to Evaluate Demand Side Management Approaches” (Gerwin
Hoogsteen, Molderink, Hurink, & Smit, 2016) was used.
Artificial Load Profile Generator (ALPG)
This tool explicitly generates the available flexibility offered by the devices in households (G.
Hoogsteen, 2017). This tool was chosen due to the quality and outstanding accuracy compared to other
open source tools. The validity and accuracy of the tool was tested in the Dutch town of Lochem and
has proved to be accurate when comparing simulation results with the measurement data. Basing on the
demographic data and the information about the devices in the household, it simulated the occupancy
profiles of individual inhabitants and the flexibility information of devices depending on these
occupancy profiles. In this way, it allowed a convenient creation of realistic simulation use-cases to
evaluate the performance of decentralized energy management approaches in residential areas (G.
Hoogsteen, 2017). Additionally, the tool accounts for the weather data, real solar irradiation and
temperature data and is easily customized when it comes to changing the location and time zone as well
as the demographic data of the inhabitants of the simulated community. The system, given the
demographic information as an input, simulates the households in the network together with the
inhabitants and the devices in the household. For persons, an occupancy profile and behaviour patterns
are being generated basing on the information such as age category, employment and customs like wake
up times and arrival times from work. As the next step, the randomization is performed in order to
account for spontaneous behavioural changes such as a day off or a visit of a family, sporting days,
washing days, home working days (Gerwin Hoogsteen et al., 2016). Additionally, the simulation of
persons accounts for differences between weekend days and workdays. Afterwards, the static load
profile or flexibility information of the devices are being simulated. This order is very important due to
the fact that the tool assumes low or no penetration of the smart automated devices and no interruption
of the behavioural patterns of the users to respect the preference for no comfort violation of the members
of the energy community. Therefore, it is stated that behaviour of the inhabitants of the household
influences the interactions with devices, meaning static load devices (such as electronics) can only be
used when the inhabitants are at home and the timeshiftable devices (for example a washing machine)
can only be turned on while the inhabitants are at home, but can continue operating while the inhabitants
leave the house. The ALPG tool explicitly generates the available household flexibility offered by
devices. It means that it uses classification of the household devices provided by (Flexiblepower
Alliance Network (FAN), 2017) called Energy Flexibility Interface (EFI). It divides the appliances into
four generic flexibility classes and focuses on the flexibility of a control action offered by the device
rather than the technical capabilities of a device (G. Hoogsteen, 2017). The logic behind this division
is presented on the Figure 16.
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Figure 2 Classification of household devices adopted from (Flexiblepower Alliance Network (FAN), 2017)

The researchers of University of Twente have specified the types of the devices in a more detailed way
while maintaining the connection with the EFI equivalents in the following manner:
•

•

The equivalent class in EF-Pi of the Uncontrolled:
o

Uncontrollable devices are the devices that do not offer any energy flexibility. This
means that they must execute their actions right after being triggered to start. In
households, such devices can be computers, TV, “white goods”, stand-by usage and
electronics, lighting, inductive devices and fridges.

o

Curtailable devices are characterized by a fixed consumption or production profile
and the amount of power that can be curtailed. An example of such devices is PV.

The equivalent class in EF-Pi of the Timeshifter:
o

•

Timeshiftable are the devices that can only consume the electricity with a static
consumption profile, this means that their “job” is not possible to modify, but only to
shift in the time. The information about their job is specific for the device and
additionally, it contains the information on the arrival time and deadline for the work
to be done. This means that the device should be finished before the deadline specified
and cannot be started before the arrival time of each job. The example of such devices
are washing machines, dryers and dishwashers.

The equivalent class in EF-Pi of the Buffer:
o

Buffer-Timeshiftable are the devices for which the flexibility is specified by jobs with
a start time, deadline (both given in seconds) and required energy demand in watthours. These devices have a fixed maximum power consumption in watts and buffer
capacity in watt-hours. The example of such device is an electric vehicle with a battery.

o

Buffer is a type of the device that has a specified power consumption or production
level in watts and capacity in watt-hours. Example of such devices can be home battery
or hot water buffer (storage tank for hot water).

For the purpose of this Master Thesis, the ALPG tool was adapted to needs of the case study and some
modifications according to insights from Thermovault were introduced. The output data from ALPG
tool was connected with the DEMkit tool developed by University of Twente.
Simulation and demonstration platform - DEMKit
Once the ALPG tool generated high quality “historical” data on the electricity demand in the
households, its output was used in the simulation and demonstration platform, named DEMKit, which
implements the components, performs the energy management in the neighbourhood and performs
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control and finally provides a complete model of the smart grid. DEMKit implemented the components
provided by ALPG tool, performed the energy management in the neighbourhood and provided a
complete model of the smart grid. The energy management system was optimized according to
requirements of the analysis. It simulated energy flows from, to and within neighbourhood. In one case
the goal was to prevent the infrastructure problems by limiting the capacity on the connection point
between the neighbourhood and the distribution grid. In the other case, it optimized energy consumption
to minimize the costs of the electricity for the community. The tool was used to perform energy
management on a simulated neighbourhood representing a Local Energy Community and verify
technical possibility of implementing and executing strategies leading to lowering costs on the
electricity provision as well as increasing the revenue from generation and sale of renewable electricity
and balancing services.
In all optimization cases, DEMkit follows the Triana approach. It starts with the prediction of the
electricity demand. The prediction step is done on a household level for each of the relevant parameters,
e.g. uncontrollable load, available flexibility, and generation from renewables. These parameters serve
as input for the next step of the Triana approach - planning which is done on the neighbourhood level.
In this step, the plan of the operation of the devices is done with respect to physical constraints
(limitation of the cable capacity) as well as with consideration of the costs of electricity at any given
moment. The scheduling problem is solved by iteratively. Given the input data such as the price
electricity, the state of charge of the device, the historical data and the needed state of charge in the next
time step, each devices schedules the use of their flexibility and communicates the scheduled profile to
the household level. The scheduled profile of the devices are then aggregated and the household demand
electricity profile is obtained. Next, the profiles that best fit the price signal are being selected and
compiled in the neighbourhood profile. This is how the second step of Triana methodology is fulfilled.
This approach has proven to be fairly accurate and efficient in performing the energy management
between the simulated households and optimizing the usage of the distribution grid between the
households in the way that it balances consumption of electricity with locally produces renewable
energy from PV in the neighbourhood and satisfies network requirements and capacity constraints (G.
Hoogsteen, 2017). However, it also has some disadvantages. The main one is that it assumes that the
distribution grid present in the neighbourhood behaves like “copperplate”, which means that the
electricity flow within this part of the grid (between the houses in the Community of Place) is not limited
and the electricity can move freely between the houses. In case of this research, it means that the only
limitation is the operational bounds of the transformer at the connection point between this
neighbourhood and the rest of the grid. Therefore, the individual consumption patterns of the houses
are not able to provoke problems elsewhere in the network (van der Klauw, 2017). However, this
approach might turn problematic if the communities choose to optimize their energy use basing on
dynamic wholesale electricity prices, for example the Communities of Interest who are not oriented on
solving the infrastructure problems. In their case, the devices will be choosing between either
consuming as much energy as possible at the moments of low price or will not be consuming any
energy, once the price is too high. This means that the energy management system oriented on the cost
minimization and steered only basing on price signals might not only keep the current infrastructure
problems but even amplify them by creating new peaks in the electricity demand (van der Klauw, 2017).
Price signals cause the devices to choose between either consuming as much energy as possible, if the
price is low enough, or not consuming any energy, if the price is too high. As a consequence the devices
never operate using a state that consumes a moderate amount of energy (e.g. an EV will never charge
less than maximal power). While the grid constraints can be taken into account during the planning
phase (Gerwin Hoogsteen, Molderink, Hurink, & Smit, 2014), the scheduled profiles still show
significant fluctuations on a local level due to the price signals.
Once the second step (planning) is accomplished, the system simulates the “real time” behaviour of the
devices mimicking the real grid and performs the control in order to ensure proper functioning.
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Data analysis:
The output data was visualized with another software tool, Grafana2, that provides a convenient user
interface to aggregate data from multiple time series, calculate mean values or display the profiles of
demand for electricity and other commodities in time. The focus of the analysis was potential for the
optimization of electricity exchange on the connection point between the neighbourhood (community)
grid and the main grid. This value shows the electricity used by all houses in all analysed scenarios.
This case study was interested in the amount of electricity exchanged in the direction from the houses
and to the houses in each 15-minute interval during whole year. It was visualized as sum of smart meters
of the households. Practically, this means that any electricity generated from the photovoltaic
installation in the community was shared among the houses within the community and this electricity
exchange was not visible at the connection point between the community grid and the grid of the DSO.
Only in the moments when none of the houses used this electricity, it was exported out of the
community. Therefore, aggregating the electricity consumption in each timeframe from all households
resulted in the net power import/export by the community towards the external grid.

2.3.3 Case Study
This subchapter describes the steps that were taken to calculate the economic value of the Local Energy
Community understood as the Community of Place, in the urban environment.
Case community
The calculation of economic value was based on an example of Local Energy Community, resembling
the local group of Coopérnico – community in Tavira, Portugal. The production of electricity is based
on their installation in the city centre with installed power (kW peak) of 76.4 kW and annual production
of 130 507 kWh (Coopérnico, 2019; Q Antum, 2019). The members of community are 50 households,
as indicated in the description of the installation (Coopérnico, 2019). The households in case study are
in close proximity and are under one connection transformer connecting them to the distribution grid.
Flexible devices in the community
In general, for provision of flexibility services, the devices are needed that can operate within the scale
of minutes of hours (van der Klauw, 2017), meaning be able to store energy within days or between
days. Such devices are stand-alone residential batteries, batteries in electric vehicles and heat buffers
on residential scale. When it comes to electrical storage, batteries were expected to assist scheduling of
renewable energy systems by storing the electricity, maintaining a fixed voltage during the electrical
load supply, and distributing the stored power with high efficiency (Bagheri, Hamid, Pakzadmanesh, &
Kennedy, 2019). Although, the capital cost of batteries has significantly dropped owing to progressive
technological improvements (Bagheri et al., 2019), the high investment costs and risks, e.g., uncertainty
about the lifetime of the system (Kalkbrenner, 2019) pose still barriers to the consumers. A solution to
this problem can be community-owned storage system supporting the efficient use of communityowned photovoltaic system (Kalkbrenner, 2019). Additionally, an advantage of the community
ownership is that the batteries can be located outside end-users' homes and therefore diminish safety
concerns (Kalkbrenner, 2019). Another promise of the energy storage is the wide diffusion of the
electric vehicles. Charging of electric vehicles directly from home- or community-owned photovoltaics
is interesting solution to increase the self-consumption (Luthander, Lingfors, Munkhammar, & Widén,
2015). However, this potential is treated by scientists as limited, especially on a household scale, due
to mismatch between solar irradiance and electric vehicle charging patterns (Luthander et al., 2015).
Additionally, in most of the cases there is no bi-directional flow of electricity between the grid and the
electric vehicle, meaning the vehicles can only be charged, i.e. they cannot be used to store electricity
for later consumption in the household. The concept of electric vehicles cooperating on a big scale with
the electrical grid (vehicle-to- grid (V2G)) is not yet widespread. Additionally, scientists do not expect
a rapid uptake of this practice because in V2G scenarios the battery lifetime is significantly reduced
(Brennenstuhl, Pietruschka, Eicker, & Yadack, 2016). For this reason, the users are not expected to
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agree to provide with their private electric vehicles the flexibility services and enhancing system
efficiency unless there are heavily compensated by the grid operators (Ilieva & Rajasekharan, 2018).
However, there are several pilots testing the economic viability of DSOs owned car sharing electric
vehicles providing this service (Ilieva & Rajasekharan, 2018; innogy, 2019) which might mean that
the communities will follow with community owned vehicles.
Another type of devices having potential to play an important role in the flexible use of the electricity
and optimal use of the smart grids are not only devices offering pure electricity storage such as
household batteries or batteries in electric vehicles, but also heat storage buffers connected to devices
transforming electricity into heat that it later on used by the residents. Heating with use of electricity
and heat storage are especially convenient in providing flexibility of residential loads. In general, heat
storage is less expensive and less influenced by ageing, as it is in case of batteries. Additionally, in the
majority of member states of European Union, the biggest energy demand in residential sector is
committed to keep the households within the comfortable temperatures and provide hot water that is
expected by all end users to be available at any time. The additional buffer capacity can be provided by
the thermal inertia of buildings. In this sense, the households can also be treated as heat storage that can
be used in order to shift in time the use of electricity for heating (van der Klauw, 2017).
The analysis done in the case study respected the need for not violating the comfort of the end-users
while using the electricity. In this case, the potential for utilizing this self-generated electricity was
calculated without the behavioural interventions motivating the end-users to change their customs and
respond to the price or other signals from the electricity providers. Additionally, the case study assumed
slow diffusion of the flexible devices. Among 50 simulated households, 5% of them possessed a battery.
Additionally, 10% possessed an electric vehicle (EV) and 10% possessed plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles (PHEVs). The vehicles have standard parameters of 4200 Wh battery capacity for EV and
12000 Wh battery capacity for PHEV. The remaining devices were typical whitegoods present in
households.
Definition of the economic value
In the scientific literature, the overall economic benefits of community energy systems is proposed to
be calculated as the interplay between increasing electricity tariffs and decreasing up-front investment
costs of local energy systems (Koirala et al., 2016). However, for simplicity, this Master Thesis aimed
to verify the economic value of the flexibility by focusing on the cost of the electricity provided to the
households – the variable operational cost of the energy provision. The economic value in this case
study was therefore understood as the difference in monetary value of the cost of electricity between
the two scenarios of urban environment:
Table 1 Visualization of the case comparison

Case

With optimization

Without optimization

Many
separate
houses

Not considered

Scenario: business as usual
Electricity exchanged is sum of electricity
demand of the houses and the electricity
supply from the PV installations.

Houses
cooperating
as
Community
of place

Scenario: Community of place - one global optimum
Electricity exchanged on the connection point is sum of
electricity demand of the houses and the electricity supply
from the PV installations with applying the optimization of
the usage of the devices.
•
peak shaving + price optimization, (retail prices,
wholesale prices)

Not considered

Houses
cooperating
as
Community
of interest

Scenario: Community of interest – cost minimization
Electricity exchanged on the virtual connection point is sum
of electricity demand of the houses and the electricity supply
from the PV installations with applying the optimization of
the usage of the devices.
•
Only price optimization (wholesale prices)

Not considered
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Cost of electricity
The cost of electricity in this case study was calculated twofold according to following assumptions:
a. with consideration of the electricity prices in tariff for residential users from EDP Energias de
Portugal, the biggest retailer in Portugal; providing electricity to the grid was:
i. neither remunerated, nor charged for
ii. remunerated at the rate of retail prices
b. with the wholesale electricity prices for Portugal in the year 2018. This is a situation when
communities can participate in wholesale market, currently blocked by DSOs in European
Union; providing electricity to the grid was remunerated for wholesale prices.

2.4 Research Question 4: What suitable organizational
models for the operation of the Local Energy
Communities can maximize the satisfaction of the
values and needs of Local Energy Communities?
Data collection:
The knowledge base was built with the use of scientific literature as well as non-academic sources. The
keywords searched for during the research were: “organizational models”, “business models”.
Additionally, the members of local energy community were asked for the input in semi-structured
qualitative interviews and in the survey in order to:
•

pin-point the organizational and business model uncertainties and drivers in the local energy
community

•

identify the major obstacles restricting the communities from working in the current energy
system.

The same interviews were used to as in the Research Question 2.
In the second question of the survey the members of Coopérnico were asked about their vision on the
operation of the energy community. They were asked to mark the answers on scale from “I strongly
disagree”, “I disagree”, “I don’t have an opinion”, “I agree”, “I strongly agree” to the statements
describing potential activities of the energy community.
Data analysis:
The literature review technique used in this part was a secondary data analysis as in the previous
research question. The data obtained from scientific and grey literature was used to synthetize the
existing knowledge on the organizational models of the local energy communities and the types of
activities they perform. The input from literature review was complemented with the inputs from the
interviews and surveys with the community’s members. The interviews and surveys were coded with
the lenses derived from new business models (Jonker, 2012) with the program NVivo according to the
coding procedure based on the work of Saldana (Saldana, 2009). Basing on the data obtained from the
literature review, the interviews and the surveys, a set of suitable business and organisational models
was proposed with use of the new business models canvas (Jonker, 2012).

2.5 Research quality
In order to minimize the researcher’s bias, the thesis was a subject to the process of triangulation. The
evaluation of the results and formulation of conclusion was supported by the academic supervisor from
Eindhoven University of Technology and by the industrial supervisor from Thermovault. Moreover,
interviews were double coded to avoid subjectivity and to enhance the reliability and validity of the
research (Saldana, 2009).
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3

Analytical framework

The scientific literature doesn’t clarify what the Local Energy Communities are and what their role is
in the transition of the energy system. There currently is no agreement on the exact definition of Local
Energy Communities and the distinctive features differentiating them from other community energy
projects. By offering alternatives to the current system organization Local Energy Communities can be
seen as experiments in a broader energy transition which is about a shift from fossil fuels to renewable
energy (R. de Waal & Stremke, 2014) and is foreseen to be based on a more distributed, serviceorientated and customer centric system (Delta Energy&Environment, 2017). Transition is thoroughly
discussed in transition studies (Geels, 2002) as a transformative change (system innovation), drawing
on a co-evolutionary perspective. It assumes that technology and society mutually shape each other,
instead of one more or less determining the other (Kemp, 2010). Other scholars define transition as “a
fundamental changes in functional systems of provision and consumption such as for example
transportation, communication, housing and feeding” (Geels, 2002). It is specifically useful to analyse
the transition in the system of energy provision using the Multi-Level Perspective, a perspective that in
case of the energy system helps understanding the complex dynamics of sociotechnical change (Geels,
2002) that depends on the linkages between different social groups that reproduce and enact certain
activities. These societal groups are the actors of the energy system. One of them, a novel type of actors
emerging from niche projects, are the Local Energy Communities whose role in the transitioning energy
system is still not clear. Generally, it is assumed that they are contributors to the change in the energy
system, but there is no agreement to what extent and in which way they should be involved. To unpack
this topic, the actors’ role analysis is particularly applicable. It divides the actors into categories of state
(government), private sector (business), civil society actors and the intermediaries that are crucially
important in multi-actor transition processes (Fischer & Newig, 2016). Thanks to this theory, the role
of Local Energy Communities in the changing energy system can be better understood and the strategies
helping them move from the pilot project to the broad system can be defined.
The multi-level perspective offers a broad system perspective of the socio-technical context and
comprises the landscape, regime and the niche; the energy demand flexibility analysis together with the
economic analysis focus on the values, especially the economic value the Local Energy Communities
might offer to their stakeholders and using it, exert pressure on the regime; lastly, the business model
studies are focused on internal niche developments and the actors analysis on external niche dynamics.
The theories in this Master Thesis are used to construct the conceptual analytical model. Here, the model
connects the transition studies with actor analysis and business models studies helping to quantify the
economic value of the Local Energy Communities and define their role in the new, decentralized energy
system. Together, these research fields offer a comprehensive perspective to look at Local Energy
Communities and their possible pathways to the regime.

3.1 Transition studies
The transition studies are at the core of analysis of the transformation of socio-technical systems that
occur due to the sustainability challenges such as climate change or the depletion of resources. Due to
the fact that the transition of the systems is characterized by a great complexity of intertwining concepts,
there exists a vast range of theoretical approaches aimed at understanding them. The most remarkable
and well known basis for transition studies are evolutionary economic theories (Nelson & Winter,
1977), the social construction of technologies theory (Bijker, W. E., Hughes, T. P., & Pinch, 1987) , the
role and variety of actors in managing sustainable innovations in society (Farla et al., 2012) as well as
their activity in the protective spaces, niches that allow starting the process of the change (Kemp, Schot,
& Hoogma, 2007). Among others, these approaches allowed for a systemic view on the transformation
processes within the socio-technical systems.
The concept socio-technical system highlights the fact that both the social and the technical phenomena
are tightly interrelated and dependent on each other (Bijker, W. E., Hughes, T. P., & Pinch, 1987). For
this reason, the scholars consider important the connections between the technical elements and the
societal functions, the first being used to fulfil the latter. An example of such societal function can be
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provision of energy. This concept is further used in the transition studies to define the transitions as “the
radical change from one socio-technical system to another” (Hardy & Grintals, 2017)(Grin et al. 2010).
This and further concepts related to transition studies will be further used as the foundation for this
research.

3.2 Multi-Level Perspective
The multi-level perspective is used as a framework that can describe the dynamics and structure of
socio-technical systems. This framework allows wider system view on the analysed concept and helps
conceptualizing the sectors of the socio-technical system, which is required to understand the transition
that could take place towards a system of democratic and decentralized energy provision.
The framework elaborated by Geels (Geels, 2002) combines important element of transition studies
such as neo-institutional theories, structuration theories, science and technology studies as well as
evolutionary economics. It divides the socio-technical systems into interconnected levels: the macrolevel called the landscape, the meso-level called the regime and the micro-level called the niche. The
representation of them can be found in Figure 3. Due to the fact that all elements are connected with
each other and interdependent, they are set in “nested hierarchy” (Geels, 2002).

Figure 3 Multiple levels as a nested hierarchy (Geels, 2002)

3.2.1 Macro-level: the landscape
Landscape refers to aspects of the widest exogenous environment and the material aspect of society. It
is the widest element of the socio-technical system, influencing the dynamics of the lower levels: regime
and the niche. It primarily comprises of the major aspects of the socio-technical systems: climate
change, loss of biodiversity, resource depletion, macro-economic patterns, geopolitical pressures,
shared societal values and beliefs, demographical trends and political ideologies (Geels, 2011). In case
of this Master Thesis, the landscape represents the growing concern about the climate change resulting
from use of fossil fuels for the energy provision as well as the criticism on the centralized energy system
dominated by big energy companies slowing the energy transition.

3.2.2 Meso-level: the regime
The socio-technical regime forms the ‘deep structure’ that accounts for the stability of an existing sociotechnical system (Geels, 2004). Regime comprises of set of rules, cognitive, normative, and regulative
practices, that orient and coordinate the activities of the social groups that reproduce the various
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elements of socio-technical systems. The rules are both enacted and modified by the actors, but also
they restrict them and stabilize the constellation. Due to this fact, they are characterized by lock-in, an
effect that prevents radial changes from happening. In the energy system it is represented by gradual
adoption of renewable technologies for energy generation and slow investment in the new installations
in solar or wind technologies caused by conservative approach towards improvements of the energy
system. Because of this risk-avert behaviour of the incumbents, regime boundaries only allow
incremental innovations, following stable trajectories in technological, cultural, political, market and
industrial dimensions.

3.2.3 Micro-level: the niche
The areas where radical changes can occur and develop are niches – the “protective spaces” such as
research institutes, subsidized demonstration projects, pilots or special market settings where the users
with special requirements drive the development of innovation. Good examples of innovations
supported by the utilities were the clean energy technologies such as wind, biomass, solar PV, storage,
as well as the technologies facilitating the decentralization of the energy system - EV, fuel cells, smart
meters etc. They emerge as bottom-up alternative solutions developed to address the problems
occurring in the landscape. By offering an alternative solution that is not well suited to just adapt to the
existing rules and sustainify the current regime, they exert pressure on the rules and linkages between
elements in the incumbent regime aiming to displace ‘locked-in’ technologies, institutions and interests
(Geels & Schot, 2007; Mattes, Huber, & Koehrsen, 2015).
One example of experiments in niches gaining popularity all around the globe are the energy community
projects, gathering the citizens willing to join the efforts of the energy transition and invest either
individually or jointly in the renewable energy installations (Gui & MacGill, 2018; Holstenkamp &
Kahla, 2016). The most affordable and widespread renewable energy generation method for households
is installation of the PV systems enabling the owners to use parts of the energy generated in house and
selling the remaining electricity to the grid. However, these dispersed individuals do not create
sufficient critical mass to motivate a larger, radical change in the energy system. Therefore, they attempt
to get together to exert a bigger pressure on the incumbents operating on the regime level and finally to
try to replace them and become solid elements of the new regime. On all points of the trajectory from
the protected space to the influence on the landscape, the innovation is a subject to pressures exerted in
the regime as well as within itself. These pressures define the trajectories of the innovative ideas and
shape their outcomes. Usually, they are even so strong that they prevent the ideas from breaking through
to the regime due to the rigidity and lock in of the regime. An example of the pressures from the regime
in the case of decentralized renewable energy generation done by the citizens are low or even no
payment for exported PV generation. These obstacles have incentivized a number of prosumer groups
to explore the new ways of electricity provision. It was observed that real impact could be made when
multiple devices are linked together to form a sustainable decentralized network, also called Virtual
Power Plant (VPP). For this reason, the neighbours try to establish VPP models or exchange the
electricity produced by the renewables between themselves (peer to peer trading) to obtain more
economic and social value from their investments. The values within each energy community projects
share the trajectory of the niche movements and the final shape of the energy communities in the new
regime. While some energy community initiatives are motivated by reducing their negative impact on
the environment, other highlight the need for societal cohesion and yet another projects are aiming to
achieve long-term vision and goals of local energy self-sufficiency and to build resilient infrastructure
and community, independent from the incumbents. This is impacts the choice of the setup and
technologies used in each case. Some communities focus mostly on installing renewable energy
generation equipment while other might engage in energy storage, demand flexibility, energy trade in
the wholesale market or putting a bigger effort on investment in smart infrastructure and local networks
(Gui & MacGill, 2018).
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Figure 4 A dynamic multi-level perspective (Geels, 2002)

3.3 Actor analysis
The Local Energy Communities are new types of actors working at the grassroots innovation for
sustainability (E. C. van der Waal, van der Windt, & van Oost, 2018). They are trying to find their way
to disrupt the energy system and fulfil their goals and realise their values by upscaling, gaining strength
and societal approval to consequently diffuse the new way of providing the energy to the society (E. C.
van der Waal et al., 2018). It is crucial to understand the dynamic interaction of new actors with other
actors of the energy system, frequently advocating for different interests (Farla et al., 2012). This will
help identify the suitable roles for Local Energy Communities in the evolving energy system and will
help creating strategies should they adopt to fulfil their goals in the current circumstances (E. C. van
der Waal et al., 2018). The actor analysis is therefore aimed at a better understanding of actors’ value,
strategies and roles.

3.3.1 Values of the actor – Local Energy Community
The scientific literature highlights that the creation of a new energy system (until now mainly analysed
in the integration of renewable energy (Kirchhoff, Kebir, Neumann, Heller, & Strunz, 2016)) is not a
clear and simple technological shift, but is closely connected to the ethics, morals and values of the
citizens that consume and produce this energy (Sovacool & Dworkin, 2015). The citizens increasingly
share concerns about the environmental impacts of energy provision or the ethics of certain business
models (Herbes, Brummer, Rognli, Blazejewski, & Gericke, 2017). They criticize businesses that
operate according to the tenets of neoclassical economic theory, where the primary obligation of
corporations is to maximize profit for shareholders (Stormer, 2003). Currently, the societies advocate
to move from ethic is to behave economically (Stormer, 2003) towards a sort of “environmental ethic”
encompassing a responsibility of business and societies to protect the natural environment and minimize
the production of negative externalities, or energy-related social and environmental costs (Sovacool &
Dworkin, 2015).
What is clear from the scientific literature, is that the community energy initiatives adopt a different
logic than the actors present in the incumbent regime. This is described as the community-logic (Van
Summeren et al., 2019). The energy communities want to operate on different values than current
regime and are driven not only by monetary or financial gains, but aim to satisfy broad spectrum of the
needs of the community, falling into categories such as economic, social and environmental.
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Figure 5 Differences between values of incumbents and energy communities

These values can be satisfied by the activity of the local energy communities internally offering the
services to their members and externally, offering the economic value for other actors in the energy
system. There is a need for quantification of the economic values provided by the flexibility offered by
the LECs in order to prove they can be financially viable to survive in the harsh institutional
environment that does not support them. Being a novel construct, the local energy communities, still
need to find their role in the energy system in order to successfully setup and develop without the need
to make any trade-offs between bankability and pursuing the radical change in energy provision. In
order to avoid the scenario of becoming the new sustainified incumbents, they should refrain from
sacrificing their values to become financially sustainable and bankable.

3.3.2 Strategies and roles of the actor - New Business Models,
USEF Framework
Finally, local energy communities, in order to develop and gain strong position in the energy system,
need to find a proper role, enabling them to satisfy the needs of their members and create value to other
actors. As novel constructs, they are not able to radically change the energy system by themselves, but
are expected to depend on and cooperate with other innovators in social and technical fields in order to
break through from the pilot projects to the general energy system. It is expected that their strategy will
be strongly linked with offering flexibility derived from optimisation of use of the flexible devices in
the households. Therefore, potential role of Community was identified with the use of USEF
Framework which describes flexibility as a new way of creating value in the energy system. The
flexibility offerings are linked strongly with the monetary value and economic aspect of Local Energy
Communities, which is a key element enabling communities to signal their existence, break through
from the niche experiments and start counting on the market. The USEF framework is based on a roles
in the energy system which is a basis for uniform of responsibilities of each actor (USEF Foundation,
2015). USEF Framework can be implemented in various ways according to the local market and
business needs. USEF is developed, maintained and audited by the USEF Foundation, a non-profit
partnership of seven organizations, active in all areas of the smart energy industry: ABB, Alliander,
DNV GL, Essent, IBM, ICT Automation and Stedin – the incumbent actors of the energy system in the
Netherlands.
Once the role of Local Energy Communities was defined, a suitable business and organisational model
was developed. Business Models visualize the principles of operation of companies and justify their
existence. They are a tool helpful to manifest how certain organizations plan to create, deliver and
capture value (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010) . Business Models are the commercially implemented and
practiced outcomes of innovation brought to the market by the new actors, in this case the Local Energy
Communities. As proto-regimes they are still in a process of shaping their role in the energy system and
there’s still a gap in the literature on the appropriate models that can help organize Local Energy
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Communities in such a way that their needs (communal or of the individual members) are met. This
must be done taking into account not only how to sustainify the current business models of the regime
actors, but primarily how to establish radically different logic of the value creation (Jonker, 2012). In
this Master Thesis, the organizational model and market context of the Local Energy Communities will
be investigated. Traditionally, the most popular business model canvas, created by Alexander Osterwald
and widely used nowadays, focuses on the value proposition offered uniquely towards the customers of
the company, the profits gained from the operation as well as the resources involved directly in the
creation and delivery of the value. Currently, in the world increasingly attentive to the sustainability
issues, many scholars and decision makers claim that this approach might have an apocalyptic effect on
the planet. In order to address these problems and draw the attention of the businesses to their impacts
on broader society, Jan Jonker proposed a New Business Model (Jonker, 2012). The most important
change proposed in this model is revolutionized vision of value creation. It is no longer only monetary,
measurable benefit obtained by the organization and their customers, but also social and ecological
values shared with the outer world, which is in line with the values of the energy communities. This
fresh look on how companies and organisations should build rationale about their activity in the new
regimes addresses the problem of sustainability such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple, shared, collective principles of business
Multifaceted value creation (monetary, social, environmental)
Variety of stakeholders in the community structure around the business
Environmental costs arising from the firm’s activities
Critical view on the availability of the resources

The most important aspect of the theory is the new way of organizing and defining the value creation
and delivery which implies the reframing of the way in which innovators shape transactions. For this
reason, the model addresses the need of generating and providing not only economical but also other
values to the customers as well as the whole eco-system of actors around the business. It is better
equipped to value “the commons”, properly treat the available resources and account the externalities
into the operation of the model. New Business Models theory by Jonker (Jonker, 2012) and the report
by SustainAbility (Clinton & Whisnant, 2014) to serve as basis to define the organizational and business
models for the Local Energy Communities.

Figure 6 Clover leaf New Business Model by Jan Jonker (Jonker, 2012)
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3.4 Analytical perspective
The current transition of the electricity industry worldwide is aiming to decrease the carbon footprint
from energy provision to the end users and fulfils it by increasing the share of renewable energy. This
is achieved by accommodating the large amount of small renewable energy generation units, connected
in a decentralized network and operated by energy companies, households and communities. This
dynamics can be viewed through MLP theory that depicts socio-technical transition pathways through
the interplay between processes at different levels – namely landscape, regime, and niches in different
phases (Gui & MacGill, 2018; Kemp, 2010).

Figure 7 Analytical perspective of the study

At the niche level, new technological solutions are being developed by both the new as well as the
incumbent firms, creating innovations in clean energy generation technologies and distributed end-use
technologies. They are wind, biomass, solar PV, storage, EV, fuel cells, smart meters that emerge as
bottom-up alternative solutions to the problems created by landscape development. Their goal is to offer
an answer to the pressures on the incumbent regime locked-in with the undesired technologies and the
institutional setup. The energy transformation is not only happening within the incumbent players, but
the agency is taken over by the new actors, trying to get together to get the momentum within the
bottom-up initiatives. One of these initiatives are Local Energy Communities, creating niches - the
‘incubation rooms’ that offer protection to break-through innovations and the protective spaces that
shielding for actors engaged in new practices (Gui & MacGill, 2018). In order to break through and
find their way to the regime level, they need to prove their and ability to deliver economic benefits as
well as satisfaction of various needs to their members and the external stakeholders, such as incumbent
actors (utilities) and new technology entrepreneurs. The Local Energy Communities are required to be
bankable, novel initiatives offering values coming from the aggregation of the decentralized renewable
energy generation and the demand flexibility and be able to use the economic benefits obtained in order
to meet the needs of their members. They require suitable business models adapted to the local context
and needs of the local participants, yet still possible to replicate and adaptable to the other context.
Creation of organizational and business models that help the Local Energy communities successfully
emerge from the niches, requires specific knowledge and skills as well as cooperation with the external
parties involved in the setup and operation of the Local Energy Communities. Therefore, in order to
fully flourish, they need support from external facilitators helping them find their proper pathways to
transform the regime.
This research focused on unpacking the aspects deemed most crucial for the success of the Local Energy
Communities. It assumed that by offering added economic value, they would prove their bankability
and there would be a “pull” from the environment proving their applicability. Furthermore, their
existence would depend on satisfaction of the needs of the members manifested by financial,
environmental, social, institutional and infrastructural or technical values as well as offering solutions
more attractive than the incumbent players. To achieve it, Local Energy Communities require a good
organizational and business model and decision on what role they want to play in the transforming
energy system.
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4

Results and discussion

4.1 Research Question 1: How can Local Energy
Community be defined?
4.1.1 Local Energy Community in the literature
The concept of energy community projects and citizen cooperation in the field of supporting the
renewable energy generation and provision is not new to the scientific world. However, in spite of the
extensive literature coverage in the topic of the energy cooperatives or the community energy, there
seems to be no consensus on what types of activities can be described as Local Energy Communities.
They are currently only niche developments, attempting to address the problems seen in the energy
system, however they are not very popular and lack professionalism. These imperfect, bottom-up
initiatives try to fight the regime in rather unorganized way, lacking the possibilities for broad, crosscountries cooperation of interested citizens. On the other hand, despite the lack of consensus on what
exactly the Local Energy Communities are, they receive increased interest from the civil society and
the academics, mainly because they are seen as a collection of social movements contributing to the
tackling future energy and climate change challenges (Gui & MacGill, 2018). They do so in promoting
the citizen cooperation in supply and consumption of wind, biomass, and solar energy as well as
encourage demand reduction, facilitate tariff negotiation, behavior change, or mix of them (Gui &
MacGill, 2018). Due to the fact that the community energy projects are very diverse and sometimes
very different from each other, they require some classification based on data collected from realized
projects. One of the types of community energy initiatives are the Local Energy Communities which
are studies in this Master Thesis. In order to provide a definition for the Local Energy Communities
and identify the features differentiating them form other community energy projects, the literature
analysis of the scientific sources has been conducted.
Because scientific literature did not suffice in clarifying the definition of the Local Energy
Communities, the outcomes of the research in the scientific literature was further complemented with
the review of grey literature, specifically the case studies and reports of non-academic organizations
representing the incumbents as well as legislative texts of the European Union. The overview of exact
definitions from both scientific as well as grey sources (marked in grey cells in the table) is compiled
in the Table 1.
Table 2 Summary of definitions of "Local Energy Communities"
Year

Definition

Source

2014

A set of users that share renewable sources and storage resources to satisfy energy (Colombo
demand while minimising carbon emissions and operating costs.
2014)

2017

Consumers and Prosumers that join together under a LEC to act in a coordinated way (Lynch,
Power,
with respect to consumption, generation and storage. Financial and non-financial benefits Hickey,
&
are possible. Potential to be a cooperative entity. Role in Classical Energy Market: Messrevey, 2017)
Aggregate the buying power of individual customers for energy savings. Focus on the
integration of renewables. Objectives: Save money and lower their electricity bills
leveraging a community approach. Respect of comfort preferences and desired electricity
use. Access to the Flexibility Market. Be part of an eco-friendly community.

2017

An association, a cooperative, a partnership, a non-profit organisation or other legal entity (European
which is effectively controlled by local shareholders or members, generally value rather Commission, 2017)
than profit-driven, involved in distributed generation and in performing activities of a
distribution system operator, supplier or aggregator at local level, including across
borders.

2018

Integration of distributed generation whereas maintaining energy security and keeping (Vinyals, Velay, &
costs down for consumers and provide prosumers with individual incentives to reward Sisinni, 2018a)
their participation. Prosumers can locally trade their excess of energy, reducing in this
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et

al.,

way the transmission losses which occurs over long distances and making the system as
a whole more efficient by optimising energy use to minimise the prosumer energy bill
and optimises the energy sharing among prosumers by enabling an energy exchange zone
at the community level.
2018

An SME or a not-for-profit organisation, the shareholders or members of which cooperate (Eurelectric, 2018)
in the generation, distribution, storage or supply of energy at local level, including across
borders, fulfilling at least four out of the following criteria: (a) shareholders or members
are natural persons, local authorities, including municipalities, or SMEs; (b) at least 51%
of the shareholders or members with voting rights of the entity are natural persons; (c) at
least 51% of the shares or participation rights of the entity are owned by local members,
i.e. representatives of local public and local private socio-economic interests or citizen
having a direct interest in the community activity and its impacts; (d) at least 51% of the
seats in the board of directors or managing bodies of the entity are reserved to local
members, i.e. representatives of local public and local private socioeconomic interests or
citizens having a direct interest in the community activity and its impacts; (e) the
community has not installed more than 5 MW of capacity for electricity, heating and
cooling and transport as a yearly average in the previous 5 year.

2019

Local Energy Communities (LECs) match locally the production and consumption of (De
Pascali
energy (onsite power) with several benefits, especially under the energy efficiency point Bagaini, 2018)
of view. They share the property of energy plants and grids between all the inhabitants
(jointly owned), with a cooperative governance business model (one man one vote).
Local Energy Communities have a strong link with the territory and the local sociocultural context.
In LEC the energy production and consumption become factors of social aggregation for
local development, increasing the environment protection and valorisation as well as
economic income, coming from the energy market.

2019

A bottom-up movement which has highlighted the citizens’ intent to independently
produce and purchase energy, ‘small unbundled utility model’ which is entitled to
perform all activities of energy production and consumption. LECs generate renewable
energy, provide energy efficiency services, are involved in electro mobility, and deal with
storage and aggregation. LECs are mostly located in rural areas, where the density is
relatively low and, as a result, the connection costs per person are the highest. They create
legal entities that operate according to a set of ownership and governance principles that
distinguish them from traditional for-profit actors in the market in order to provide
community benefits for their members as well as local social (provision of services such
as supply of local renewables at a fair price, addressing vulnerable consumers) and
environmental (locating renewables generation close to consumption) benefits, and the
opportunity to participate in the energy transition.

2020

A legal entity (association, cooperative partnership, nonprofit organisation, etc.) (FLEXCoop et al.,
controlled by local shareholders or members that is involved in distributed generation 2020)
and in performing activities of a DSO, supplier or aggregator at local level, including
across borders.

&

https://www.pubaffai
rsbruxelles.eu/eventhighlights-what-rolefor-local-energycommunities-in-theeu-energy-transition/

What is visible from this overview, the search results have shown various terms describing community
energy projects, all of them having slightly different focus areas and putting emphasis on different core
activities. The scientific sources and the grey literature do not provide a common definition of the Local
Energy Communities. Additionally, all sources propose different roles for Local Energy Communities
in the energy system and do not offer any agreement on the activities the Local Energy Communities
can perform.
To find exact similarities and differences between the proposed definitions of Local Energy
Communities and identify the most important characteristics of community energy project, the analysis
of all scientific texts chosen in the research was performed. The literature was analysed using the
NVIVO software. To ensure proper categorization of the key words, the query was run in order to find
exact matches of words occurring in the scientific texts that were later grouped together provided they
were singular and plural form of the same word (e.g. community, communities) or they had a very
similar meaning (e.g. sustainable, sustainability) and assigned a code in the text. The codes were ranked
by occurrence in the literature and gathered in a table attached in APPENDIX: Nodes in the literature.
With these codes it was possible to identify mostly occurring keywords and use them to create key
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attributes of the Local Energy Communities. In order to find these attributes, first it was assumed that
the Local Energy Communities although focusing on the renewable energy and sustainable use of
electricity, should have a free choice in picking the appropriate way of satisfying their energy needs,
therefore the definition should be technology-neutral (De Jager et al., 2008; Morris & Pehnt, 2016;
Nolden, 2013). Therefore, all codes indicating specific technology (solar, biogas, wind) were not taken
into consideration while choosing the attributes. Additionally, because the analysis took into
consideration different forms of “energy community”, the keywords “community” or “communities”
were not taken into account in creation of the attributes, because they described the subject of analysis.
Other attributes were created by using the key words that were referenced in the literature the highest
number of times or combining two or more frequent key words into longer phrases. The keywords were
combined basing on the strength of linear association between them (with Pearson correlation
coefficient over 0,5) and basing on probability with which one scientific paper contains both of the
codes (Jaccard coefficient over 0,9). Both Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the connections between the key
words found in the analysed literature. The dark blue lines in Figure 8 connect words between which
the strength of linear association achieved Pearson correlation coefficient over 0,5, which means that
in the literature they frequently occur next to each other.

Figure 8 Items clustered by coding similarity with Pearson coefficient

In the Figure 9 dark blue line connects the key words for which the probability with which one
scientific paper contains both of them is expressed with Jaccard coefficient over 0,9.
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Figure 9 Items clustered by coding similarity with Jaccard coefficient

The final attributes are “legal entity”, “driven by different values apart from financial profit”,
“engagement of people”, “citizens are actors”, “collective governance of actors”, “collective ownership
of the organisation, initiatives”, “energy generation (production) ”, “energy distribution”, “energy
storage”, “energy supply”, “community energy consumption (use) ”, “sustainability, use of renewable
energy, environmental benefits”, “financial benefits”, “energy efficiency / rational use of energy”,
“financial development”, “electrical system”, “heat, heating system”, “flexibility aggregation”,
“location-based / local use”, “participation in the wholesale energy / flexibility market”.
The results of the analysis of the exact definitions of the Local Energy Communities show the
development of this term throughout the years. However, it is noticeable form Table 16 that the most
occurring attributes of the Local Energy Communities both in the scientific as well as the grey literature
indicate that they should be legal entities (75%) that are rather driven by different values apart from
profit (88%). Their members, actors working on Local Energy Communities can be citizens (88%) are
collectively governing (88%) the organisations and they are the collective owners (75%). They rather
focus on electricity provision (100%) and rather not on the heat provision (0%). They act on the whole
value chain of electricity, meaning the generation (100%), distribution (63%), storage (63%), supply
(88%) and consumption (100%) optimized with the goal of assuring the high share of renewable energy
usage contributing to the sustainable performance (63%), rational use of energy (50%) as well as
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contributing to the reduction of costs spent on the energy (63%). The communities should rather achieve
these by aggregating the flexibility (50%) from the local users, meaning that Local Energy Communities
should be geographically bounded (88%). Mostly, the definitions were coherent in terms of the
activities the Local Energy Communities should provide and the majority of the definitions indicated
that these organisations should be formalised in some way, they cannot be just a loose cooperation of
the members. The differences in the definitions were occurring in the attributes such as “energy
efficiency / rational use of energy”, ”flexibility aggregation” and “active participation in the wholesale
energy / flexibility market”. However, it is not clear if the authors of these definitions were not
envisioning such possibility, or they purposely omitted these possibilities in the definitions to block the
development of the Local Energy Communities or prevent them from performing potentially financially
beneficial activities.

4.1.2 Defining Local Energy Community
The definitions of Local Energy Communities analysed in Table 16 Occurrence of attributes of Local
Energy Communities in the literature indicate that any energy community scheme must meet certain
requirements in order to be given name of Local Energy Community.

4.1.2.1 Legal entity
A Local Energy Community should be an association, a cooperative, a partnership, a non-profit
organization or other legal entity. Any type of loose, non-formalized cooperation of the consumers and
prosumers does not give them the mandate to be called a Local Energy Community.

4.1.2.2 Driven by different values apart from profit
Almost all definitions focused on the fact that the Local Energy Communities are driven not only by
the profit gain, but sometimes primarily by delivering a plethora of values to their members and
shareholders. The mostly mentioned values, apart from the economic ones, were the social and
environmental values, highlighting the fact that the energy community schemes were many times
established with the goal of lowering the carbon footprint of the involved participants by increased
renewable energy use and ensuring the energy supply to underprivileged or touched with energy poverty
households.

4.1.2.3 Citizens are actors / members
Local Energy Communities gather self-organised citizens. Although small businesses and local
authorities are not excluded from participation, these initiatives aim to support models focusing on
providing services to members or other community benefits, where the ownership and control is with
citizens.

4.1.2.4 Collective governance of actors
A very crucial aspect of such communities is to provide the members (prosumers and consumers) with
individual incentives to reward their participation and ensure that they operate according to a set of
internally agreed governance principles.

4.1.2.5 Collective ownership of the organisation, initiatives
Due to the fact that the LECs are financed by the members and they are characterized by the community
ownership, the financial benefit from their operations are returned to the members of local community
via grants, services, reinvestments in collectively owned assets or returns on investment (Hicks & Ison,
2018).

4.1.2.6 All activities of energy value chain (energy generation (production),
energy distribution, energy storage, energy supply, energy
consumption (use), energy efficiency / rational use of energy)
Local Energy Communities are able to effectively manage the assets they are responsible for, meaning
various sources of local generation of heat and electricity, flexible demand as well as energy storage
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with or without intervention of the technology (management system) supplier. Their members
collectively own various energy generation assets serving their needs according to defined and
community approved logic. They are involved in energy generation, distribution, supply and / or storage
as well as activities leading to more efficient and cost-optimized energy use.

4.1.2.7 Financial benefits
Aggregation of individual customers under one entity (organisation, cooperative, community) helps the
members to achieve higher collective buying power. The consumers energy demand is satisfied with
lower financial expenses (Colombo et al., 2014; Lynch et al., 2017; Vinyals, Velay, & Sisinni, 2018b)
and prosumers are offered help in increasing their financial profits from selling their excess energy or
engage in energy sharing practices (De Pascali & Bagaini, 2018; Vinyals et al., 2018b).

4.1.2.8 Sustainability, use of renewable energy, environmental benefits
The activity of the LEC must lead to increased share of the renewable energy in the energy mix of the
region. They might aim to be self-sufficient and carbon-neutral in energy provision like more than 500
initiatives aiming to establish energy neutral, zero-emission or low carbon communities (Van Der
Schoor & Scholtens, 2015) or foster local renewable electricity generation and profit from selling it to
the national grid (Oteman, Wiering, & Helderman, 2014).

4.1.2.9 Flexibility aggregation
“Aggregation” means “a function taken by a natural or legal person combining multiple customer loads
or generated electricity for sale, for purchase or auction in any electricity market” (Frieden, Tuerk,
Roberts, D’Herbemont, & Gubina, 2019). Due its significant electricity consumption, the residential
sector is strongly influencing the electrical system, especially the low voltage grid where it is directly
attached. Additionally, the exact electricity consumption is difficult to forecast. The models are mostly
based on the generic historical data, not accounting for the other important factors such as household
size, net income or employment of end users (Hayn, Bertsch, & Fichtner, 2014). Due to the high share
of electricity consumption and its hardly predictable load curve, the residential sector is one of the main
causes of daily imbalances on the electrical grid, causing high cost for the whole society. On the other
hand, the households in European Union increase their investments in the renewable energy generation
equipment. However, due to the fact that not all electricity produced can be used at the same time, these
newly added capacities lead to increases of more fluctuant power (like solar PV or wind farms) present
in the system and the increased unpredictable power consumption linked to the growing share of new
electrical appliances (such as heat pumps or electric vehicles). Projected increasing electricity demand
in residential sector resulting from electrification of heat, cooling and electric vehicle adoption, without
any interventions in internal electricity management will certainly lead to escalating congestion
problems on local grids operated by the DSOs. Before, the implementation of Local Energy
Communities, this problem was tackled by costly and path dependent grid reinforcement, with the end
consumers bearing the costs of these interventions. On the other hand, studies have reported that
residential demand flexibility could deliver high benefits to the electrical system and preventing the
costly investments by exploiting technologies currently present on the market. Therefore, the need to
find new sources of flexibility in the residential sector is increasing (Esterl et al., 2016; Stifter et al.,
2016). Managing the generated electricity with the goal of maximizing the self-consumption and
minimizing the costs passed on the end users stresses the importance of flexibility in the Local Energy
Communities.

4.1.2.10

Location

In the context of energy communities, scientific literature distinguishes mainly “communities of place”
and “communities of interest”.
The communities of interest are formed by networks and social relationships that can extend beyond
specifically place-based networks, they can gather people assembled around a topic of common interest
(Bauwens, 2019; Henri & Pudelko, 2003; Walker, 2011). In the context of energy community,
community of interest would mean bottom-up movement of citizens that share similar values and
concerns and come together to jointly produce and purchase energy. The members can aggregate into
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the organization to jointly invest in the renewable energy production and treat the community as their
retailer that virtually connects them and delivers the energy generated by their assets. The energy
communities of interest are already quite widely spread in European Union and they connect people
with a common interest (here: mostly, the production and consumption of renewable energy or
reduction of the costs of electricity) but who are not local to each other, such as dispersed investors in
a cooperative project (Walker, 2008).
On the other hand, the members of community of place are embedded in a particular spatial context,
for example a neighbourhood, a municipality, village, etc. Practically, they live in close or behind one
connection point c Because of their proximity, they can balance demand and supply of electricity within
their community which reduces the need for usage of the external grid and long distance electricity
transmission (Mengelkamp, Johannes, & Weinhardt, 2017). Because of being closely connected, they
might be more attracted to participation in the community because they can feel they have bigger impact
on the local environmental and social benefits brought by the community projects (Bauwens, 2019).
According to the analysis, Local Energy Communities are place-based, first of all serving the customers
not only virtually but also physically connected in energy exchange. This attribute has been thoroughly
discussed on the European level since the publication of the “Proposal for a Directive of The European
Parliament and of The Council on common rules for the internal market in electricity” in 2017.
According to the actors involved in the discussion, mainly the organization REScoop, the term “local”
was problematic and was causing a lot of confusion among the legislators and involved stakeholders.
They highlighted the fact that it was giving a more techno-centric connotation, suggesting rather a
technological solution and was not highlighting the citizens’ ownership and control of the projects
(REScoop.eu, 2019). To acknowledge the existence of citizen-led energy initiatives and support their
development, the Commission proposed to replace “local energy community” with “citizen energy
community” in the definition of that certain types of citizen-owned initiatives. This was meant to be a
political sign sent to the large industrial players. Their intention was to show a clear sign that the
incumbents would not obtain special privileges to set up micro-grids or control local energy
management systems in order to avoid grid fees or sell new services. The legislators were concerned
that the incumbent players would abuse the new law in order to draw the advantages for themselves and
preventing the development of self-organized citizen initiatives. Thanks to this change, equal treatment
of the energy communities led and controlled by the citizens is ensured and they are allowed participate
across the market on a level playing field with other market actors (REScoop.eu, 2019). In case of the
Citizen Energy Community “electricity sharing enables members or shareholders to be supplied with
electricity from generating installations within the community without being in direct physical
proximity to the generating installation and without being behind a single metering point” (Council of
the European Union, 2019; European Parliament, 2019). Additionally, the advocates of term “citizen
energy community” claimed that the former version would prevent the development of the energy
communities whose operation is not limited to one geographical area, meaning communities of interest
differing in their organization from the communities of place.
After analysis of the literature, the research has reached a conclusion that the locality aspect of the Local
Energy Communities is crucial and is an advantage over communities of interest, mainly because it
gives communities of place capability to solve the technical problems in the energy system. Scientific
literature agrees that both communities of place and communities of interest are set up to facilitate
diffusion of clean energy solutions. However, the communities of place additionally can solve the
infrastructure problems connected with increase of the renewable energy production on a large scale.
Can help facilitate diffusion of clean energy solutions. They contribute to maintain grid stability,
balance helps avoiding grid congestion (Lynch et al., 2016) and facilitate a local balance of demand
and supply which reduces the need for long distance electricity transmission (Mengelkamp, Johannes,
et al., 2017). This problem is not solved in case of communities of interest that, in order to achieve best
economic results, can be optimized to lower the costs of energy provision. By can creating peaks of
electricity imports to the end-users, they increase the need for costly grid reinforcement (Gerwin
Hoogsteen et al., 2014). Communities of place allow local flexibility aggregation and locally deal with
congestions and increase grid performances and reliability (Lynch et al., 2016) which makes them able
to cooperate with the DSO to solve distribution grid problems and then aggregate the remaining
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flexibility offers to TSO markets (with the assumption that distribution system operators are allowed to
buy flexibility from distributed resources for grid operation purposes) (Olivella-Rosell et al., 2018).
Additionally, they can expand their services to better satisfy all energy needs of the customers. Because
of their geographical proximity, communities of place are able to not only provide their members with
electricity, but also heat which is typically not transported over large distances (McKenna, 2018).
However, by bringing so much value to the end-users and other actors in the energy system, they can
be taken advantage of by incumbent energy providers which would use new opportunities to collaborate
and develop new products and services (Lynch et al., 2016). On the other hand, communities of place
bring benefits to the members strongly concerned about autonomy from the incumbent firms.
Technically, community of place can manage the energy exchange in the local low-voltage grid to
maintain electricity supply behind the meter (within one household) or behind one connection point
during grid outage situations (Olivella-Rosell et al., 2018; USEF Foundation, 2015). This allows them
to perform controlled islanding and be independent from the incumbents. However, to achieve the best
performance, they preferably should involve all citizens living on a certain area, which is difficult to
accomplish. Additionally, by being geographically bounded, communities of place primarily have to
acquire the local customers before expanding beyond certain area which limits their customer base.
When it comes to economic and social aspects, the communities of interest have slightly more
advantages than the communities of place. The communities of place allow taking economic advantage
of renewable generation owned by community members by facilitating a high rate of self-consumption
by locally matching the production and consumption (Mengelkamp, Johannes, et al., 2017). In
cooperation with local DSOs, decreased physical exchange of energy on the connection point of the
neighbourhood grid and less frequent use of the infrastructure possessed by DSO gives a potential for
lowering the costs (Okpako et al., 2017). Additionally, creates additional revenue stream coming from
the fact that DSOs are able to buy flexibility from local aggregators to locally deal with congestions
and benefit from increased grid performances and reliability (Lynch et al., 2016). In terms of selfsufficiency and autonomy from the incumbents, creates a possibility for situation in which local energy
market is based on its own distribution grid and can influence the network charges or if tax advantages
are introduced (Mengelkamp, Staudt, Johannes, & Weinhardt, 2017). Additionally, because of bigger
proximity between the location of the project (for example renewable energy generation) and the
location of the community members greater sense of ownership at the individual and community level
is achieved (Peters, Fudge, High-pippert, Carragher, & Ho, 2018).
On the other hand, communities of interest allow taking economic advantage of renewable generation
owned by community members by virtually matching the energy production and use (virtual energy
exchange) between the members (Brennenstuhl et al., 2016). Because of bigger scale of operation, helps
achieving bigger negotiation power and receiving more advantageous electricity prices due to
collectively participating in wholesale energy (Z. Ma, Billanes, & Jørgensen, 2017). Additionally,
bigger scale leads to easier expansion of potential sites for installation of renewables and reach out to a
bigger customer base beyond those proximate to specific communities or neighbourhoods (Peters et al.,
2018). Additionally, they can take economic advantage from load balancing and participation in reserve
and ancillary services markets by steering decentralized loads (Brennenstuhl et al., 2016). Finally,
because of not limiting to certain geographical areas, they have possibility to operate on national and
international scale and fulfil more the environmental rather than social motivations of the community
by engaging individuals, organizations, businesses and local governments in collaboration in shared
investment in the clean technologies and contributing to the large-scale energy transition (Hicks & Ison,
2018).
The choice of form of the community will affect the way it impacts the external environment and
interacts with existing actors of the energy system. On the way from the experiments in the niches to
the regime, the energy communities will have to adopt certain strategies. According to transition studies
the process in which innovation becomes mature system gets embeded to the new system, is called
empowerment. There are two main strategies niches can adapt to grant their place in the new regime.
One of them is “fit and conform” in which niche it becomes competitive practice in unchanged selection
environment. The other strategy, called “stretch and transform”, assumes that the niche changes the old
regime and leads to transformation of the selection environment.
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Without doubts, the incumbent will not stop blocking the development of the energy communities
unless it benefits them and satisfies (at least partially) their needs. Already in the process of the
negotiation of the “Clean Energy Package for all Europeans”, they were advocating for introduction of
obligations for energy communities to obey “the same ‘free market’ rules” (REScoop.eu, 2019) as larger
energy companies. That opposition towards the new initiatives and lack of willingness to change the
incumbent system will probably continue unless the energy communities propose an attractive
cooperation for the established energy companies. The significant asymmetry of power in the energy
system for the advantage of the large incumbent companies indicates that different actors in energy
system will refrain from adopting the change, will be sabotaging the niche development of energy
communities and surely will be hesitant to switch from their profit-making routines to the social
innovations. For this reason, the energy communities do not have the power to radically change the
organization the energy system. On the other hand, in the long-term they might strongly contribute to
shaping of the roles in the future energy system, by doing this in cooperation with current actors.
Therefore, I believe that the strategy of “fit and conform” gives the new idea of energy communities
higher chances of adoption to the society.
The “fit and conform” strategy can be realized when the energy communities will not only be able to
internally bring value to their members and representatives of the society who already believe in them,
but when they also benefit the external actors and contribute to solving already existing problems that
are painful not only for the citizens, but also to the incumbents.

4.1.3 How does Local Energy Community differ from other
Community Energy schemes?
Apart from Local Energy Communities, the body of scientific knowledge distinguishes many more
definitions of the energy cooperation among and within communities. They are referred in the literature
as Community renewable energy, Community energy projects, Sustainable energy communities
(SECs), Clean energy communities (CECs), Integrated Community Energy Systems (ICES),
Community-scale energy projects, Community Microgrids, Community-based Virtual Power Plant,
Renewable Energy Community (REC), Citizen Energy Community (CEC).
These different energy schemes vary significantly, but they have several attributes in common. First of
all, they aim to contribute to accelerated diffusion of the renewable energy sources, lower the carbon
emissions and engage consumers to participate in the systemic changes taking place in the energy
system enabling the decentralization of power generation and therefore the power shift from the
incumbent players to many distributed emerging initiatives (Boait et al., 2019). Additionally, Van
Summeren et al. stress the importance of “community logic” behind these initiatives which can be
observed in Community energy projects, Clean energy communities (CECs), Community-based Virtual
Power Plant, Renewable Energy Community (REC), Citizen Energy Community (CEC). The elements
of “community logic” are fair distribution of outcomes, community ownership, collective decision
making, community engagement, open membership, and a scale of energy generation and other related
technology in line with community (energy) needs and values (Van Summeren et al., 2019). Having the
community focus, these schemes contribute to societal cohesion through shared goals and a fair and
transparent allocation of financial costs and returns (Boait et al., 2019). By placing the ownership and
the responsibility for the renewable generation assets, such as wind mills or solar panels, on the
community members they have additionally contributed to mitigation of the non-favourable attitude of
the local populations towards certain technologies, in literature described as “not in my backyard”
attitude (Bauwens et al., 2018).
According to Gui & MacGill, the term ‘energy communities’ emerged as a related concept which
specifically defines the relationship of communities with their intended energy management (Gui &
MacGill, 2018). Depending on the primary goal as well as the motivations of the founders, they can
have various schemes with different organizational forms. This results in choice of activities and
services being provided by them as well as different business models found across all projects. One of
the important distinctions impacting the business model of the community energy projects is the
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differentiation between communities of locality or of interest (Boait et al., 2019). The latter are
described as to integrated community energy systems (ICESs), a comprehensive and integrated
approach for local energy systems where communities can take complete control of their energy system
and capture all the benefits of different integration options (Koirala et al., 2016). Additionally, the ICES
aim not only at the self-provision for the local communities, but also provide system services to
neighbouring systems such as balancing and ancillary services or help minimizing congestion in the
low voltage grids, which is contrasting to main goals of the communities of locality, prioritizing the
benefits of sustainable energy generation, maximization of self-consumption and ensuring secure
energy supply to their local users (Gui & MacGill, 2018).
Community energy projects may have different types of members. According to study of Gui &
MacGill, Clean Energy Communities (CECs) can be organized by members within the community, or
external actors outside the community, for example technology companies, utilities, governments, or
NGOs. On the other hand, in Germany it is common for such projects to be initiated, led and owned by
local government (Agentur für Erneuerbare Energien, 2013). Contrasting, in the UK and Australia, the
involvement of local government was less significant, leaving the space for the individuals, community
groups and small business in a defined local area to act as the ‘community’ actors (Hicks & Ison, 2018).
The members in CECs may take a variety of different roles, showing more or less active involvement
and their engagement can range from being informed to active participation (Van Summeren et al.,
2019). They can act as producers, consumers, or prosumers, investors, asset owners, or a combination
of these. They can contribute to the CECs in the form of financial investments, electricity supply,
demand reduction, physical equipment such as generation equipment and battery storage, or simply to
consume electricity. There are known examples from both rural and urban areas hosting CECs. In the
rural area community energy involves mainly private individuals and farmers investing in and operating
low carbon technologies, such as micro-CHP and heat pumps, PV, batteries and insulation measures
(McKenna, 2018). Other projects connect investors in wind farms, and solar farms that may be coowned and operated by third-party companies, as well as their local distribution networks (Gui &
MacGill, 2018). In more limited, urban environment, residents and businesses in a community can have
their own PV arrays, co-generation plants, battery storage, demand management facilities supporting
more sustainable and efficient energy use in their facilities (Gui & MacGill, 2018).
Energy communities that promote local sustainable energy production, can form new connections and
new type of energy providers, interacting with local, regional, and national networks, to provide social
innovations in a decentralized energy system by becoming involved in the management, distribution
and trading of self-generated energy (Van Der Schoor & Scholtens, 2015; Van Summeren et al., 2019).
All above described constructs are important elements of Renewable Energy Systems (RES) being
defined as a socio-technical system, i.e. a network of actors, rules and material artifacts, that influences
the speed and direction of technological change toward the specific use of renewable energy sources to
produce electricity, heat/cooling and transportation (Frank, Gerstlberger, Paslauski, Lerman, & Ayala,
2018). Therefore, as elements of RES, they contribute to the technological innovation system of a
country, region and/or municipality (Frank et al., 2018).
The energy community schemes may take various forms. In order to map the similarities and the
differences between them, they were gathered in the Table 17 and compared against the same key
attributes of energy communities as the Local Energy Communities. Finally, to verify whether there are
differences between Local Energy Communities and if, what they are, the occurrences of the attributes
of Local Energy Communities were compared against the occurrences of the attributes in other energy
community initiatives. Thanks to this, it was possible to identify the similarities and differentiating
factors of the Local Energy Communities among other community energy initiatives. The results of the
analysis showing the similarities (marked with “YES”) and differences (marked with “-“) between
Local Energy Communities and other schemes are gathered in Table 3. The colours red and green show
the presence of given attribute in the definition of analysed energy community scheme.
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Table 3 Comparison of attributes of Local Energy Communities and other energy community initiatives
Integrated
Citizen
Renewable
Sustainable
Local Energy
Community Clean energy
CommunityCommunity Community CommunityEnergy
Energy
energy
Community
Community
energy
communities
based Virtual
renewable
Energy
scale energy
Community
Community
communities
Microgrids
(LEC)
projects
(CECs)
Power Plant
energy
Systems
projects
(CEC)
(REC)
(SECs)
(ICES)
community energy consumption
(use)

100%

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

-

YES

YES

YES

energy generation (production)

100%

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

-

electrical system

100%

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

driven by different values apart
from financial profit

88%

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

-

YES

-

-

-

citizens are actors / members

88%

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

-

YES

-

collective governance of actors

88%

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

-

YES

-

energy supply

88%

YES

YES

YES

-

YES

YES

-

YES

-

YES

location-based / local use

88%

-

YES

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

YES

legal entity

75%

YES

-

-

YES

-

YES

-

-

-

-

collective ownership of the
organization, initiatives

75%

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

-

YES

-

energy distribution

63%

YES

YES

YES

-

YES

-

-

YES

-

YES

energy storage

63%

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

-

sustainability / renewable energy

63%

YES

YES

YES

YES

-

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

financial benefits

63%

-

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

-

-

-

energy efficiency / rational use of
energy

50%

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

-

YES

YES

-

flexibility aggregation

50%

YES

YES

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

engagement of people

38%

-

-

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

YES

participation in the wholesale
energy / flexibility market

13%

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

heat, heating system

0%

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

YES

-

YES

YES

financial development

0%

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

80%

80%

70%

65%

65%

65%

65%

55%

55%

55%

Similarity to Local Energy
Community (LEC)

The analysis of definitions was based on equal treatment of all of the identified attributes. This approach
was chosen to ensure transparent and non-biased comparison of the definitions. In the majority of
aspects the definitions are quite similar. Almost all of them assume that described scheme is focused
on delivering to the community members and use renewable energy. In nine out of eleven schemes the
definitions stress the fact that they support citizen participation in the schemes and they are collectively
governed and owned by these actors. All of the schemes focus on electricity, but only some of them
mention the possibility to engage in activities connected with provision of heat. In more than 50% of
them it was explicitly mentioned that they are mainly driven by different values apart from financial
profit, but some definitions also focus on obtaining financial benefits for the community members or
their closest environment. The legal status of the scheme is the most differentiating element. Many of
the definitions mention only to “social and organizational structures”, “community initiated and
invested energy projects” or refer to technical aspects of the schemes such as a “portfolio of communityowned distributed energy resources” or “self-contained and self-sufficient local electricity supply
system”. Only the “Renewable Energy Community (REC)”, “Citizen Energy Community (CEC)” and
“Sustainable energy communities (SECs)” are described as legal entities or organizations.
Pure comparison of the definitions, based on the listed attributes gathered in Table 3 shows that the
most similar form of the organization are the Community energy projects and Citizen Energy
Communities, having 80% similarities. The second place take the Clean energy communities, having
70% similarities to the Local Energy Communities. However, a deeper analysis of the literature
suggests that the most crucial aspects differentiating the energy communities are their legal status,
presence of geographic limitation of their activity (here: location-based / local use), type of members (
here: citizens are actors / members which corresponds to natural persons, but also small enterprises,
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medium enterprises, large enterprises), the motives of their activity (here: driven by different values
apart from financial profit) and the way there are governed and controlled (here: collective governance
of actors; collective ownership of the organization, initiatives). Adopting this approach, the Local
Energy Communities can be particularly compared to Citizen Energy Communities and Renewable
Energy Communities, both defined in the directives of European Union (EU, 2018; European
Parliament, 2019). They are similar in the most crucial aspects: require a legal entity as a community
umbrella; must be voluntary and open; should be primarily value driven rather than focusing on
financial profits; require a specific governance (e.g. effective control by certain participants); should be
collective actions (Frieden et al., 2019). Additionally, the Local Energy Communities resemble
Renewable Energy Communities because they require geographic proximity and are focused on
renewable energy (Frieden et al., 2019).

4.1.4 Summary
The literature review and analysis of different community energy schemes has revealed a plethora of
setups established to facilitate increase of renewable energy in the energy mix, solve the infrastructure
problems, mobilize the society to participate in the energy transition and give the citizens ownership
and control over the energy provision. Scientific and grey literature provided a great variety of
initiatives aiming to fulfil these goals. Among Community renewable energy, Community energy
projects, Sustainable energy communities (SECs), Clean energy communities (CECs), Integrated
Community Energy Systems (ICES), Community-scale energy projects, Community Microgrids,
Community-based Virtual Power Plant, Renewable Energy Community (REC) and Citizen Energy
Community (CEC), the Local Energy Communities stand out as the examples of the citizen-led
organisations enabling the members to participate in the energy system. The members, driven by
different values apart from profit, primarily focus on providing energy to the consumers who are in
direct physical proximity.
Inline to the result of the literature review, this master thesis proposed following definition of Local
Energy Community: “a legal entity collectively governed and owned by members out of which at least
51% are natural persons being in direct physical proximity. The members, who are mainly driven by
different values apart from profit, perform certain activities in the energy system that are based on
provision of renewable energy and can compose out of energy generation, distribution, storage, supply,
energy consumption and/or increasing energy efficiency. The activities are oriented towards obtaining
financial, social and environmental benefits.”
However, to take advantage of the changes brought by “Clean Energy Package for all Europeans” and
opening of the electricity market, while still preventing the costly investments in reinforcements of the
low-voltage grids and the increasing distribution costs, this Master Thesis proposes that the
communities of place (Local Energy Communities) can work independently or they can choose to
aggregate into communities of interest (Citizen Energy Communities). On the other hand, the
communities of interest (Citizen Energy Communities) will have the biggest potential for success if
they not only connect their members virtually, but also aggregate them into communities of place (Local
Energy Communities) which are connected physically.

4.2 Research Question 2: What values drive Local Energy
Communities? What are the most important values
driving Local Energy Communities in Portugal?
4.2.1 Values within community
In all the different definitions of energy community initiatives and specifically of the Local Energy
Communities analysed in Research Question 1: 4.1, there is some rationale behind the effort being
taken by the citizens to engage in the creation of alternative way of energy provision. First of all, the
scientific and grey literature agrees that such initiatives have delivered economic, social and
environmental benefits to the community that go beyond the mere benefits derived from the provision
of energy services (European Parliament, 2019). According to the rationale behind the introduction of
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the concept of citizen energy communities to the European legislation, the community energy initiatives
focus primarily on providing affordable energy of a specific kind, such as renewable energy, for their
members or shareholders rather than on prioritizing profit-making like a traditional electricity
undertaking (European Parliament, 2019). For this reason, as new solutions going against the traditional
thinking of the energy business, they have gathered a special attention of the academics. Additionally,
the scientific literature specifies the rationale behind these projects and has attempted to thoroughly
describe it. According to the study of the scholars working on the community-based Virtual Power
Plants project in Belgium, the Netherlands and Ireland, community values can be defined as motivations
and the goals communities strive for (A. J. Wieczorek & Summeren, 2018). Following the ‘community
logic’, the needs and values, demonstrated in community operation, often do not limit to only monetary
assets and energy supply rationale, but go beyond them and . The classification of values was based on
the literature and the study of (Hicks & Ison, 2018; Paul Allen, Peter Harper, 2012) and was later
adapted by cVPP project (A. Wieczorek, 2018) who classified them according to the FIETS
methodology (WASH ALLIANCE, n.d.) accounting for five dimensions of sustainability. Due to the
strong presence of sustainability aspect in the emergence and activity of the Local Energy Communities,
this approach was preferred. The values are divided into following categories: financial (e.g. lower
energy bills), environmental (e.g. reduce CO2 emissions), social (e.g. community building, local job
creation & skills development), institutional (e.g. influencing energy policy), and infrastructural or
technical (e.g. ensuring energy self-sufficiency) (Hicks & Ison, 2018; Seyfang et al., 2013). The
classification of the values is presented in Figure 9.

Energy self-sufficiency
Diffuse certain new technologies
Independence of national grid
Community building refurbishment
Constructing community-owned energy technology
Minimize grid-exchange

Community wellbeing & health
Energy security
Renewable energy education & training
Local job creation & skills development

Participation
Influencing sustainability/energy policy
Political mobilisation/ policy incentives
Increased support/reduced opposition
Local
accountability/ownership/Democratic
decision-making (S & I)

Future
proofing
& resilience
Community
asset

Zero net-energy

Figure 10 Community values FIETS representation
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4.2.1.1 Financial
The scientific literature highlights the role of rising energy costs in contributing to significant increase
of community cooperation on energy during the past decade (Koirala et al., 2016). One of the initial
factors for prosumers coming together to form an energy community or cooperative, was the willingness
to lower the investment risk in the renewable energy generation equipment. Joint investment has helped
the citizens overcome the financial barriers preventing them from being able to start generating income
with the sales from the renewable energy. Initially, many counties were supporting their citizens to
install the PV panels on their households by offering feed-in-tariffs to encourage the rollout of
household photovoltaics (Herbes et al., 2017). However, after some time, the payment for exported
electricity has become significantly lower than the retail electricity prices and selling the excess power
has become less attractive to the prosumers (Bragg, 2014). The barrier of being provided the low or
even no payment for exported electricity generated by the PV on their households have incentivized a
number of prosumer groups to explore the new ways of maximizing the use of the electricity generated
by them on site in order to avoid exporting it to the energy market. In some extreme cases, people would
rather switch off their systems at times where it would be exporting, rather than “let the energy company
get it for nothing” (Bragg, 2014). Other solutions, such as investments in the household energy storage
still remain pricey therefore not available for all PV owners which has motivated people to advocate
for allowing the peer to peer trading within the network of neighbours to maximize the renewable
energy usage on site and consequently reduce the energy bills among the members of the energy
community (Gui & MacGill, 2018). Reduction of costs for purchased electricity has been mentioned in
several studies as a particularly important aspect for the citizens. Another way to achieve is to access
the possibility of purchasing the electricity in dynamic tariffs reflecting the wholesale electricity prices
or being able to act as the retailer and offering more attractive prices to the end users within the
community. For this reason, the citizens must integrate in a community that would represent them as a
single entity and would be able to achieve adequate scale to participate in wholesale electricity markets
(Skytte et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018). Furthermore, people not only are motivated by the reduction of
costs for the electricity, but also they have a feeling of being taken advantage of the big energy utilities.
Therefore, they demand the transparency of pricing for electricity and understandable representation of
all the costs associated with the energy use (generation, transport and distribution costs, taxes, VAT,
costs for public service obligations) (Bauwens, 2016).

4.2.1.2 Institutional
For decades already, the community ownership of the systems of energy provision has been seen as a
way of local determination of the nature of energy system as well as the empowerment of the citizens
to become the actors in a renewable powered future (Walker, 2008). By the fact that the crucial energy
infrastructure is owned locally, it increases the feeling of ownership, mitigates the “Not in my backyard”
attitude towards certain renewable energy technologies (Natarajan, Rydin, Lock, & Lee, 2018; Van Der
Schoor & Scholtens, 2015) and by involving the local population in the projects in form of investors or
the shareholders, it supports local democratic decision-making processes (Burke & Stephens, 2018;
Veelen, 2018; Young & Brans, 2017a).

4.2.1.3 Environmental
One of the strongest motivators and, at the same time, the most common benefit of the energy
communities mentioned in the literature is the reduction of the environmental footprint of the energy
(Hicks & Ison, 2018; Musall & Kuik, 2011). Societies aware of the environmental disasters caused by
the use of the fossil fuels are interested in contributing to the clean energy transition by reducing their
fuels consumption (Rogers et al., 2012) investing in the renewable energy production (Bauwens, 2016;
Kalkbrenner & Roosen, 2016; McKenna, 2018) or reducing their energy consumption or increasing
their energy efficiency (Adil & Ko, 2016; Hamwi & Lizarralde, 2017; Petersen, 2016). By this, they
aim not only to contribute to the global environmental protection, but primarily to lift the local
environmental benefits (Berka & Creamer, 2018).
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4.2.1.4 Infrastructural or technical
The motivation of the independence from central markets (Boon & Dieperink, 2014) is one of crucial
stimuli for community energy projects (Engelken et al., 2016). In the Scandinavian and Austrian
markets is was found that the willingness to pay for locally generated electricity, and especially 'local
green electricity' is higher than for imported electricity (McKenna et al., 2015). In the literature it is
described under terms energy autonomy defined as generation exceeding demand on an annual basis
(Adil & Ko, 2016; Bottaccioli et al., 2015; Gabriella Dóci, 2017; Gui & MacGill, 2018; Ilieva &
Rajasekharan, 2018; McKenna, 2018; Trutnevyte, Stauffacher, & Scholz, 2011), energy autarky,
meaning “the share of the load demand can be covered by the local (…) generation” (Holstenkamp &
Kahla, 2016; Kalkbrenner, 2019) and self-suﬃciency “defined as the proportion of the demand that
is served by own (e.g. PV) generation or discharging the battery onsite, compared to the electricity
grid” (Balcombe, Rigby, & Azapagic, 2015; Hicks & Ison, 2018; Ilieva & Rajasekharan, 2018;
Sun, Kiaee, Norman, & Wills, 2018).

4.2.1.5 Social
The energy communities often have emerged in order to ensure the stable energy supply to the less
wealthy or distant communities to ensure they are not endangered by energy poverty, i.e., a situation in
which a community cannot afford or does not have access to energy (Okkonen & Lehtonen, 2016). By
this, they also become more independent (Seyfang et al., 2013) from the centralized energy system.
Additionally, by providing the energy locally, they have the incentives to train the local population and
build their competences in the area of renewable energy production (Koirala, Araghi, et al., 2018), at
the same time creating local jobs, helping the population to develop the necessary skills and promoting
the education on the renewable energies and raising the awareness of the climate change among the
peers (Koirala, Araghi, et al., 2018; Lacey-barnacle & Bird, 2018; Rogers et al., 2012). Parallel to this
activities, they build local base for the further local and regional development by assuring the stable
and affordable energy supply helping local population create new businesses, possibly in a cooperation
with local contractors and local employees (Boait et al., 2019; Scottish Government, 2018). Many
unprivileged regions have used the energy community projects to not only achieve the social cohesion
and build strong sense of community among locals (Walker, Devine-Wright, Hunter, High, & Evans,
2010), but also to show environmental commitment to others, for example benefiting from eco-tourism
(Berka & Creamer, 2018; Okkonen & Lehtonen, 2016; Scottish Government, 2018).

4.2.2 Results of study among the members of Coopérnico
This classification of the values was used to conduct social research members of Coopérnico, a Citizen
Energy Community connecting ten Local Energy Communities operating in Portugal. In the first
question, the members were asked to rank the factors motivating them to participate in the cooperative
Coopérnico on a scale from 0 to 5 (0 – not important at all, 1 – a bit important, 2 - somewhat important,
3 – quite important, 4 – very important, 5 – my top priority). Thanks to this division, the participants
were able to indicate the aspects of the energy community that are playing the biggest role for them as
well as the ones they consider not crucial. Having these results from their members, the energy
community would be able to know what aspects they shall focus on and which activities or actions are
not bringing much value for their members.
The results of the first question of the survey demonstrate that the most important factors of the
participation in the energy community are the ones representing the environmental values. This
category scored the average of 4,11 points and contains the most important aspects for the members of
Coopérnico, meaning “Contribution to increase of renewable energy production and energy
transition.”, “Contribution to decrease of fossil-fuels consumptions.”, “Contribution to global
environmental protection & concerns for climate change.” and “Contribution to reducing the electricity
system gas emissions (for example carbon dioxide emissions).” with the scores 4,40; 4,35; 4,30 and
4,30 respectively. What’s more there is a coherence in the answers of the respondents reflected by low
standard deviation of the scores given to questions in this category. All of the standard deviations range
between 0,52 and 0,85. Additionally, in case of questions: “Contribution to global environmental
protection & concerns for climate change.”, “Contribution to decrease of fossil-fuels consumptions.”,
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“Contribution to increase of renewable energy production and energy transition.” and “Contribution to
reducing the electricity system gas emissions (for example carbon dioxide emissions).” 90% or more
respondents have given the score 4 – very important or 5 – my top priority.
Table 4 Survey results: environmental values
Item

Average

Standard
deviation

Contribution to global environmental protection & concerns for climate change.

4,30

0,630

Contribution to decrease of fossil-fuels consumptions.

4,35

0,715

Contribution to increase of renewable energy production and energy transition.

4,40

0,540

Contribution to the sustainability and greenness of the National and European
electricity system by providing clean grid balancing solutions based on demand
response.

3,80

0,520

Contribution to reducing the electricity system gas emissions (for example
carbon dioxide emissions).

4,30

0,700

Obtaining local environmental benefits (for example: reducing smog in my
town.)

3,50

0,850

ENVIRONMENTAL

Category

Average
score of
category

Standard
deviation
within
category

4,11

0,3372

The category with second highest score was financial values. Its average score was 3,78, with four
aspects gaining not only the highest average score, but also having the most consistent answers from
the participants with the standard deviation between 0,54 and 0,6. These aspects are “Fair remuneration
based on transparent, clearly communicated methodologies.” (4,00); “Clear, transparent and consumerprotecting regulations that ensures customer rights and market rules”(4,10); “Clear and transparent
contract with the service provider company that ensuring customer confidence and conflict resolution
mechanisms.” (4,10) and “Tackling fuel poverty.” (4,00). Additionally, there is a big consistency among
the rating of the financial values. All of them achieved at least 50% of rating 4 – very important or 5 –
my top priority with up to 30% of the rating 3 – quite important and only a few answers rating their
importance with score 2.
Table 5 Survey results: financial values

Competitiveness and
economic growth

FINANCIAL

Generating income

Category

Subcategory

Average

Standard
deviation

Savings, reduced energy bills.

3,65

0,620

Reduced charges for access to electrical grid.

3,60

0,680

Return on investments in the renewable energy generation.

3,50

0,750

Fair remuneration based on transparent, clearly communicated
methodologies.

4,00

0,600

Clear, transparent and consumer-protecting regulations that ensures
customer rights and market rules.

4,10

0,540

Clear and transparent contract with the service provider company
that ensuring customer confidence and conflict resolution
mechanisms.

4,10

0,540

Tackling fuel poverty.

4,00

0,600

Supporting local job creation, local suppliers and contracts.

3,60

0,780

Improving the development of my region.

3,60

0,840

Addressing poverty and social equity problems in some
communities.

3,85

0,910

Improving the common buildings in our community, for example
community building refurbishment.

3,55

0,840

Item
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Average
score of
category

Standard
deviation
within
category

3,78

0,2240

The third category with the highest score was the category of institutional values. It’s is visible that the
values of “Creating opportunities for community participation in determining the nature of energy
system.” and “Empowerment of small domestic consumers in electricity markets and balancing
markets.” obtained the highest scores of 4,10 and 4,00 respectively with low standard deviation of 0,540
and 0,400 indicating similarity in the responses. On the other hand, the other two values form this
category “Create actors in a renewable powered future.” connected with participation and “Feeling and
experiencing community empowerment.” connected with local accountability, ownership and
democratic decision-making were not so popular, obtaining only 3,65 and 3,45 on average with higher
standard deviations of 0,82 and 0,86.
Table 6 Survey results: institutional values

INSTITUTIONAL

Category

Sub-category

Participation

Local
accountability,
ownership,
Democratic
decision-making

Average

Standard
deviation

Create actors in a renewable powered future.

3,65

0,820

Creating opportunities for community participation in
determining the nature of energy system.

4,10

0,540

Empowerment of small domestic consumers in electricity
markets and balancing markets.

4,00

0,400

Feeling and experiencing community empowerment.

3,45

0,860

Item

Average
score of
category

Standard
deviation
within
category

3,80

0,2622

The forth category was the category of social values. The subset related with energy security scored
significantly higher than the rest of the category. The items such as “Provision and use of locally
generated energy.” and “Being self-sufficient in the energy use.” gathered score of 4,10 and 3,95
respectively. Although the average score of the latter does not surpass 4, it is noticeable from Figure 10
that 35% of the participants gave it the highest priority (5) and 40% ranked it with score 4. Additionally,
the provision and use of locally generated energy was top priority of 30% of the respondents and 55%
of them gave it the score 4. When it comes to “Independence from big energy suppliers.”, it scored on
average 3,95 with 25% respondents giving it highest priority (5) and 50% giving it score 4.
The social values connected with spreading knowledge on renewable energy were also ranked above
the average. The respondents were quite aligned about the importance of “Educating about renewable
energy, spreading training or knowledge about renewable energy production.” that achieved score of
3,65 with standard deviation of 0,660. Next, the “Increasing the environmental values in my community
and help my friends behave in more environmentally friendly way.” was the most popular one within
this category, reaching score of 3,85. The members of Coopérnico were quite enthusiastic about
“Increasing awareness about local energy initiatives.” that achieved the average of 3,75. Only the value
of “Creating opportunities to engage in volunteering activities.” was not as popular as the others in the
category scoring only 3,20 with the biggest standard deviation of 1,00 indicating that the opinions of
the respondents were vey divided.
On the other hand, the values form the social spectrum, such as “To show my environmental
commitment to others.” was the one obtaining the biggest number of 1 and 2 scores. Additionally, each
of the social values as “Supporting social cohesion.”, “Cooperating with my neighbours and
maintaining good relations in the neighbourhood. Getting involved in building strong community with
my neighbours.” and “Cooperating with local companies, supporting local job creation, local suppliers
and contracts. Creating local jobs and developing skills in local community.” were given the score 2 or
less by 30% of the participants. However, it is significant that other social values were having the lowest
average priority “To show my environmental commitment to others.” and “Working and benefitting
from eco-tourism developing in the area.” were having the biggest standard deviation - 1,230 and
1,060 respectively, which indicates that the opinions of the members of Coopérnico regarding these
items were the ones mostly differing from each other.
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Table 7 Survey results: social values

Category

Energy
security

Renewable
energy
education &
training

SOCIAL

Average

Standard
deviation

Independence from big energy suppliers.

3,95

0,575

Provision and use of locally generated energy.

4,10

0,540

Being self-sufficient in the energy use.

3,95

0,775

Educating about renewable energy, spreading training or
knowledge about renewable energy production.

3,65

0,660

Increasing awareness about local energy initiatives.

3,75

0,825

Creating opportunities to engage in volunteering activities.

3,20

1,000

Increasing the environmental values in my community and
help my friends behave in more environmentally friendly way.

3,85

0,810

To increase participation in daily life of my community.

3,15

0,765

To empower my community when it comes to decision on
energy use.

3,65

0,590

To increase sense of ownership of the local grid and locally
generated energy.

3,10

0,830

To improve the feeling or atmosphere within my home.

3,75

0,725

To show my environmental commitment to others.

2,70

1,230

Supporting social cohesion.

3,30

0,940

Cooperating with my neighbours and maintaining good
relations in the neighbourhood. Getting involved in building
strong community with my neighbours.

3,10

1,000

Cooperating with local companies, supporting local job
creation, local suppliers and contracts. Creating local jobs and
developing skills in local community.

3,00

0,800

Supporting economic development in my region.

3,15

0,765

Reducing fuel poverty.

3,75

0,600

Addressing poverty and social equity problems in my
community.

3,35

0,820

Working and benefitting from eco-tourism developing in the
area.

2,80

1,060

Sub-category

Local
accountability
& democratic
decisionmaking

Local job
creation &
skills
development

Item

Average
score of
category

3,43

Standard
deviation
within
category

0,4062

Additionally, a strong preference of the financial values over social values is visible in comparison of
two very similar expressions referring to putting an end to energy poverty. One of them “Tackling fuel
poverty.” was grouped under the financial values and the other one “Reducing fuel poverty.” was kept
in the social values. Although the expressions mean practically the same, the scores given to them were
slightly different. The item in the financial category scored on average 4,00 and the item in social
category 3,75, both with standard deviation of 0,60.
Table 8 Survey results: Fuel poverty in financial and social category
Category

Item

Average

Standard deviation

Financial

Tackling fuel poverty.

4,00

0,600

Social

Reducing fuel poverty.

3,75

0,600

The technological values did not score high in the survey and are not very appealing to the respondents.
The whole category obtained the average score of 2,88 and the items were among the lowest scoring
ones in the whole questionnaire. “Use of innovative (high-tech) system to obtain the electricity and
heating in the building.” was ranked on average 3,20; “Use of high level inter-communicated smart
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technologies for automated control of home appliances and devices.” – 3,00 and “Be among the first to
participate in a new technologically advanced initiative and give feedback to improve it.” obtained the
lowest score in the whole survey – 2,45. However, it is worth noticing that all of them had quite high
standard deviations 0,80; 0,90 and 0,94 respectively. The difference of the answers among the
respondents can be observed in Figure 10. It can be seen that although the majority of the respondents
gave to each of these items score 2 and 3, there were some outliers. 10% of respondents gave “Use of
high level inter-communicated smart technologies for automated control of home appliances and
devices.” a score of 5 and another 10% gave the score of 1. When it comes to “Be among the first to
participate in a new technologically advanced initiative and give feedback to improve it.”, it got 10%
of score 0 and the same time 5% of scores 5. There is one interesting aspect about this question. In the
first set of the questions 60% of the participants valued as 2 or less the possibility “Be among the first
to participate in a new technologically advanced initiative and give feedback to improve it.” while in
another question in the same survey 70% of them answered either “I agree” or “I strongly agree” with
only 5% indicating that they “strongly disagree” on a very similar question “I would like to be among
the first participants in a new technologically advanced initiative and give feedback to improve it.”. The
results can be seen on Figure 11. This confusion might indicate that the respondents did not fully
understand the question. Another explanation can be that although being among the first to participate
in a new technologically advanced initiative and give feedback to improve it is not important to their
satisfaction from participation in the energy community, the majority of them do not mind if they
happened to participate in such pilot project.
Table 9 Survey results: technological values

TECHNOLOGICAL

Category

Average

Standard
deviation

Use of innovative (high-tech) system to obtain the electricity and
heating in the building.

3,20

0,800

Use of high level inter-communicated smart technologies for
automated control of home appliances and devices.

3,00

0,900

Be among the first to participate in a new technologically advanced
initiative and give feedback to improve it.

2,45

0,940

Item

Average score
of category

Standard
deviation
within category

2,88

0,3171

The sensitivity to the financial matters was also reflected in question about the operation of the energy
community, with results visualized in Figure 11. The statements “The savings achieved by the energy
project should be spent on the initiatives benefitting the whole community (e.g. creation of the bicycle
lanes, building a playground for the children).”, “If the monthly savings are not significant (e.g. less
than 100 EUR/year), I would prefer to keep this money in the collective budget of the community in
order to use it later for a bigger investment.”, “The energy community should manage the savings
achieved by the project.” and “The energy community should keep a part (e.g. 10 EUR/month) of my
savings in order to be able to reinvest in the new renewable energy generation equipment (e.g. solar
panels, wind mills).” were the ones with the least amount of people answering “I agree” or “I strongly
agree”. Additionally, they were 4 out of 5 questions that got the answers “I disagree” or “I strongly
disagree”.
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The savings achieved by the energy project should be
spent on the initiatives benefitting the whole community
(e.g. creation of the bicycle lanes, building a playground
for the children).
If the monthly savings are not significant (e.g. less than
100 EUR/year), I would prefer to keep this money in the
collective budget of the community in order to use it later
for a bigger investment.
I would like to be among the first participants in a new
technologically advanced initiative and give feedback to
improve it.
The energy community should manage the savings
achieved by the project.
The energy community should take decisions on
(re)investment in the communities’ grid and renewable
power generation equipment (windmills, solar panels,
grid infrastructure).
The energy community should manage the communities’
energy project.

The energy community should support the electrification
of transport in my region.
The energy community should advise me and support in
decision making about improvement of the equipment I
use (for example: advisory on which heat pump or which
air conditioning equipment to choose.)
The energy community should keep a part (e.g. 10
EUR/month) of my savings in order to be able to reinvest
in the new renewable energy generation equipment (e.g.
solar panels, wind mills).

0%
Strongly disagree

Disagree

25%

50%

I don’t have an opinion

75%
Agree

100%

Strongly agree

Figure 11 Survey results: Opinions on the operation of the energy community

In the last question of the survey, the participants were asked to indicate what would discourage them
from participation in the energy community. This multiple choice questions was not aiming at choosing
the most discouraging barrier, rather than finding out which ones from these possibilities would be the
ones least desired and indicated by the most participants of the survey. The barrier chosen most of the
times and being a clear outlier was “Lack of transparency on contract or financial remuneration.” (14
mentions) which is strongly connected with loss of trust of the engaged participants and the need of
transparency in the financial aspect of the energy community. This barrier was followed by other
financial aspects of the energy community - similarly scoring “Initial investment on equipment.” (6
mentions) and “Possible occasional economic penalties.” (6 mentions). Other barriers, connected with
technology use and adoption by the users, were “Possible occasional comfort variations” and “Lack of
previous user experience.”. Only 4 participants answered that they would be discouraged by lower
remuneration for participation. Additionally, only 3 participants indicated that disclosure of private
information and failure of technology would discourage them from participating in energy community
services.
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Lack of transparency on contract or financial remuneration.
Possible occasional economic penalties.
Initial investment on equipment.
Possible occasional comfort variation.
Lack of previous user experience.
Lower remuneration than expected.
Private information disclosure.
Possible new technology failure.
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Figure 12 Survey results: Factors discouraging to participate in the energy community

Apart from the survey, two interviews were conducted with members of Coopérnico. This interview
research aimed to contribute to an understanding of the values and needs of local energy community
members and to verify the prioritization of the values present in given community. For the interview,
two members of Coopérnico were selected. The first person was Simon Pannett, local non-formal leader
and the representative of one of the locations united under Coopérnico - Tavira. The second person was
Ana Rita Nazário Marouço who works as a project developer in the national office of the Coopérnico
in Lisbon overlooking and cooperating with all locations. The analysis of the interviews done in
program NVIVO is attached in APPENDIX: Codes in the interviews,
Simon is mainly motivated by environmental, social and financial values. He a strong advocate of the
sustainability, shares the concerns for the climate change and wants to support the clean energy
transition by decreasing the demand of the fossil fuels and their use in the energy generation. In his
opinion, Portugal does not take advantage of the abundant solar energy and the potential to assure the
energy provision with means of renewable energy. Additionally, he strongly criticizes the fact that the
critical infrastructure, such as the national grid, is in hands of foreign investors and the profit taking
companies. In his opinion, this closes the possibility for the citizens to enjoy lower electricity bills due
to the fact that the monopolistic companies impose high connection charges and payments for the usage
of the gird. For this reason, he strongly supports all schemes allowing local communities have control
over their locality, especially with satisfy their energy needs with the renewables, which can be sourced
locally rather central power stations and having the control over their assets. He wants his Local Energy
Community achieve energy self-sufficiency and energy security by becoming independent from
monopolistic incumbent firms. Additionally, he likes the community ownership setups and supports the
development of social network for the launches of the energy communities. He thinks that, in order to
build resilience in the region, the energy communities might go beyond only renewable energy
provision and management. By the cooperation with local contractors and local population, he hopes
for the energy community schemes to facilitate local job creation and discourage the migration of young
generation to big cities in the search for employment. He suggests that Local Energy Communities
should adopt a holistic approach contributing to the diffusion of certain new technologies, such as
expansion of use of the electric vehicles contributing to the local environmental and health benefits. In
his opinion, this will result in the growing attractivity of the region, strengthening the economic base
and allowing further revenue streams, such as benefitting from eco-tourism.
According to the second interviewee, Ana Rita Nazário Marouço, the members of Coopérnico and she
personally are strongly motivated by the environmental values. Rita said that the biggest motivator of
the members is to be able to produce their own electricity which is the renewable electricity. They
jointly invest in the production of the renewable electricity and closely control the realization of the
yearly plan in order to make sure that they consume the same of less electricity than is produced from
their renewable energy facilities. Additionally, some members are motivated by the financial values
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and join in order to achieve financial profits realized by having lower tariffs on the electricity consumed
and to take advantage from the lower costs of the electricity consumed from the photovoltaic
installations owned by the cooperative. Additionally, they seek fulfilment of the institutional and
technological values by asking for assistance in establishing business models supporting them in
consuming locally produced electricity and maximizing the collective self-consumption. To this
moment, this is however not allowed in Portugal. At the moment of the interview, the law does not
support the schemes allowing for energy exchange between neighbours, therefore the accounting of
energy produced and consumed is done virtually. Once the law changes, the members expect the
cooperative to help them do business models around PV on the rooftop to, first of all, consume locally
by using a technologically advanced self-consumption system and a management system, and then
profiting from sale of the electricity.

4.2.3 Prioritization of values among members of Coopérnico
The Coopérnico being a cooperative of renewable energies with a social focus that operates to support
projects promoting solidarity, education or environmental protection. They are mainly motivated by
contributing to a social and environmental values within the energy transition to more sustainable.
Additionally, they involve citizens and companies in the creation of renewable and decentralized energy
system that brings their members social, environmental and financial benefit. They share concerns for
climate change, want to contribute to global environmental protection and believe that the community
energy system should primarily address the environmental problems such as limiting the use of fossil
fuels in energy production, decrease emissions of carbon dioxide and other pollutants. By their
operation they want to contribute to increase of renewable energy production. This must happen with
delivering the financial values to their members. First of all, the members of Coopérnico want the new
energy provision scheme to be financially viable and based on clear, transparent and consumerprotecting regulations that ensures customer rights and market rules. Additionally, they are motivated
by possibility of saving money spent now on electricity by jointly using the electricity coming from
renewable assets owned by the cooperative. Additionally, they expect to draw financial profits from the
investments in shared community assets from the sale of the produced electricity. They want the
economic benefits to be fairly remunerated based on transparent, clearly communicated methodologies.
Provision and use of locally generated energy is not only a tool for gaining financial profits, but also
obtaining social benefits for the whole community. Members of Coopérnico expect that the collective
cooperation will help them creating opportunities for community participation in determining the nature
of energy system. Additionally, they want to achieve empowerment of small domestic consumers in
electricity markets and balancing markets and become independent from big energy suppliers.
The results of the survey clearly prioritise the category of the environmental values. However, it was
clear that the results vary additionally within category. A good example is very differing prioritization
of social values where the subcategory of “Energy security” was higher valued than “Local job creation
& skills development”. Therefore, it is important to list the most significant values motivating the
participation of members of Coopérnico as separate aspects. The aspects that ranked on average above
4,0 and were chosen as rating 4 – very important or 5 – my top priority by 70% to 95% of the
respondents are: “Contribution to increase of renewable energy production and energy transition.”,
“Contribution to decrease of fossil-fuels consumptions.”, “Contribution to global environmental
protection & concerns for climate change.”, ”Contribution to reducing the electricity system gas
emissions (for example carbon dioxide emissions). ”, ”Clear, transparent and consumer-protecting
regulations that ensures customer rights and market rules. ”, ”Clear and transparent contract with the
service provider company that ensuring customer confidence and conflict resolution mechanisms. ”,
”Creating opportunities for community participation in determining the nature of energy system. ”,
”Provision and use of locally generated energy. ”, ”Fair remuneration based on transparent, clearly
communicated methodologies. ”, ”Tackling fuel poverty. ” and ”Empowerment of small domestic
consumers in electricity markets and balancing markets.”. The exact results of the survey with the
average score of each item are displayed in Figure 13.
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Figure 13 Prioritization of values
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Having analysed the data form members of Coopérnico, it can be concluded that they are primarily
driven by environmental values followed by financial motivations and social values, with special focus
on energy autonomy. These inputs were used in the following parts of the research to choose the proper
strategies of maximizing the economic value of the Local Energy Community described in subchapter
4.3.1 and to define proper business and organizational models for Local Energy Communities in
subchapter 4.4.

4.3 Research Question 3: What economic value can Local
Energy Community create to its members and other actors in
residential sector?
Being a very recent phenomenon, the Local Energy Communities are a subject to strong pressures from
the established regime. In order to succeed, they not only must deliver satisfaction of the social and
environmental values, but also prove their financial viability. For this reason, the economic value
brought by the community energy provision and use requires a special attention. This chapter verified
the financial gains coming from the difference of energy costs between the current setup and the
community setup. In the current setup the households do not cooperate in terms of energy production
and use and purchase electricity from retailers. In the community setup households engage in collective
use of renewable energy, energy sharing and optimize their impact on the external grid. This comparison
allowed to calculate the economic value of Local Energy Communities to verify the bankability of such
projects. The study case was based on a community of place in Portugal. For simplicity of
considerations, it was assumed that all members of community of place are connected within one lowvoltage grid. In one case, the community of place is connected to the low-voltage grid and can therefore
be considered a low-voltage end user of significant size. In the other case, community has one
connection with the medium voltage grid and can therefore be considered a medium-voltage end user.
The visualisation of the assumption is represented on Figure 14.

Figure 14 Electricity distribution system, adopted from (ERSE, 2018a)
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4.3.1 Strategies to maximize economic value of Local Energy
Community and their practical implementation
This chapter took into consideration the outcomes of the social study and used them as inputs to define
strategies offering Local Energy Communities possibility to maximise their economic feasibility. These
strategies evolved around various methods of either decreasing the costs of electricity, increasing
revenues from sale of electricity generated by Local Energy Community and flexibility obtained from
optimisation of use of devices in households or a mix of both. The following subchapters describe the
strategies to maximise the economic value and their practical implementations.

4.3.2 Decrease the costs
Generally in the European Union, and in Portugal, the residential consumers purchase electricity from
suppliers competing in a free, unbundled energy market (THOMSON REUTERS, 2019), because they
do not have significant size to participate in the power market, as this is done at the wholesale level
(Okpako et al., 2016). The cost of electricity purchased by the individual households therefore depends
on the choice of the retailer who provides the service of selling the electricity. However, a part of the
electricity price is the passing on of regulated tariffs (THOMSON REUTERS, 2019) published, in case
of Portugal, every year by Entidade Reguladora dos Serviços Energéticos (Portuguese Regulatory
Entity for Energy Services). The tariffs include the costs of economic general interest, such as costs of
subsidized renewable energy generation, costs associated with use and maintenance of grid
infrastructure and taxes (THOMSON REUTERS, 2019). The network charges are connected with use
of the electrical infrastructure such as transmission system possessed and operated by TSOs and
distribution system possessed and operated by DSOs. In Portugal, network access tariffs are charged to
all electricity consumers for the use of the infrastructure. These tariffs are typically paid by retailers on
behalf of their customers and incorporated in the final energy bill (Smart Energy Demand Coalition,
2017). Generally, in Portugal the electricity price paid by the final consumer can be grouped in three
clusters: payment for use of networks (distribution and transmission), payment for purchased energy
and taxes (ERSE, 2018a).

Figure 15 Structure of the price of electricity supply in Portugal, adopted from (ERSE, 2018a)

The components having the biggest influence on the final electricity bill of the residential consumers
are the costs of purchased energy and the network use costs (the transmission costs and the distribution
costs). The costs of energy depend on the amount of energy bought from the market (measured in kWh)
and the rate offered by specific retailer (measured in EUR/kWh). Transmission costs are associated
with use of high voltage electricity transmission infrastructure serving the whole country, while the
distribution costs are associated with use of medium voltage and low voltage electricity grid, extending
from the transmission grid. Both, the national transmission system operator (TSO) of Portugal - Rede
Eléctrica Nacional SA (REN) and the distribution system operator (DSO) - EDP Distribuição SA, are
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remunerated through regulated tariffs (network use tariff and tariff of global use of the system), which
are set annually by the regulator, Regulatory Entity for Energy Services (ERSE). The way the tariffs
are constructed ensures the economic and financial balance of the transmission and distribution
activities, and effective system management activities (ERSE, 2018a; THOMSON REUTERS, 2019).
The payments for transmission and distribution grid use come respectively to TSO and DSO from
generators of the electricity and the suppliers who pass the costs on the final electricity consumers, who
pay them in addition to the price of electricity in the final electricity bill. The tariff system is universal
to all clients in continental Portugal and it relates the amount of fee paid with amount of electricity
purchased, measured in kWh (ERSE, 2018a, 2018b) as well as with the peak capacity requested by the
user measured in kW and sometimes represented in equivalent form of kVA (ERSE, 2018a, 2018b).
In line with the regulation of ERSE for the year 2018, the electricity price components of focus in this
Master Thesis are built up in the way represented in the Figure 16.

Capacity contracted

(kW or kVA)

Energy imported

(kWh)

Energy imported

(kWh)

Network fees
Final price of
electricity
(EUR)
Energy

Figure 16 Cost components of final price of electricity, adopted from (ERSE, 2018a)

The price can be calculated, following the equations (1), (2) and (3).
(1)
(2)

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝐸𝑈𝑅) = 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑠 (𝐸𝑈𝑅) + 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 (𝐸𝑈𝑅)
𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑠 (𝐸𝑈𝑅)

𝐸𝑈𝑅
= 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 (𝑘𝑉𝐴) ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 (
)
𝑘𝑉𝐴
𝐸𝑈𝑅
+ 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 (𝑘𝑊ℎ) ∗ 𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 (
)
𝑘𝑊
(3)
𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 (𝐸𝑈𝑅)
𝐸𝑈𝑅
= 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 (𝑘𝑊ℎ) ∗ 𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 (
)
𝑘𝑊
Taking into account the cost components of the final electricity bill, this Master Thesis focuses on
strategies lowering the amount of imported energy to the local grid of the Local Energy Community,
lowering the peak capacity on the substation connecting the grid of Local Energy Community with the
rest of the grid of DSO, using the differences in the prices within the day by taking advantage of timeof-use tariffs or a combination of all of them.

4.3.2.1 Decrease contracted peak capacity (kW)
Lowering the cost of capacity payment per user can be achieved by aggregating individuals under Local
Energy Community based in a shared apartment building or on a neighbourhood. This can happen when
the households aggregate under one body, for example a local community representing them to the
market, and the use of electricity within the community is optimised in the way that ensures that not all
devices operate simultaneously, meaning the loads do not operate at their nominal power all the time
(van der Klauw, 2017). In such situation, the peak demand for electricity of a group of households is
not arithmetical sum of the loads of the devices in these households. This means that the peak demand
for electricity of residential consumers can be reduced through changing the coincidence of loads
(Zhang, Ochoa, & Kirschen, 2011). The resulting realistic power demand is obtained by multiplying
the nominal power by a simultaneity factor which differs depending on type of the end-user (housing,
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hospitals, schools, supermarkets, office buildings). In the residential sector, the value of the coefficient
differs between 0,117 (for 50 households) and 1,0 (for 1 households) and it is inversely proportional to
the number of the households in neighbourhood or apartments in the apartment building
(Stowarzyszenie Elektryków Polskich & BEZEL, 2018). It has been proved by (Zhang et al., 2011) that
the Demand Side Management in residential sector is effective in reducing the simultaneity factor and
therefore the coincident peak load in residential low voltage feeders. This means that Local Energy
Community using optimization of the energy use within the households of the members would be able
to have lower connection capacity and therefore be a subject to lower connection costs.
On the other hand, this measure is not applicable within a Local Energy Community oriented only for
cost minimization of the used electricity and without respecting the physical grid constraints. This is
because some demand side management applications may increase simultaneity of loads up to 1.0 (Vill,
Rosin, & Lehtla, 2016). Such situation can occur in Local Energy Community having a dynamic
electricity tariff reflecting the wholesale electricity prices. In this case the signal of very low price of
electricity might cause all flexible loads to switch on at the same time (Gwisdorf, Stepanescu, &
Rehtanz, 2010). For this reason, Local Energy Communities that decide to manage their energy use in
the way it takes advantage form dynamic wholesale prices, will not be able to decrease the component
of gird charges in their electricity bill.

4.3.2.2 Decrease amount of imported energy, maximise self-sufficiency
A method to decrease the amount of electricity imported from the grid is to either lower the electricity
demand for the whole community or generate required electricity (at least a significant part of it) on site
and assure maximal use of it. First, the potential for lowering the electricity demand in households will
be discussed. According to Eurostat, among the countries of European Union, the biggest share of final
energy consumption in the residential sector was represented by space heating (64.1%), while space
cooling accounted only for 0,3%. The second biggest end use was also connected with provision of heat
– water heating taking up 14,8% of the final energy consumption. The two uses related with provision
of heat took over 75% of the energy used by the residential sector. Electricity used for lighting and most
electrical appliances represented 14,4%. The remaining 5,6% of the final energy consumption was spent
on the cooking needs (Eurostat, 2018a).
Lighting and appliances;Other end uses; 0,9 %
14,4 %

Cooking; 5,6 %

Water heating; 14,8 %
Space heating; 64,1 %
Space cooling; 0,3 %

Figure 17 Final Energy Consumption in households per use (Eurostat., 2018)

This division indicates a big potential in space and water heating for decreasing the amount of energy
used or applying energy efficiency measures. It is noticeable that Portugal has one of the lowest
proportions of energy used for space heating - 21.1 %, however this is coupled with notorious violations
of thermal comfort of end-users especially in winter time (Hutchinson, Wilkinson, Hong, & Oreszczyn,
2006; Magalhães & Leal, 2014). This condition, called “fuel poverty” is a result of lack of economic
conditions from the households to purchase energy (Magalhães & Leal, 2014). On the other hand, taking
into consideration that in Portugal 72.2% of the energy providing space heating comes from renewable
sources, it is expected that decreasing prices of renewable energy and increased affordability of heat
pumps coupled with innovating schemes to finance the investments (such as Local Energy Communities
or Citizen Energy Communities) will lead to increased electrification of heat provision (Carvalho,
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Mendrinos, & De Almeida, 2015). Having this in mind, it’s important to understand that although
electricity does not play the major role in the biggest energy needs in the residential sector nowadays
(as presented in the Figure 14), its share and the share of renewables generating electricity is expected
to rapidly increase in the next decade according to many scholars and industry practitioners (Boait,
Snape, Morris, Hamilton, & Darby, 2018; Delta Energy & Environment, 2018; G. Hoogsteen, 2017;
van der Klauw, 2017). The increased electricity usage in provision of heat coupled with technologies
allowing for heat storage are expected to influence the energy demand patterns in the residential sector
(van der Klauw, 2017).
100%
Renewables
and wastes

Petroleum
products

75%

Solid fuels
50%
Gas

Derived heat

25%

Electricity
0%
Space heating

Space cooling

Water heating

Cooking

Lighting and appliances Other end uses

Figure 18 Part of the main energy products in the final energy consumption in the residential sector for each type of enduse, EU-28 (Eurostat., 2018)

The split of the energy use in the residential sector does not include the recent development of the
electric vehicles due to the fact that up until now the possibility of charging the electric vehicle at home
was rare. However, although electricity powered vehicles are not a wide-spread at the moment, this
situation is slowly changing, especially in western member states of European Union and there use is
expected to boom in the next decade (Jian et al., 2013; Li, Cai, Luo, & Zhang, 2019; Luthander et al.,
2015; Mckenna, Bertsch, Mainzer, & Fichtner, 2018; Ortega-Vazquez, 2014). This would mean that a
significant share of the energy needed in the personal road transport might need to be satisfied in the
households or in the low-voltage grids (Burg, Huitema, & Wortmann, 2015; FLEXCoop et al., 2020;
Hledik & Faruqui, 2015; Kalkbrenner, 2019). This means that the electricity needs in the residential
sector will significantly grow due to the fact that a big portion of energy needs of the transportation
sector will be provided by charging the electric vehicles in households or neighbourhoods. The exact
increase of electricity demand is difficult to predict, however it is expected to be non-neglectable,
because transport sector has been the major source of energy consumption in European Union since
1998. In the year 2016 it accounted for 33,2 % of final energy consumption (Eurostat, 2018b), with
road transport accounting for the largest share of it, 74% in 2016 (Eurostat, 2019).
Second approach to increase economic value of energy communities is maximisation of selfconsumption (Luthander et al., 2015; Petersen, 2016; Young & Brans, 2017b). Technically, the
technology Local Energy Communities have possibilities to locally generate the electricity and
consume a big share of it within the local grid without exporting it outside of the community. In this
way, they reduce their imports from medium and high voltage electricity networks and reduce their
impact on usage of the grid. Lowered use of the infrastructure leads to lowered contribution to overall
network costs, which are included as fees for the use of the infrastructure in the final bill for the
electricity charged to all end-consumers (McKenna, 2018). In this way, the Local Energy Communities
not only can lower their share of payments for usage of the grid, but also fulfil the social values for their
members by increasing their degree of local energy autonomy and decreasing the amount of electricity
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purchased from the market. The effect of soft-islanding (i.e., balancing local production and
consumption as much as possible (van der Klauw, 2017)) in the Local Energy Communities operating
in residential sector can be achieved by using the locally owned and produced energy from rooftop
photovoltaic systems and combining it with the energy management system facilitating the electricity
usage of the devices in the households of the community members. The devices in households can either
adapt the use of the energy to the times when the locally produced energy is abundant or store the excess
electricity coming from PV. The typical devices that can be used as energy storage in residential sector
are domestic batteries, electric HVAC, heat buffers storing hot water or batteries of the electric vehicles
(FLEXCoop et al., 2020; van der Klauw, 2017). The electric water boilers with buffer tanks can modify
their consumption profile by storing energy in their water tank, without violating the comfort of the
consumers (Ruelens et al., 2014). In case of electric space heating, the buffer capacity can be provided
by the thermal inertia of buildings (van der Klauw, 2017).
Maximal use of electricity produced by the community to satisfy the needs of heat provision and
transport is in line with the motives of the community energy initiatives. By the fact that they would
satisfy their energetic needs with owned renewable energy generation, they not only fulfil their
environmental values such as lowering their environmental footprint as well as the willingness to
contribute to the global energy transition with concerns about the climate change discussed in chapter
4.2.1 Values within community. They also are able to satisfy their financial motivations such as
lowering the costs of energy provision as well as social values such as obtaining high degree of energy
self-sufficiency and gaining autonomy from the incumbents. Practically, the best results would be
achieved with optimization of use of the devices providing heat (heat pumps, water and space heaters)
and charging times of electric vehicles in the charging stations within the range of the Local Energy
Community in such way that they match their consumption with locally produced energy from
renewable sources.

4.3.2.3 Take advantage of dynamic pricing - electricity price arbitrage
Electricity price arbitrage (i.e., acting with the storage asset on the energy market by exploiting
differences in electricity prices in different timeframes (van der Klauw, 2017)) is considered to become
a key value proposition for energy communities (Kalkbrenner, 2019). Integration of individual
households under the cooperation in a Local Energy Community and Citizen Energy Community
provides adequate scale to participate in wholesale markets (Zhou et al., 2018). Additionally, thanks to
the involvement of REScoop in the negotiations of the “Clean Energy Package for all Europeans”, the
energy communities will be able to participate across the energy market on a level playing field
(REScoop.eu, 2019). It means that they not only might be able to purchase electricity on wholesale
market, but also feed generated electricity from renewable energy sources into the grid and be
adequately remunerated. This will enable energy communities to benefit from differences in prices for
electricity throughout the day as well as act as retailers for their members offering them more attractive
tariffs (Capellán-pérez, Campos-celador, & Terés-zubiaga, 2018). These mechanisms are not only
expected to benefit the energy communities, but also increase the overall efficiency of the energy system
and drive the wholesale prices down due to the reduction of need for costly peak power plants (van der
Klauw, 2017). A drawback of this method is that the national energy prices do not always reflect the
situation in local low-voltage grid and might lead to additional problems for the DSOs such as
congestion and consequently cause a conflict of interest between the trader (community) and local grid
operator (van der Klauw, 2017). However, in case of Communities of Interest (e.g. some Citizen Energy
Communities), this mechanism is especially attractive for satisfying their goals, since they are not
oriented on the minimization of problems in infrastructure, but for cost optimization.

4.3.3 Increase the revenue
4.3.3.1 Sell excess electricity
When it comes to electricity flow from the household and / or community to the distribution grid, this
direction is not desired by the local grid operators because the reverse flow introduces problems in the
infrastructure. For this reason, selling electricity to the grid has been kept non-profitable in majority of
member states of European Union, including Portugal. The prosumers were either offered no payment
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for their electricity, being remunerated with feed-in tariffs kept lower than retail electricity prices
(Koirala et al., 2016) or, as in Spain, were even charged specific grid tax together with a tax on the
electricity produced (Bayod-Rujula et al., 2017). This penalization of injected PV generation was
connected with higher cost than the local PV generation consumed in the local energy system in order
to discourage arbitrage and give priority to the local consumption (Sanchez et al., 2018). Until now, the
most popular type of ownership of PV was individual – a household possessed the PV installation for
their own use, designed for the size suitable to serve their own energy needs and not to significantly
excess it, because every amount of electricity exported was connected with loss of money. However the
energy community schemes create the opportunity for individuals to jointly invest in PV, which is
connected with lower initial investment per household, spread of the risk of the investment and higher
potential to consume all of the produced energy and avoid selling it outside of the community for
damped price. With the “Clean Energy Package for all Europeans”, the European Union gave signal to
the members states and obliged them to allow the citizen communities to participate across the energy
market on a level playing field with other market actors (REScoop.eu, 2019). This means that Citizen
Energy Communities and Renewable Energy Communities will be able to feed generated electricity
from renewable energy sources into the grid and additionally should have a right to share energy, while
network operators will be required to help facilitate this activity (REScoop.eu, 2019) . Because of being
an equally treated market participants, they should be legally allowed to sell their excess on a wholesale
price. Therefore, citizens gathering in Citizen Energy Communities are expected to sell their excess
energy and try to profit from it, unless the payments from network operators charging energy
communities to connect and use the grid as well as taxes and levies charged by governments are not
going to break an economic business case (REScoop.eu, 2019). However this issue still remains unclear
and will be determined by the member states in the upcoming years (REScoop.eu, 2019) where it will
be a subject to a discussion among the legislators, the communities and current incumbent market
participants. The outcome of the discussion is difficult to predict, but it must be highlighted that strong
actors in the energy system have already heavily fought the acknowledgement of Citizen Energy
Communities in the negotiation process of “Clean Energy Package for all Europeans” (REScoop.eu,
2019). Therefore, it is safe to assume that the communities will primarily try to set up, own and operate
local power networks, or ‘community networks’ and share energy among their members. This initial
phase could allow Citizen Energy Communities to innovate in the creation of solidarity mechanisms
for benefit sharing to make it easier for vulnerable and low-income households, and those living in
social housing, to participate (REScoop.eu, 2019). This will be mostly beneficial for the communities
of place.

4.3.3.2 Offer balancing services
Technically, the residential storage assets can be used for minimizing the problems of the grid
infrastructure, for example avoiding the congestion or regulating the frequency. They can do it by
reacting to the state of the grid and deploy their strategy - charging and discharging power. In this way,
they smooth power fluctuations below the maximum allowable, help ensure network stability and
prevent from dispatching expensive and fossil-based peak generators (conventional spinning reserve)
to meet demand (Ernst & Singh, 2008; Marcos et al., 2014), supporting transition towards a system
based purely on renewable energy (van der Klauw, 2017). To offer balancing services, the community
can use storage assets, which are particularly useful in this application because they are able to respond
within seconds and minutes. Especially, the scientists look at the energy storage units such as batteries,
that due to their responsiveness, can provide fast frequency control to power systems (Megel, Mathieu,
& Andersson, 2013). The home- or community-owned batteries are also useful in balancing the
renewable energy generation and preventing too high power outputs from the prosumers. The storage
assets can both provide flexibility and the energy, while the flexible residential loads cannot provide
energy, but help to balance the local energy system (Sanchez et al., 2018). In this way, the technology
creates a business opportunity to create local energy market that provides added value compared with
the current energy markets because of flexible residential loads, which absorb partially the uncertainty
of energy demand in residential consumers (Sanchez et al., 2018). This is a clear cooperation possibility
for Citizen Energy Communities with DSOs to benefit their work through efficient imports of energy
that is optimal for operation of the grid, or by providing specific flexibility or other services to the DSO
(for instance through new flexibility markets) (REScoop.eu, 2019). This is especially good opportunity
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for communities of place that are able to closely match the load and the production. Doing so, they can
defer expensive upgrades and extensions of the network, create islands of security during grid outages,
and contribute to voltage stability (Hain, Ault, Galloway, Cruden, & McDonald, 2005).

4.3.4 Summary of economic analysis
Previous subchapters discussed the potential of communities of place and communities of interest to
influence the costs associated with purchase of electricity as well as potential revenues from sale of
generated electricity and offering energy-related services to other market actors. Table 10 contains
summary of this analysis.
Table 10 Cost components for energy provision in energy communities

Local energy

Citizen energy

Components Item
Community of Place Community of Interest

Transmission and distribution
Cost
Volume of electricity purchased from the market

Selling excess electricity form owned PV installations
Revenue
Offering balancing services

4.3.5 Quantification of flexibility in Local Energy Community
4.3.5.1 Definition of flexibility
In the literature, flexibility is mostly mentioned among the technical issues that arise with the integration
of decentralized intermittent renewable energy in the context of lack of large-scale energy storage
(Essakiappan et al., 2017). The definition of flexibility has evolved in the recent years. Traditionally,
the scholars and electricity providers were focusing mostly on the energy supply side of the electricity,
as presented by (Lannoye, Flynn, & O’Malley, 2012): “the ability of a power system to deploy resources
to respond to changes in the remaining system load that is not served by variable renewable energy
(VRE)”. This comes from the fact that traditionally large central power plants, as the backbone of the
fossil-fuelled electricity generation, were typically oversized (Zheng, Qiang, Chen, & Xia, 2015). They
were designed to generate enough electricity to meet the demand at any moment in time, even at the
event of unplanned outage of a generating unit or errors in generation forecasts. This means that they
were able to provide enough flexibility to cope with variability and uncertainty in supply and demand
(J. Ma, Silva, Belhomme, Kirschen, & Ochoa, 2013). After vast introduction of intermittent renewable
energy generation units to the energy system, this problem increased. The renewable sources were not
only inconvenient to steer, but also difficult to forecast in long time horizons. Taking this into account,
the energy system focused on flexibility of both the generation and demand side as: ”the ability of a
power system to cope with variability and uncertainty in both generation and demand, while
maintaining a satisfactory level of reliability at a reasonable cost” (J. Ma et al., 2013). Nowadays, the
incumbent electricity firms reach for a more general definitions as “the means that enable change from
one state of equilibrium between generation and consumption to another” (TenneT, 2018). They not
only take advantage of solutions enabling them increasing the flexibility of demand in the industrial,
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big consumers, but start to investigate the possibility of using the flexibility of demand in the residential
sector by aggregating a big number of tiny consumers and prosumers.

4.3.5.2 Flexibility in the residential sector
According to the reports of Eurostat, the households consume 25,7% of the final energy in the European
Union (Eurostat., 2018), a quarter of which in the form of electricity (Eurostat., 2018). International
Energy Agency forecasts that this consumption it is very likely to increase in the upcoming years
(International Energy Agency, 2018). Due its significant electricity consumption, the residential sector
is strongly influencing the electrical system, especially the low voltage grid to which it is directly
attached. As explained in Chapter 1.1, the renewable energy production from solar PV installations on
prosumers houses often doesn’t match with the moments of the energy demand in households.
Therefore, electrical energy storage, controllable electric devices and smart grids are seen as a way to
improve the match between demand at a certain moment and the available energy from renewable
sources at another moment (Leeuwen, 2017).
As already reported by several studies, the residential demand flexibility is an untapped resource that
is estimated to be able to deliver high benefits to the electrical system by exploiting technologies
currently present on the market (Dyson et al., 2015). If homes can individually and collectively level
their demand load profile, then the generation, distribution and storage of electricity at the low-voltage
level (and indirectly at higher voltages) can be optimized (Lynch et al., 2016). The economic benefits
from the demand side management mainly come from the avoided costs of the reinforcement of the
existing low-voltage grid that is currently not capable of accommodating the growing share of the
intermittent renewable electricity influx and growing household electricity demand in the peak hours.
Therefore, all measures leading to the prevention of additional investments in the grid modernization
create the opportunity for cost avoidance.
Development of flexibility use in the residential sector can generate substantial economic benefits,
which is noticed by the actors in the energy systems around the globe. According to (Dyson et al.,
2015), in the United States only, the residential sector demand flexibility would be able to prevent
between 10-15% of the estimated $50-80 billion/year investments in grid reinforcement. On the other
hand, in one of the European countries with one of the highest number of residential prosumers,
Germany, the application of demand response measures (such as dynamic pricing) gives the possibility
of decreasing the primary energy consumption leading to lowering the load needed in the residential
sector of about 6.7 GW (Lindenberger, 2011). In the United Kingdom, the electricity system operator,
National Grid, forecasted that the growth of the peak demand in their system by 2050 would grow only
up to 74 GW instead of 85 GW once deploying the end-use energy efficiency and demand response
measures coupled with consumer engagement (Boait et al., 2019).
These studies prove that the economic potential exist, however its financial value is most likely to be
captured by the incumbent energy firms. For this reason, it is important to evaluate how much of this
economic potential can be captured by the community energy initiatives and especially for the purpose
of this Master Thesis, the Local Energy Communities.
Practically in the residential sector, offering flexibility services can be achieved by changing the
planned consumption profile of the consumers and prosumers (Lynch et al., 2016), meaning shifting
the loads to other time frames, when the electricity consumption is forecasted to be low (off-peak hours),
avoiding the electricity influx from the prosumers to the local low-voltage grid by either storing the
excess electricity at the household battery or curtailing the generation from the households PV
installations. Another option would be usage of smart devices that automatically choose the best times
of work (for example when the PV production in house is high) or investing in the energy efficiency
measures in order to permanently decrease the electricity needs of the individual household. However,
all cases of these measures are non-desired because they imply either costly investment in the household
energy storage or refurbishment or resigning from using carbon-free electricity (Lynch et al., 2016).
The biggest obstacle in this process are still the prices of domestic battery, not offering the costcompetitive solutions at the point of writing this report. Some experts believe that their costs will rapidly
decrease in the upcoming years (McKenna, 2018) untapping the potential for maximization of selfconsumption of PV generated electricity in the household. According to study of (Luthander et al.,
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2015), the scope for utilizing this self-generated electricity without an electric battery and behavioural
interventions within the household is constrained to about 20–40%. This is quite a low value that can
be significantly increased when houses are connected under one connection within the same lowvoltage grid and are treated by the DSO as a community (Luthander et al., 2015). When it comes to the
application of these measures in an urban setting, it is proved that the impacts on the residential building
level might not always be sufficient to achieve financial viability (Tjaden, Bergner, Weniger, &
Quaschning, 2015), however this economic potential grows with increased electricity demands or while
applying the economy of scale effect, meaning for combining multiple residential buildings in close
geographic proximity (Balcombe et al., 2015). Still, the use of the residential flexibility is not trivial.
The biggest challenge is that the flexibility in devices is restricted, scattered, and there are costs
associated with the use of the flexibility (Toersche, 2016).
To investigate this topic, this chapter specifically focuses on a smart controlled micro grid which is a
low-voltage grid with control system that matches the supply and demand locally. This chapter
investigates the feasibility and bankability of the application of flexibility efforts to balance the local
energy supply with the demand of the houses. The purpose of this control is to operate almost
independently of the main grid as well as maximize self-consumption of the electricity generated from
the PV installation owned by the community. This chapter verifies the feasibility of such a system using
the Triana Demand Side Management methodology developed at the University of Twente (Bakker,
2012). The Triana methodology consists of following steps: prediction, planning and real time control.
In order to obtain the input data for the prediction of electricity demand in the neighbourhood, the
residential power consumption profiles for defined neighbourhoods are needed that can be serving as
high quality “historical” data. There are many tools allowing for generation of generic demand profiles,
but they have too small precision and granularity, are based mainly on the historical data and do not
account for household-specific factors such as the size of the household, employment of the users or
specific types of the appliances they possess. In this Master Thesis, quantification of flexibility was
done with two tools developed by University of Twente. First tool, Artificial Load Profile Generator
(ALPG) was used to generate occupancy profiles for each household of analysed community. Next,
electricity load profiles were generated, basing on the occupancy profiles and availability times for
flexible devices. The results were given in discrete time intervals of one minute, providing both active
and reactive power. Consequently, this data was used to perform simulation of “traditional” energy
consumption and simulation of optimized energy consumption in analysed community. Both, nonoptimized and optimised case, was visualized as sum of smart meters of the households. The
comparison of electricity consumption during the whole year is presented on Figure 19.

Figure 19 Comparison of electricity consumption, whole year
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Because of proper optimization constraints in the community of place, all peaks were successfully
lowered for almost all days of the year. The peak capacity of community of place rarely surpassed 50
kW which is a significant decrease compared to the non-optimised case with average peak capacity in
all days of the year around 74 kW, reaching even over 100 kW in January and December. The electricity
consumption in community of interest exercising price arbitrage was also characterized by higher peaks.
On average, the maximal peaks were 12% higher than in the community of place. However, in extreme
cases they reached over 100 kW. The peak shaving effect is particularly visible on the houses with
electric vehicles, which electricity consumption was optimised to prevent multiple vehicles from
charging at the same time. The visualisation is presented on Figure 20. For bigger precision of the
observation, the figure focuses on three weeks in March.

Figure 20 Comparison of electricity consumption of electric vehicles

In the winter months, like January, the power curve was smoothened mostly by optimized operation of
the heating systems, characterized by Buffer-Timeshiftable energy consumption. Therefore, in cold
months, when the heating is required to maintain the thermal comfort in the household, they can provide
sufficient flexibility to increase the self-sufficiency and lower the required capacity connection. The
simulated electricity consumption in January is presented on Figure 21.

Figure 21 Comparison of electricity consumption, January
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Once the temperature rises, the heating needs decrease. In this situation, the electricity generated by the
community is not fully used to satisfy the needs of the residents and needs to be exported during the
day. The spikes of electricity export are similar for all cases (non-optimised, community of place,
community of interest), reaching up to 37 kW in the non-optimized case and up to 30 kW in case of
community of place and community of interest. The comparison is visible on Figure 22.

Figure 22 Comparison of electricity consumption, March

In the sunniest months, both individually operating houses as well as the communities of place and
interest were not able to consume all electricity generated by the photovoltaic installation. Significant
exports of produced electricity are observed in Figure 23 representing electricity consumption in June.

Figure 23 Comparison of electricity consumption, June
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Although, the exports of electricity were lowered due to optimized electricity consumption, the
produced electricity from photovoltaics was not fully used during the day. There are several reason for
such behaviour of community. First of all, in summer time the heating demand is very low due to the
fact that the air temperatures even surpass the desired temperatures of the households. Secondly, the
houses were not equipped in air cooling systems that are not very widely adopted in Portuguese
households. Thirdly, the batteries existing in the community did not provide enough storage capacity
to compensate for the whole production of electricity from photovoltaics on site. Therefore, the unused
electricity had to be exported from the community.
Despite these big export of electricity in summer months, the self-consumption of electricity was
significantly higher in the case of community of place and community of interest than in the nonoptimised case. By the end of the year, the non-cooperating houses were able to consume only 14 MWh
of electricity produced by themselves. On the other hand, the community of place was able to
collectively self-consume 27 MWh of the electricity produced on site. The community oriented on the
price arbitrage achieved a similar result of 23 MWh. These differences are visualised on Figure 24.

Figure 24 Comparison of electricity self-consumption, whole year

Summing up, the simulation results show that the analysed community of place can successfully
optimize their electricity consumption, even though the penetration of storage devices was not high.
Additionally, community of place achieved significant decrease in peaks of power consumption. The
price arbitrage in the community of interest provoked high spikes in the electricity consumption at times
of very low wholesale electricity price. These spikes were comparable or sometimes higher than in the
non-optimised case.

4.3.6 Case study results
The economic value in this case study was understood as the difference in monetary value of the cost
of electricity between the two scenarios of electricity consumption in urban environment:
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Table 11 Visualization of the case comparison

Case

With optimization

Without optimization

Many
separate
houses

Not considered

Scenario: business as usual
Electricity exchanged is sum of electricity
demand of the houses and the electricity
supply from the PV installations.

Houses
cooperating
as
Community
of place

Scenario: Community of place - one global optimum
Electricity exchanged on the connection point is sum of
electricity demand of the houses and the electricity supply
from the PV installations with applying the optimization of
the usage of the devices.
•
peak shaving + price optimization, (retail prices,
wholesale prices)

Not considered

Houses
cooperating
as
Community
of interest

Scenario: Community of interest – cost minimization
Electricity exchanged on the virtual connection point is sum
of electricity demand of the houses and the electricity supply
from the PV installations with applying the optimization of
the usage of the devices.
•
Only price optimization (wholesale prices)

Not considered

The costs of electricity were calculated, basing on the national tariffs published by Regulatory Entity
for Energy Services (ERSE, 2018a) that are gathered in the APPENDIX: Tariffs. The costs of electricity
in “Business as Usual Scenario” case were calculated for each house separately according to tariffs
applicable to end users at the low-voltage grid gathered in Table 23. On the other hand, the costs of the
community, depending on the case, were calculated with tariffs for low-voltage users with peak capacity
over 20,7 kVA, gathered in Table 24 or with tariffs for medium-voltage users requiring higher capacities
that is gathered in Table 25.
The first scenario assumes the no modification of the tariffs for the residential users and considers a
situation in which the households within the community do not change the electricity retailer. The
separate houses (Business as Usual), the houses in the community and the community understood as
one big user are subject to the tariffs currently applicable in Portugal. Additionally, the first scenario
assumes a penalty for injecting the electricity from prosumers, meaning this electricity is not
remunerated. The results are gathered in Table 12.
Table 12 Comparison of costs (Case1: No payment for PV, retail prices for separate houses and community)

Tariff

Price component

Dual zone tariff

Three-zone
tariff

Houses in community of place,
invoiced separately by the
retailer

Community of place,
bigger low-voltage user

Community of place,
medium-voltage user

Average costs
per house

Average costs
per house

Savings

Average
costs
per house

Savings

Average
costs
per house

Savings

EUR

118,44

101,96

14%

13,82

88%

46,27

61%

Energy payment

EUR

585,69

586,57

0%

556,20

5%

371,65

37%

Yearly sum

EUR

704,13

688,54

2%

570,01

19%

417,92

41%

Capacity
payment

EUR

118,44

101,96

14%

13,82

88%

46,27

61%

Energy payment

EUR

478,17

446,67

7%

556,20

-16%

371,65

22%

Yearly sum

EUR

596,60

548,63

8%

570,01

4%

417,92

30%

Capacity
payment

EUR

118,44

101,96

14%

13,82

88%

46,27

61%

Energy payment

EUR

622,97

563,44

10%

556,20

11%

371,65

40%

Yearly sum

EUR

741,41

665,40

10%

570,01

23%

417,92

44%

Capacity
payment
Simple tariff

Unit

Business as Usual:
Individual houses,
no community

The second calculation was performed in the similar manner as the first one. However, in this case the
electricity supply form the prosumers was remunerated at the same level as the electricity consumption.
The comparison is presented in Table 13.
.
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Table 13 Comparison of costs (Case 2: Retail payment for PV, retail prices for separate houses and community)

Tariff

Price component

Unit

Capacity payment EUR
Simple tariff

Dual zone tariff

Three-zone tariff

Business as Usual:
Individual houses,
no community

Houses in community of place,
invoiced separately by the retailer

Average costs
per house

Average costs
per house

Savings

Community of place,
bigger low-voltage user

Community of place,
medium-voltage user

Average costs
Average costs
Savings
Savings
per house
per house

118,44

101,96

14%

13,82

88%

46,22

Energy payment

EUR

431,29

507,37

-18%

473,20

-10%

256,39

61%
41%

Yearly sum

EUR

549,73

609,34

-11%

487,01

11%

302,61

45%

Capacity payment EUR

61%

118,44

101,96

14%

13,82

88%

46,22

Energy payment

EUR

368,35

390,06

-6%

473,20

-28%

256,39

30%

Yearly sum

EUR

486,78

492,02

-1%

487,01

0%

302,61

38%

Capacity payment EUR

61%

118,44

101,96

14%

13,82

88%

46,22

Energy payment

EUR

450,12

475,93

-6%

473,20

-5%

256,39

43%

Yearly sum

EUR

568,55

577,89

-2%

487,01

14%

302,61

47%

The third and fourth calculation compared the cost savings for community of interest and the
community of place. This case assumed that opening the electricity market to the Citizen Energy
Communities will enable them to purchase and sell the electricity at the wholesale prices. Both, the
community of interest and the community of place take advantage of changing wholesale electricity
prices. On the other hand, the community of place puts a limit on the electricity imports and exports to
find the optimum balance between the price arbitrage and the peak shaving. In this situation, the energy
price component is calculated with use of the wholesale prices and the capacity price component is
calculated as in the case 1 and 2.
In the third case the costs are compared to the scenario in which the electricity from prosumers is not
remunerated. The results of the economic calculation of this case are gathered in Table 14.
Table 14 Comparison of costs (Case 3: No payment for PV for separate houses, wholesale prices for community)
Tariff

Price component

Unit

Business as Usual:
Individual houses, no community

Capacity payment EUR

Dual zone tariff

Three-zone tariff

Community of place,
bigger low-voltage user

Community of place,
medium voltage user

Average costs
Average costs
Average costs
Savings
Savings
Savings
per house
per house
per house

Average costs per house

Simple tariff

Community of interest

118,44

125,66

-6%

13,82

88%

44,62

Energy payment

EUR

585,69

157,83

73%

157,83

73%

157,83

62%
73%

Yearly sum

EUR

704,13

283,49

60%

171,64

76%

202,45

71%

Capacity payment EUR

62%

118,44

125,66

-6%

13,82

88%

44,62

Energy payment

EUR

478,17

157,83

67%

157,83

67%

157,83

67%

Yearly sum

EUR

596,60

283,49

52%

171,64

71%

202,45

66%

Capacity payment EUR

62%

118,44

125,66

-6%

13,82

88%

44,62

Energy payment

EUR

622,97

157,83

75%

157,83

75%

157,83

75%

Yearly sum

EUR

741,41

283,49

62%

171,64

77%

202,45

73%

The fourth case, similarly as the third one, assumed that community purchase and sell the electricity at
the wholesale prices. The costs are compared to the scenario in which the electricity from prosumers is
remunerated at retail prices. The results of the economic calculation of this case are in Table 15.
Table 15 Comparison of costs (Case 4: Retail payment for PV for separate houses, wholesale prices for community)
Tariff

Price component

Unit

Business as Usual:
Individual houses, no community

Capacity payment EUR

Dual zone tariff

Three-zone tariff

Community of place,
bigger low-voltage user

Community of place,
medium-voltage user

Average costs
Average costs
Average costs
Savings
Savings
Savings
per house
per house
per house

Average costs per house

Simple tariff

Community of interest

118,44

125,66

-6%

13,82

88%

44,62

Energy payment

EUR

431,29

157,83

63%

157,83

63%

157,83

62%
63%

Yearly sum

EUR

549,73

283,49

48%

171,64

69%

202,45

63%

Capacity payment EUR

62%

118,44

125,66

-6%

13,82

88%

44,62

Energy payment

EUR

368,35

157,83

57%

157,83

57%

157,83

57%

Yearly sum

EUR

486,78

283,49

42%

171,64

65%

202,45

58%

Capacity payment EUR

62%

118,44

125,66

-6%

13,82

88%

44,62

Energy payment

EUR

450,12

157,83

65%

157,83

65%

157,83

65%

Yearly sum

EUR

568,55

283,49

50%

171,64

70%

202,45

64%
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The resulting sums show that the energy use optimisation performed by community yields substantial
savings on electricity bill in case the electricity production is remunerated at the level of retail prices.
This savings are achieved in 50% of the cases when the houses were treated as separate entities by the
retailer and were a subject to the same tariffs as in Business as Usual Scenario. Once the electricity
produced from residential end users is not remunerated, the costs of the energy component rise due to
the fact that big part of production is exported outside of community and needs to be bought back form
the market.
On the other hand, in the case when houses are represented by one entity, Local Energy Community
and considered by the DSO and TSO as one bigger end user at the low-voltage level, savings up to 23%
are achieved. Lower costs were mainly observed especially in the capacity component of the end bill.
They were achieved because of lowering the peaks in electricity imports to the area of the community
grid. Additionally, maximising-self consumption of produced electricity by allowing energy sharing
within the community contributed to up to 11% of savings in the energy price component. Although in
the first two cases, the energy price component was higher for the community than the separate houses,
the savings from the capacity component balanced this grow in all of the scenarios.
The savings significantly increased for communities of place that can be treated at one medium-voltage
user. In this situation, due to successful energy management and peak shaving, the community can save
between 30 and 47% on costs of electricity.
The price arbitrage and purchasing the electricity at wholesale prices yielded the savings on energy
price component between 57 and 75% both for communities of interest and the communities of place.
However, the overall costs of the electricity bill were more lowered for the communities of place. The
communities of place in low-voltage grid saved up to 77% of the final costs while the communities in
medium-voltage could save up to 73% pf the final bill. On the other hand, the price arbitrage in
communities of interest provoked high spikes in electricity consumption as certain moments, increasing
the capacity price component by 6%. Therefore, the savings were only achieved in the energy price
component. This was possible because the electricity consumption in the community of interested was
strongly correlated with volatile wholesale prices.
The results of the analysis show that Local Energy Communities (communities of place) not purely
optimising the patterns of energy consumption to take advantage of hourly price variations, but
primarily focusing on limiting their impact on the electrical grid, can achieve significant cost savings
on the electrical bills of their members. These savings are increased if Local Energy Community
represents the households of their members as one entity and serves as the electricity retailer to the
members. Higher economic value is achieved because Local Energy Community, by limiting its impact
on the electrical grid, solves infrastructural problems endangering the operation of the grid possessed
by DSOs and TSOs and is a subject to different tariffs, applicable for energy users of significant size.

4.4 Research Question 4: What suitable organizational
models for the operation of the Local Energy
Communities can maximize the satisfaction of the
values and needs of Local Energy Communities?
The results of Research Question 3: What economic value can Local Energy Community create to its
members and other actors in residential sector? clearly indicate that the Local Energy Communities are
able to maximize their economic value from lowering the peak capacity for imports of electricity and
from maximising the self-consumption within their local grid. These economic advantages can only be
met in the communities of place, not only gathering the members in close geographic proximity, but
ideally additionally operating and owning the local low-voltage grid connecting the households of their
members, connecting the apartments in a multi-apartment building or connecting multi-apartment
buildings in a block. These communities would connect the users with energy generation facilities and
/ or shared energy storage. This crucial aspect must therefore be included in the business models for
Local Energy Communities, which were designed in this research question.
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4.4.1 Role of the Local Energy Communities in the changing energy
market
The specific role that would allow Local Energy Communities maximisation of their needs, while
delivering economic value to other actors of the energy system was identified with USEF framework.
This document has the ambition to serve as an integral market design for the trading of flexible energy
use (USEF Foundation, 2015). It contains description of roles and responsibilities of actors in the
flexibility markets that can be used to define several business models. The framework relates to current
organisation of the energy system and leaves the interactions between market roles unchanged. This
enables understandable standardization of the flexibility market while still providing sufficient room to
adapt it to local differences in market regulations.
USEF Framework (van der Veen, van der Laan, de Heer, Klaassen, & van den Reek, 2018) and
corresponding whitepaper focus on flexibility within Citizen Energy Communities (Klaassen & Van
Der Laan, 2019) and provide descriptions of possible roles they can adopt, such as Facilitator, Supplier,
Energy Service Company, Aggregator or DSO. The illustration of energy and flexibility services that
can be offered to the Prosumers within a Citizen Energy Community are presented on Figure 25.

Figure 25 Illustration of all energy and flexibility services that can be offered to the Prosumers within a Citizen Energy
Community (Klaassen & Van Der Laan, 2019)

Although Citizen Energy Communities are not identical to Local Energy Communities, some of these
roles can be adopted by Local Energy Communities. As Facilitators, they would encourage collective
participation of the members and coordinate activities contributing to development, implementation
and/or expansion of their activity. As Suppliers they can participate in energy trading, become the
retailer of the electricity to their members as well as be responsible for sale of energy on the wholesale
energy market. To further strengthen their market position and offer wider variety of services, the
community can take the role of Energy Service Company (ESCo) to more efficiently valorise implicit
demand-side flexibility. In this way, they might yield additional benefits to the community members,
they might optimize the energy consumption in the community according to availability of locally
generated energy or renewable energy as well as to the dynamic prices offered to them either by their
retailer or access by the participation in the wholesale market. Additionally, they can engage in not only
optimization, explicit demand-side flexibility, but also sale of the aggregated flexibility to interested
parties such as the DSO, TSO or Balance Responsible Parties. In this way they become an Aggregator.
Finally, in the communities of place, the community can take ownership and responsibility of
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maintaining the local grid and take the role of DSO. In this way, they would be based on (almost) selfcontained and self-sufficient local electricity supply system and achieve big rate of autonomy and
independence from other actors in the energy system.

4.4.2 Specific aspects of Local Energy Communities in urban
environment
Until now, most of such energy communities were operating in the rural areas. One of the explanations
for this difference in popularity of rural and urban energy community is a different context in which
people interact. The urban communities are characterized by less strong ties between the citizens and
tend to be less collectively organized and cohesive than rural ones (Walker, 2008). For this reason, the
potential participants of the community are less incentivized to care about the common goods and
mostly have less sense of ownership of the projects serving particular areas of the city. Additionally,
the renewable energy technologies are not equally viable in the urban context as in the rural one. Some
of the renewable energy technologies, such as wind, biomass and hydro are not applicable to the urban
environment and therefore these methods of renewable energy production was not used to this date on
a big scale in the cities. On the other hand, there is a big potential for building-mounted solar, combined
heat and power (CHP) and district heating networks in the dense urban environment (Walker, 2008).
All of this, influences the choices the potentially established Local Energy Communities in the cities
would take and has an impact on their business models and the internal organization of the members
and stakeholders.

4.4.3 Expectations of Coopérnico towards their Local Energy
Communities
To compare the inputs from scientific literature knowledge with the opinions of real members of energy
community, the social study collected the expectations towards their Local Energy Communities in
form of a survey. The participants were asked about their vision on the operation of the energy
community, answering the questions on scale from “I strongly disagree”, “I disagree”, “I don’t have an
opinion”, “I agree”, “I strongly agree” to the statements describing potential activities of the energy
community. The results of this part of the study are presented on Figure 11 Survey results: Opinions on
the operation of the energy community, analysed in terms of values of the community in Chapter 4.2.2.
However, it also brings insights on the expectations of the Energy Communities, as Coopérnico, that
can be relevant for proposal of Business Models for Local Energy Communities.
The distribution of answers from the participants show that they are very sensitive to the financial
aspects of the operation of energy community. The question “If the monthly savings are not significant
(e.g. less than 100 EUR/year), I would prefer to keep this money in the collective budget of the
community in order to use it later for a bigger investment.” Achieved less than 50% of approval among
the surveyed participants, which is the lowest score among all of the questions. Additionally, 5% of the
respondents strongly disagreed and following 10% disagreed to the statement “The savings achieved
by the energy project should be spent on the initiatives benefitting the whole community (e.g. creation
of the bicycle lanes, building a playground for the children).” Possibility of giving the control over
managing the savings achieved by the project by energy community was met with strong opposition of
5% of the respondents, which were the same people who opposed to possibility for energy community
to keep a part (e.g. 10 EUR/month) of the savings in order to be able to reinvest in the new renewable
energy generation equipment (e.g. solar panels, wind mills). On the other hand, 85% of the respondents
was convinced to leave the energy community the control and allow the body to take decisions on
(re)investment in the communities’ grid and renewable power generation equipment (windmills, solar
panels, grid infrastructure). Apart from managing the communities’ energy project, community energy
is expected by 90% of the respondents to advise the members and support them in decision making
about improvement of the equipment used (for example: advisory on which heat pump or which air
conditioning equipment to choose). Slightly less, 85% of them, additionally, think that energy
community should support the electrification of transport in the region.
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To improve the understanding of logic behind the operation of Coopérnico, the results of the survey
were completed with the semi-structured interviews. The representatives, Rita and Simon were asked
to describe how they see an active role for the people living around to participate in the energy trading
system, how they envision the decision-making processes and the role of members in Local Energy
Communities. Both Rita and Simon suggested the cooperative model as the way to design the operation
of the Local Energy Communities to maximize the satisfaction of members’ values and needs. Rita was
in favour of the cooperative model, because she believed that energy communities should be based on
democratic principles. On the other hand, Simon stressed the importance of transparency in the
operation of community-based energy schemes. Both claimed that the cooperative model allows a very
high degree of transparency due to the fact that it imposes the obligation on all members to participate
in the decision making process. Additionally, Rita was convinced that good operation of the Local
Energy Communities can be ensured when the members can democratically control and govern the
organisation. She gave the example of execution of collective decision making in Coopérnico where all
members get to vote on the activity plans during the General Assemblies, that later on are executed by
the management board who are the people chosen by the members of the community to make the
decisions on the day to day basis. Simon, being very pragmatic, claimed that it is not possible to
constantly satisfy everyone involved in the project. Therefore, at least democratic decision making
process ensures that the activities of the community are decided based on the decisions of the majority
of members, which means that the democratic model are is the most appropriate one to satisfy the
biggest share of stakeholders. According to Rita and Simon, a big advantage of the cooperative model
is the fact that the members have the possibility to closely observe the managing team and they are able
to constantly verify their performance.
When it comes to business activities of the energy community, the interviewees suggested slightly
different business focus. In Rita’s opinion, Coopérnico and similar organisations gathering Local
Energy Communities should engage in facilitating collective investment in renewable generation, act
as an electricity retailer for the members and enable collective self-consumption of renewable
electricity. She thinks that by acting as one big entity towards the electricity market, Local Energy
Communities can have a better bargaining power when it comes to the negotiations of electricity
provision tariffs, which would ensure low costs for the electricity for their members. To manage this
activity, Local Energy Communities needs to have the tools to virtually account for the electricity
produced and consumed by all people gathered under the community. She does not mention any
additional possibilities for revenue streams, such as trading the energy flexibility of the end consumers
with the market, mostly because she claims that the state of the technology in the apartments of the
current members of Coopérnico does not allow for the activities considered as demand side
management. However, she does not exclude this possibility in the future. The other interviewee,
Simon, presented a broader vision for business model of energy community.
He suggests that Local Energy Communities should adopt a holistic approach contributing to the energy
transition as well as contributing to the local environmental and health benefits. The energy
communities should be oriented towards increasing the share of renewables in the electricity mix of the
country or region, diffusion of certain new technologies, supporting for example the electrification of
transport and refurbishment of the built environment to increase efficiency of energy use as well as
tackle energy poverty. In his opinion, these activities should engage local suppliers and discourage
young talent from emigration to other cities or countries. According to Simon, this would result in the
growing attractivity of the region, strengthening the economic base and allowing further revenue
streams, such as benefitting from eco-tourism.

4.4.4 New Business Models
Business Models visualize the principles of operation of companies and justify their existence. They
are a tool helpful to manifest how certain organizations plan to create, deliver and capture value
(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). The literature in organization studies defines business model as a
synthetic representation identifying and combining the main dimensions that characterize an
organization, which are mission and objectives; strategy; organizational structure and governance;
activities, understood as goods and services; financing mix; partnerships (REScoop.eu, 2018).
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Traditionally, the most popular business model canvas, created by Alexander Osterwalder (Osterwalder
& Pigneur, 2010) and widely used nowadays, focuses on the value proposition offered uniquely towards
the customers of the company, the profits gained from the operation as well as the resources involved
directly in the creation and delivery of the value.
However, in the world increasingly attentive to the sustainability issues, the traditional approach of
focusing purely on monetary value creation is considered by many scholars and decision makers to have
an apocalyptic effect on the planet (United Nations, 2011, 2018). The major problems of the classical
business models come from the fact that they were invented in the linear way, meaning they treat the
resources used in the production as unlimited and they allow for production of waste. This is connected
with not accounting for negative externalities, such as environmental damage, exploitation of the
workers or pollution. Additionally, because they are aimed at constantly growing the monetary gains
for the business owners and their customers, they do not suit well in the time of financial, energy and
climate crisis (Jonker, 2012). Therefore, the societies advocate for change of the perception of the value
creation. They suggest that it should no longer be focused only on monetary, measurable benefit
obtained by the organization and their customers, but also social and ecological values shared with the
outer world. In order to address these problems and draw the attention of the businesses to their impacts
on broader society, Jan Jonker proposed a New Business Model (Jonker, 2012). This model offers a
fresh look on how companies should build rationale about their activity in the new regimes addresses
the problem of sustainability. The principles of business are multiple, shared, collective and are
manifested by multifaceted (monetary, social, environmental) value creation that address the needs of
variety of stakeholders in the community structure around the business. Additionally, special attention
is dedicated to environmental costs arising from the firm’s activities and critical assessment of
availability of the resources needed for the activity.
This New Business Model approach is not just sustainable because of the earning or transaction model,
but also have an innovative value proposition (Jonker, 2012), combining social, environmental and
economical values. This approach reflects the broad variety of needs and values present in the energy
communities and specifically Local Energy Communities, described in chapter 4.2. For this reason, the
canvas presented on Figure 26 was chosen to draw the business model proposition in this Master Thesis.

Figure 26 Clover leaf New Business Model by Jan Jonker (Jonker, 2012)
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4.4.5 Proposal of New Business Model and organisational model
for Local Energy Communities
Combining the outcomes of the literature review, the results of the social study among Coopérnico and
the results of economic analysis in Chapter 4.3.6, it can be concluded that the maximization of economic
value of the Local Energy Community, that is realized with respect to other values, can be best achieved
once the community adopts the role of ESCo and is operated as a micro-grid which is considered as a
single connection by the DSO. In this solution the community of prosumers and consumers provides
energy optimization services, manages the implicit and explicit demand-side flexibility of the devices
in the community. When it comes to electricity generation, it would facilitate the joint purchase and
maintenance of (shared) assets. Additionally, it can provide energy optimization services to ensure the
maximization of self-consumption of the electricity coming from renewable energy generated by the
equipment possessed by the members of the community and reaching the desired autonomy from the
incumbent energy companies. The outcome of the research is coherent with opinion of representatives
of Coopérnico. One of them, Rita suggests even a possibility of connecting many Local Energy
Communities operating as DSOs into the community of interest scheme that would act as ESCo for the
members. In this way, they would be able to have a better bargaining power when it comes to the
negotiations of electricity provision tariffs, would be able to ensure low costs for the electricity for their
members and will have the tools to virtually account for the electricity produced and consumed by all
people gathered under the community. She does not mention any additional possibilities for revenue
streams, such as trading the energy flexibility of the end consumers with the market, mostly because
she claims that the state of the technology in the apartments of the current members of Coopérnico does
not allow for the activities considered as demand side management. However, she does not exclude this
possibility in the future.
On the day of submission of this Master Thesis, the regulation of most European countries does not
allow energy sharing between the neighbours connected to the same low-voltage grid and requires that
all prosumers exporting their electricity to be operated and remunerated by external electricity retailers.
However, the energy sharing and performing the role of DSO by community has a potential in large
shared apartment buildings in the urban areas. One of the opportunities be the obligation put on the new
buildings to meet certain criteria of sustainability, for example by generating a proportion of their
energy from renewable sources and fulfilling the environmental goals of the members. Another success
example from the United Kingdom is a community trust aiming to ensure that urban regeneration
initiatives incorporate investments in renewable energy generation or energy cost optimization
techniques in community-owned social housing and provide economic and social returns, such as for
example the reduction of fuel poverty (Rydin & Turcu, 2019; Sadiq, Karunathilake, & Hewage, 2019).
Additionally, the Local Energy Communities in shared apartment buildings might stem from existing
housing cooperatives that from common budget collected from interested tenants would invest not only
in the photovoltaic powering common spaces like elevators or corridors, but also could deliver the
electricity to the flats and perform energy management of the building creating the value to the tenants,
but also to the cooperating actors of the energy system.
When it comes to the organisational model of community, the literature review and the social study
among members of Coopérnico indicate that not only the most popular model, but also the most desired
in this researched group, it the model of cooperative. Both Rita and Simon were convinced that it best
serves the purpose of collective investment in the renewables, self-consumption and ensures equal
treatment of the members. Especially Rita values highly the democracy trait of cooperatives. According
to her, to ensure good operation, Local Energy Communities should democratically treat all the
members who get to vote on the activity plan during the General Assemblies, that later on are executed
by the management board who are the people chosen by the members of the community to make the
decisions on the day to day basis.
The conclusions described above were combined into a New Business Model canvas visualising the
operation and rationale of Local Energy Community maximizing the satisfaction of values of studied
research group.
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Figure 27 Visualization of New Business Model of Local Energy Community

4.4.5.1 Principles
The principles represent the basic logic behind the operation that means the values and ideas
cooperating parties share with each other. In the case of proposed model for Local Energy Community,
the principle of operation is the collective cooperation of citizens in the field of renewable energy
provision that are motivated by financial, institutional, environmental, technological and social values.
Joint action creates multiple benefits to the community members, regional citizens, local suppliers,
investors, shareholders and broad society.

4.4.5.2 Value proposition
The Local Energy Communities enables its members to fulfil their environmental values by helping
them jointly invest in renewable energy and contribute to the global energy transition. Additionally, by
helping the members to become self-sufficient in energy use, it not only decreases their dependence on
the incumbents, but also shields them from profit-taking companies and allows them to reduce their
costs of electricity consumption. Additionally, it facilitates the participation of the citizens in shaping
the future of energy markets. The citizens and local community directly control and benefit from the
activities.

4.4.5.3 Value creation
The innovation creates social, environmental and economic values. First of all, by engaging with the
members, it spreads the knowledge on sustainability and the energy system. Because of aiming at
energy efficiency and reduction of use of fossil fuels, it engages in environmental-friendly action and
helps the participants to take control of their energy consumption. Secondly, by involving the members
in collective governance process, it fosters trust among local community and encourages to take
responsibility over the close surrounding. Thirdly, it helps the stakeholders to fulfil their environmental
values, contribution to the increase of renewable energy production, at the same time protecting them
from high financial risks. Finally, by preventing the money from escaping the community, it reinforces
the local economy and builds foundation for economic development of the local community.
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4.4.5.4 Community structure
The community is based on open and voluntary membership to all citizens sharing similar values. It
primarily attracts people, who already are convinced that they can find satisfaction of at least some of
their values. Because of limitation to keep geographic proximity, the community would not acquire
members whose households cannot be in the same low-voltage grid. However, to develop and better
satisfy the members, it can join a community of interest helping the energy community gaining more
attention, positive publicity and collective negotiation power towards big actors in the energy system.
On the other hand, the energy community does not operate only for the members. It constantly connects
with the external actors in the energy system and its locality. These actors are driven by various values,
mainly stemming from self-interest to improve their situation and gain access to resources for either
economic, environmental, or social reasons. While the members of the energy community are mainly
driven by environmental and financial values, the external stakeholders are mostly interested in the
latter ones. The community can benefit the actors of the energy systems by contributing to solving
technical problems in the infrastructure, such as limiting power flows. The external stakeholders of
community, not active in the energy system, can be benefitted by ensuring frequent cooperation with
local suppliers, promoting sustainability of the region, contributing to development of eco-tourism in
the area, as well as creating local health benefits resulting e.g. from decrease of smog. For each
stakeholder the relationship with the community is different and depends on many factors. The
relationship of community with the local housing cooperative or local municipality staff would rather
be kept on a formal level, ensuring good image of one and the other in a long term. On the other hand,
the contact with local supplier, probably more personal, would tend to be shorter, case based. However,
the core stakeholder of the community are its members. To ensure their trust and smooth cooperation
in the democratic structures, they need to feel emotional connection and have a sense of attachment to
the community. Therefore, the relationship with them should be personal, with paying attention to
timely and professional issues resolution and ensuring fair treatment. After the implementation and
execution of the energy community project, the members could contribute in the process of moving this
innovation from the niche to the broader regime. Strong community networks stemming from
successful project would provide social capital to promote sustainability and enable diffusion of lessons
learnt and valuable experiences that can be used to spread the idea of energy communities.

4.4.5.5 Design
Naturally, successful operation of Local Energy Community would depend on proper preparation phase
involving all interested parties and using available tangible and intangible resources. To deliver the
promised values, the community has to build the knowledge and social base crucial in execution of their
projects. To achieve it, community should engage in knowledge exchange with already existing energy
communities and well as with experts from the industry of energy, to learn from the failures and
successes of others. Additionally, at the beginning of the process, a lot of human capital and interest of
local residents would be required to start up the operation and gain critical mass. Apart from the
intangible resources, the very tangible, physical resources are needed. First of all, the renewable energy
generation installations financed with the investment of the shareholders. To manage it properly and
ensure achievement of economic value, it requires software and hardware allowing flexible energy use.
All of these artefacts do not need to be manufactured by the community. The flexible energy market is
full of technology providers willing to test their technological innovations in project based on social
innovations. Having already all hardware and software needed, the Local Energy Community can
engage in production of renewable energy, facilitation of energy sharing between the members and
optimization of energy use to decrease their negative impact on the energy system. The benefits arising
from the activity could be kept within the budget of the organization. However, the social study
indicates a high resistance of the analysed research group to storing financial savings in the collective
budget. Therefore, it is advised that the financial benefits are passed on the members of the community
in the proportional manner. The remuneration for participation in the energy community is a very
difficult and sensitive aspect of the business model. In some of the energy community projects
alternative means of payment were used, such as obtaining vouchers to the local supermarket or
payment for points of social acceptance. In case of urban communities with loose ties between the
members, this approach might seem however too risky and not attractive to the community members.
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Therefore, apart from obtaining obvious satisfaction of environmental values, it is suggested to use
monetary means of payment.
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5

Conclusions and discussion

The aim of this thesis was to gain a thorough understanding of the concept of Local Energy
Communities in the context of the European energy system. This thesis attempted to answer the
following research question: How can values of Local Energy Communities be maximized in the
ongoing energy transition? Four sub-questions have been constructed that are used to answer the main
research question. This chapter summarizes the findings discussed in the earlier chapters and relates
these findings to the main research question of this thesis. Additionally, this chapter reflects on the
outcomes and the quality of the work by discussing the implications and the limitations of the study.
Since the outcomes of this thesis provide value for both industry stakeholders as well as policy makers,
this chapter addresses practical implications as well as policy implications.

5.1 Summary of findings
The analyses in this study yielded several practical insights for stakeholders in the energy system helpful
in answering the main research question How can values of Local Energy Communities be maximized
in the ongoing energy transition?
The first insight was derived from the analysis of the scientific and grey literature on Local Energy
Communities and similar energy community initiatives with regard to the political agenda in the
European Union. Inline to the result of the literature review this Master Thesis proposed following
definition of Local Energy Community: “a legal entity collectively governed and owned by members
out of which at least 51% are natural persons being in direct physical proximity. The members, who
are mainly driven by different values apart from profit, perform certain activities in the energy system
that are based on provision of renewable energy and can compose out of energy generation,
distribution, storage, supply, energy consumption and/or increasing energy efficiency. The activities
are oriented towards obtaining financial, social and environmental benefits.” One of the key outcomes
of this research is the criticality of the geographical proximity in the Local Energy Communities. In the
contrary to the political discussion on the European level, the research shows that geographical
proximity among members in Local Energy Community can give them an advantage in the current
institutional context over other, not geographically bounded, energy communities. Therefore, this
Master Thesis proposes that communities of place (Local Energy Communities) can work
independently or they can choose to aggregate under communities of interest (Citizen Energy
Communities). On the other hand, the communities of interest (Citizen Energy Communities) will have
the biggest potential for success if they not only connect their members virtually, but also aggregate
them into communities of place (Local Energy Communities) which are based on physical proximity.
In the next step, the literature analysis revealed that energy communities are driven by plethora of values
that can be classified into five categories: financial, institutional, environmental, technological and
social. This classification was used in the social study among members of Coopérnico, an Energy
Community operating in Portugal. The goal was to pin-point the most important values driving Energy
Communities in Portugal. The results show that participants of the study are very concerned about
climate change and strong power of incumbent energy companies. The factors motivating them to
participate in the energy community are contribution to global environmental protection, decrease of
fossil-fuels consumption resulting in reduction of gas emissions coming from electricity use and
contribution to energy transition. They want to achieve it by investing in and using renewable energy.
They believe that locally generated energy will help them achieve self-sufficiency in the energy use and
gain independence from big energy suppliers. In the future, once the legislation in Portugal is supportive
to energy communities, they wish to empower their members, domestic consumers, in electricity
markets and balancing markets. They think that this will create opportunities for community
participation in determining the nature of energy system. They believe that clear, transparent and
consumer-protecting regulations that ensures customer rights and market rules are very important aspect
of energy community. They expect from their community fair remuneration based on transparent,
clearly communicated methodologies as well as clear and transparent contract with the service provider
company that ensures customer confidence and conflict resolution mechanisms.
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The third research question investigated what economic value Local Energy Communities can create to
its members and other actors in residential sector and energy system. It was related with the financial
category of values of energy communities, very important for members of Coopérnico. The insights
derived from literature review, analysis of the factors influencing electricity prices in Portugal and the
quantification of flexibility available in the residential sector were combined to build a data-driven tool
allowing for quantification of economic value. This economic value of Local Energy Communities was
expected to be created by optimisation of the energy use with the community as well as participation in
demand side response and management activities. It was proved that community of place was able to
deliver needed flexibility in the energy consumption and reduce is impact on the external grid, by
facilitating energy sharing among members and optimising the electricity use of the devices within the
households. In the analysis, the change of electricity use patterns was initiated by economic stimuli
(such as electricity prices) without an expense on other values of the community members. The
investigated economic value of community aggregation was understood as annual monetary savings on
the costs of electricity achieved by efficient energy management within Local Energy Community
compared to the costs of electricity of not cooperating households. The achieved savings were
dependant on the choice of the electricity tariff and ranged from 30 to 73% for the community of place.
This result shows that Local Energy Communities can offer a significant economic value. This can be
achieved even in the case of community not purely optimising the energy consumption to take
advantage of hourly price variations. In the case study, significant cost savings were achieved mainly
because the communities were remunerated for solving the technical issues in the infrastructure and
limiting their impact on the electricity grid.
The important condition to make any business proposal attractive to the customers is to have a higher
satisfaction of the values and needs with minimum possible effort put in by the customers. In the case
of the Local Energy Community, this will translate into the satisfaction of the values such as financial,
environmental, social, institutional and technological. The forth research question suggested suitable
organizational models for the operation of the Local Energy Communities that can help realize their
values and needs. In case of analysed community, the most appropriate choice would be a cooperativebased community acting as ESCo and DSO in the shared apartment building or several buildings in the
neighbourhood that together form a community of place. The Local Energy Community would be
responsible for facilitating joint investments in the renewable energy, collectively purchasing the
electricity needed in the households of the members and acting as the electricity retailer offering
attractive conditions of contract. Additionally, it would create a space for community cooperation in
maximising self-consumption, support in tackling fuel poverty and ensure a fair remuneration of the
participation. As a DSO it would manage the energy sharing within the community, operate the grid
connecting the households of the members and ensuring minimal impact on the external grid.
Concluding, the Local Energy Communities can maximize their values in the ongoing energy transition
by adapting the fit and conform strategy and bringing value both to the incumbents in the energy system
and their members. The Local Energy Communities, by playing the role of ESCo and the DSO, can
aggregate their members into one organisation, collectively producing, distributing, sharing, storing and
consuming electricity. By optimising their energy use and facilitating energy sharing within their
community of place, they can achieve substantial savings on the electricity bill. These resources can be
used by the members of the organisation to fulfil their financial values and to achieve satisfaction of
their environmental, social, institutional and technological values. To satisfy the environmental values,
the energy used should come from the renewable energy resources – the joint investment of the
community members. In this way, the communities contribute to decrease of fossil-fuels consumptions,
increase of renewable energy production and actively participate in energy transition. Adopting the
democratic organisational model of the community, they have a significant influence on the way the
organisation would be working and remunerating the members. Therefore, they can ensure clear,
transparent and consumer-protecting regulations that guard customer rights as well as shape the clear
and transparent contract with the service provider, setting foundation for customer confidence, trust
within the community and fair conflict resolution mechanisms. Finally, the Local Energy Communities
playing the role of DSO and controlling collectively owned energy generation facilities, increase the
desired autonomy from the incumbents. By facilitating provision and use of locally generated energy,
they fulfil social values of their members. Additionally, they are able to create opportunities for
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community participation in determining the nature of energy system by empowering small domestic
consumers, tackle fuel poverty and build strong economic base within their region.

5.2 Discussion and outlook
The answer to first research question was based on literature on very novel, not specifically defined
topic that was, in the time of the research, under influence of political discussion. At the beginning of
the research, the Local Energy Communities were most commonly described as the new bottom-up,
citizen movement generally value rather than profit-driven, involved in distributed generation and in
performing activities of a distribution system operator, supplier or aggregator at local level, including
across borders. Additionally, they were characterised by aiming to provide environmental, economic or
social community benefits for its members or the local areas where it operates rather than financial
profits. However, this definition was shaped by political discussion between the proponents of the
energy communities, opposing incumbents, lobbyists and decision makers influencing the legislation
of European Union. The discussion was revolving around the locality aspect of the Local Energy
Communities. It was unclear whether it should mean the geographical proximity or the broader social
definition of locality, e.g. of interest. Finally, it was concluded that Local Energy Communities do not
perfectly describe the European-wide movement of citizens engaged in electricity generation,
distribution and supply, consumption, aggregation, storage or energy efficiency services, generation of
renewable electricity, charging services for electric vehicles or providing other energy services to its
shareholders or members. Instead, the definition of Citizens Energy Community was proposed to ensure
that the incumbents do not take advantage of acknowledgement of the Local Energy Communities in
“Clean Energy Package for all Europeans”. Despite the understandable change of the naming of these
citizen led projects, this Master Thesis, still holds that the Local Energy Communities are a crucial
element to help Citizen Energy Communities break from the niches. Although, they are seen as mainly
technical solutions, they bring a significant economic advantage to the energy community schemes. The
results of the third research question supports the claim that thanks to clustering the members into Local
Energy Communities, the Citizen Energy Communities contribute to solving urgent technical problems
and are able to maximise their economic value that can be used in the expansion to the regime of the
energy system.
The social study was based mostly on survey among only 21 members of energy cooperative already
active in Portugal which might suggest that the outcomes of the study do not reflect the opinions of
broader society. Even though the questions were designed in a non-directing way, the results surely
cannot be replicated to all communities in Portugal or European Union, because the local preferences
were clearly visible in outcomes of the study. The respondents highly prioritised the environmental
values delivered by the participation in the energy community. On the other hand, there are known cases
of energy communities that base their rationale on financial motives and attract the members mainly
because of offering more attractive tariffs of electricity use, preferential conditions for investing in
specific energy generation equipment or subsidies for renovations aiming at energy efficiency.
The results of the third research question have proven that the intermittent and decentralized renewable
generation provided by increasing numbers of citizens, Local Energy Communities and increased
electrification of the residential sector is source of the stresses on the low-voltage distribution grids.
The old infrastructure, not well equipped to handle bi-directional and prone to peaks electricity flows
requires costly infrastructure investments each year (ERSE, 2018a). The funds needed for these
investments and the associated operation and maintenance costs are currently charged by the DSOs
who, because of their physical characteristics, are natural monopolies. For this reason, the Local Energy
Communities aggregating the residential consumers are likely to bear the costs associated with their
impact on the local grid. Currently, scientific literature suggests that practically grid investments can
be deferred if peaks in import and export of electricity to the local grid of the community are reduced.
This method is called peak-shaving (Koller, Borsche, Ulbig, & Andersson, 2013; Poullikkas,
Papadouris, Kourtis, & Hadjipaschalis, 2013) and is connected with price components calculated in
relation to the requested capacity of connection measured in kW (ERSE, 2018a).
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The results of the case study are in line with the scientific literature and indicate the validity of
developing demand response at community scale rather than focusing on individual customers. This
claim is supported by research of (Boait et al., 2019) and industry practitioners (Delta
Energy&Environment, 2019). In line with the literature review and the case study in this Master Thesis,
they stress that only a few domestic devices can be used and steered in the demand side response
programs, especially not the ones which might potentially violate comfort of the end users or lead to
disclosure of their private information. According to the literature, the key asset types providing biggest
potential for residential demand response are devices providing space and water heating, space cooling,
electric vehicles and residential batteries (Ali, Safdarian, & Lehtonen, 2014; Delta
Energy&Environment, 2019; FLEXCoop et al., 2020; Leeuwen, 2017; Ruelens et al., 2014; van der
Klauw, 2017), mainly because thermal masses of buildings act as a storage buffer thanks to the slow
thermal dynamics (Ali et al., 2014). Coupling this property with increased electrification of space and
water heating (direct electric, storage heaters, heat pumps, direct electric central heating, immersion
heater, a heating element in a hot water tank) as well as space cooling (room air conditioners or whole
house air conditioning), is forecasted to play a major role in flexibility offering of the residential sector
(Delta Energy&Environment, 2019). Indeed, these devices offered the biggest flexibility and peak
shaving potential in the case study on the energy community of 50 houses. On the other hand, in many
European Countries the heating needs are rarely satisfied with the electrical devices. Certainly, there is
a big potential to electrify heat provision which attracts the attention of the utilities that are looking for
technologies allowing them to take advantage of increased customer engagement in the energy
provision and use. However, the speed of diffusion of this technology, highly impacting the flexibility
potential in the Local Energy Communities, is questionable.
The second group of devices offering big potential for energy use optimisation within the community
were electric and hybrid vehicles. In some forecasts, electric vehicles of the future will most likely be
charged at home with a dedicated EV charger enabling the households and communities to participate
in the demand response. This assumption was used in this Master Thesis. The optimisation of energy
use performed in the third research question proved that smartly charging electric and hybrid vehicles
contribute to smoothening of the curve of the power consumption in the low-voltage grids. However,
the methods of either controlling the rate of charging of the vehicle or by using vehicle to grid
(Accenture, 2017; Brennenstuhl et al., 2016; Eid, Codani, Chen, Perez, & Hakvoort, 2015) approach in
which power flows from the car to the house or the electrical grid, is only at the development stage.
There are big expectations towards these approaches, essentially transforming the car into a residentialscale energy storage, however they are not widely used nowadays.
Another type of devices used in the optimisation for increasing self-consumption were stationary
batteries, mainly expected to store energy from household photovoltaics, but also to be used for
interface with the wider electricity system and with time-of-use tariff. The Master Thesis adopted a
conservative approach towards this technology and assumed very low penetration of household or
community scale batteries. In recent 5 years, decreasing battery costs have attracted residential users to
investments. On the other hand, there is still a lot of uncertainty in predictions of the adoption rate of
these devices at residential scale, mainly because they require use of scarce minerals that can become a
subject to price speculations.
The method of maximizing economic value of local energy communities might enable the citizens to
financially benefit from growing demand response market and use the revenues to maximise their
diverse values. However, the business case of Local Energy Communities will strongly depend on the
network charges paid to the network operators for connecting to and using the grid (EURELECTRIC,
2016). Additionally, the practical implementation might pose some risks to mostly non-professional
and bottom-up initiatives as the energy communities. This is because the success of offering balancing
services relies heavily on the reliability of the service provider and their ability to perform
computational heavy prediction and planning of the electricity use by the devices with use of
professional and complicated software. In the case of energy communities offering flexibility from
residential loads this would imply very accurate predictions of the electricity demand as input for
planning the operation of the devices as well as strict control (Hajighasemi, Hurink, & Smit, 2017; van
der Klauw, 2017). However, the technology is still not mature enough, which in many cases might lead
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to imperfect predictions. Resulting wrong declaration of flexibility offered and failure to deliver the
promised service, might be connected with a penalty payment severely impacting communities (Esterl
et al., 2016; van der Klauw, 2017).
On top, even the new market design does not guarantee financial feasibility of provision of balancing
services by the communities. It is expected that the profitability will depend on the perception of the
Energy Communities by DSOs, valuation of their services and appropriate transposition of the
directives to the legislation of the member states (REScoop.eu, 2019). If Energy Communities, through
their activities, manage to defer the infrastructure investments and save money of DSOs, this value
should be reflected in the charges they pay to use the network. In this case, the communities of place
have a higher negotiation power that communities of interest due to the fact that they might be own and
operate local power networks, or ‘community networks’ and limit the energy flows between their
network and the network of the DSOs (REScoop.eu, 2019). In this way, the impact of their balancing
activities is reflected in optimal use of the external grid and might be treated as added value. On the
other hand, community of interest, even if offering balancing services, might be penalized by the DSOs
through additional fees for intensified use of the grid. These additional costs might break the business
case for communities of interest to offer balancing services (REScoop.eu, 2019). Concluding, the
possibility for participation in energy market by energy communities is guaranteed by the “Clean
Energy Package for all Europeans”. However, the business profitability will depend on ‘who’ will pay
for maintaining networks. This answer will play a significant role in determining how well DSOs and
governments will get along with renewables self-consumers, energy communities and other emerging
market actors (REScoop.eu, 2019). Lastly, the DSO and ESCo role was identified as the role allowing
Local Energy Communities maximizing their values. Recently adopted “Clean Energy Package for all
Europeans” opens the possibility for communities to perform these roles and enables Citizens Energy
Communities and Local Energy Communities to assume DSO activities. However, the suggested role
of the community in the energy system is not yet possible in most of the member states of European
Union. Currently, the regulation requires Prosumers to be connected to a grid that is operated by the
designated DSO (or TSO). Additionally, strong pressure from the incumbents blocks opening these
possibilities to the communities. Therefore, it might be concluded that even if the legislation changes,
the economic barriers for performing DSO roles would still prevent communities from choosing it.
Additionally, in the fourth research question, all surveyed participants of social study considered
cooperative as the suitable organizational models for Local Energy Communities. The reason for it
might be the fact that Coopérnico is a cooperative and its members highly value the democratic setup.
However, a system in which all members have equal rights and voting power might not be desired in
other energy communities. In fact, energy communities documented in various reports and scientific
literature adopt less democratic organisation models like SMEs or non-profit organisations steered by
limited number of stakeholders to restrict the decision power to investors or members with expert
knowledge only.

5.3 Limitations of the study
Despite the efforts to strengthen the research quality of this study several limitations of this study can
be identified, which are mainly due to the explorative nature of this research.
There were several obstacles impacting the development of this study. First and foremost, available
knowledge base and political discussion around the implementation of the “Clean Energy Package for
all Europeans”. The discussion on the definition of Local Energy Communities and their role in the
changing energy system, despite quite narrow and specific in terms of research, turned into a vast,
interdisciplinary discussion between stakeholder motivated by contradictory agendas. Therefore, the
definition of Local Energy Communities and the research on appropriate roles they should take in the
energy system was not only the subject of scientific considerations, but mainly the outcome of political
pressures influenced by different stakeholders with different agendas. In order to avoid continuous
adjustments of the thesis to accommodate emerging topics and keep course on the constrained selection
of researched themes, the result of the work does not represent the full picture of different Citizen
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Energy Community schemes and various business models they can adopt, but focuses mainly on the
Local Energy Communities as a way to put Citizen Energy Communities into practice.
Additionally, the initial social study was supposed to be set among participants of project developing
Local Energy Communities in Belgium. However, the researcher encountered several barriers in
reaching out to the participants of the project. First of all, the access to the participants in Leuven was
limited because of a delay in the creation of their community project. Furthermore, the participating
people were not consciously involved in the process of setting up the community, but they were
encouraged to participate in exchange for smart home devices. For this reason, the social study needed
to be conducted on different research group and it focused on members of Citizen Energy Community,
Coopérnico that gathers Local Energy Communities in major cities in Portugal. Additionally, the social
study on values of people depended on the personal bias of the 21 research participants of this study.
Although different interpretations of the prioritization of the values of these group of people are
unlikely, surely a research using the same survey and interview questions, but conducted on a different
group of people would generate different results. Taking this into account, it can be concluded that
different energy communities are motivated by a plethora of values and the exact prioritization of them
can only be defined case by case. As far as realisation of the interview is concerned, the researcher
experienced difficulty while attempting to design the interview questions that would be non-directional
and not imposing their opinion, but still quite specific and to the point. However, the interview questions
were quite specific, providing the structure and focusing on the core question. Unfortunately, the
recording is not ideal and some parts of the conversation are missing of badly recorded with no
possibility to decode the words spoken. However, in the researcher’s opinion the interviewees’
statements were quite confident and clear. Additionally, because they were clarified by the researcher,
they do not leave room for multiple interpretations.
The change of the research group to people with different awareness of energy communities and
different expectations towards the cooperation implied that the context of the research does not allow
anymore for analysis of bankability of Local Energy Communities in Belgium, which implied that the
technical and economic tool for quantification of flexibility available in the residential sector as well as
its economic value must have been modified. This was a difficult challenge given that the initial tool
was prepared by a group of researchers refining the algorithms for several years already, whereas the
author of this Master Thesis, at the beginning of the process had only basic programming skills.
Therefore, the answer to the analysis of third research question must have been supported by researchers
from University of Twente who agreed to disclose their optimisation algorithms, and Thermovault, who
supported with technical expertise. Additionally, the research done in third research question was based
on multiple assumptions. Firstly, it was assumed that the problem of fuel poverty would be solved
completely with the implementation of Local Energy Communities. This means that the thermal
comfort of the end users was improved compared to the current state. Additionally, it assumed rapid
electrification of heat provision in households which is still not the main source in Portugal. It was
assumed that Local Energy Communities will pursue the realization of their environmental, financial
and social values, meaning they will not be willing to use fossil fuels, such as gas, to provide heat to
their houses. Secondly, they will maximize self-consumption form possessed photovoltaic installation
by using a big share of the electricity generated to power heat pumps, in this way minimizing the amount
of electricity bought from the market to achieve financial savings and to be independent from the energy
companies. The economic value of Local Energy Communities was calculated, taking account the costs
of electricity prices calculated at the connection point between the community grid and the grid of the
DSO, which implies that the community engages in distributing renewable energy to the customers and
owns the part of the grid between the members. However, owning part of the grid is not common among
European energy community initiatives, especially in centralized energy system (REScoop.eu, 2018).
The fourth research question was answered basing mainly on the USEF Framework, the framework for
valuation of flexibility in the energy system, and the social study. Although USEF Framework provided
a solid basis for the argumentation of the possible role of the Local Energy Communities in the
transforming energy system, using a limited literature basis might influence the final outcome of the
study. The results analysed with use of a novel approach to define business and organisational model
for the energy communities which is radically different from the most popular business model canvas,
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created by Alexander Osterwalder and widely used nowadays. The basis for answering this research
question was a New Business Model proposed by Jan Jonker which offers a fresh look on how
companies and organisations can build rationale about their activity to address the problem of
sustainability, but is not widely used in the industry. Therefore, despite it might be suitable to visualize
not only financial, but multifaceted benefits from participation in the energy community and it is able
to better equipped to value “the commons” and showcase environmental costs arising from the
organisations’ activities, using only this model to gain investors or prove the bankability of the Local
Energy Communities might not be the right choice. Additionally, to keep the survey as short as possible,
the part investigating the preferences of the members of Coopérnico towards operation principles were
limited. Instead, the research question was answered with inputs form two representatives of the
organisation, strongly involved in its operation. For this reason, the outcomes of the research question
might be biased, reflecting personal opinion of these representatives and not objective evaluation of all
possible options.

5.4 Further research
This thesis shows that industry and technology trends are not constraining the development of Local
Energy Communities as elements of Citizen Energy Communities. Industry and technology trends have
been discussed as two separate matters, while the combination and alignment of industry and
technology trends is essential.
First, the analysis of scientific and grey literature, especially the political discussion around the Local
Energy Communities in the European Union, illustrated that current electricity regime is influenced by
pressures from wider landscape factors and the collection of social movements gathered around the
development of alternative technologies and institutional setups of energy provision, such as
community energy projects. However, the power of incumbent energy firms is and is expected to remain
strong. Therefore, the energy system is expected to change in a moderately dynamic way, using all
possible tools and solutions to keep the stability within the current electricity regime by enacting and
reproducing the old activities. Additionally, the research was executed during the time of wide political
discussion on acknowledgement of Local Energy Communities. Taking into consideration that the
regime of energy provision is strongly influenced by the incumbents, it is expected that any political
changes allowing Local Energy Communities to access the energy system on a “level playing field”
will not be rapidly implemented in the member states of European Union. Therefore, it was impossible
to specifically define what roles Local Energy Communities are going to play in all countries of
European Union in the upcoming years.
Secondly, this research does not aim to forecast the future, but investigates potential for development
of Local Energy Communities based on the assumption that fast rate of adoption technology allowing
for energy management in the energy communities will be coupled with propitious institutional changes
encouraging citizen involvement. It is certain that economic value will play a big role in diffusion of
Local Energy Communities in the society. Therefore, it is essential to investigate it separately in the
context of each country, climate and technology used in the households. The financial result is directly
tied to the electricity tariffs offered to the residential users and the Local Energy Communities
representing them. It is possible that applicable tariffs will be changed in the near future to the advantage
of the incumbents, especially DSOs rising fees for maintenance of the grid. Therefore, further research
should involve practical approach towards researched economic value of flexibility in the residential
sector in different countries of European Union. Following this, the technological and economical
efficiencies would need to be tested in the real-life scenarios in Portugal. Each barrier could be
potentially re-evaluated as a separate research problem, providing more in-detail results.
This Master Thesis attempted to draw a set of possible strategies for Local Energy Communities that
can be adopted by them in current energy system. It was done basing on the current state of knowledge
on the energy community projects and possible business models suitable for them. However, the
institutional context in which energy communities operate and the ways of value creation is rapidly
changing. The organizational models of Local Energy Communities will be therefore shaped by the
external pressures from other market actors. These pressures will determine whether the communities
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will only manage community owned renewable generation assets which do little more than exploit feedin-tariffs or some other subsidy regime; attempt to align the generation to the needs of the local
community or optimize the balance between local supply and demand; operate completely
independently of the grid; or advance to deliver energy-related services to the grid when required.
Therefore, the organizational models need to be constantly evaluated to make sure they serve the needs
of the community members, but also deliver real value to the participants of the energy system.
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heat, heating system

X

electrical system

financial development

X

energy supply

X
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X

X

participation in the wholesale
energy / flexibility market

X

X

flexibility aggregation

X

X

financial benefits

X

sustainability, use of renewable
energy, environmental benefits

X

X
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energy storage

energy distribution

energy generation (production)

collective ownership of the
organization, initiatives

collective governance of actors

citizens are actors / members

engagement of people

X

community energy consumption
(use)

A set of users that share renewable sources and
storage resources to satisfy energy demand while
minimising carbon emissions and operating costs.
(Colombo et al., 2014)
Consumers and Prosumers that join together under
a LEC to act in a coordinated way with respect to
consumption, generation and storage. Financial and
non financial benefits
are possible. Potential to be a cooperative entity.
Role in Classical Energy Market: Aggregate the
buying power of individual customers for energy
savings. Focus on the integration of renewables.
Objectives:
Save money and lower their electricity bills
leveraging a community approach.
Respect of comfort preferences and desired
electricity use.
Access to the Flexibility Market.
Be part of an eco-friendly community
(Lynch et al., 2017)
An association, a cooperative, a partnership, a nonprofit organisation or other legal entity which is
effectively controlled by local shareholders or
members, generally value rather than profit-driven,
involved in distributed generation and in
performing activities of a distribution system
operator, supplier or aggregator at local level,
including across borders.
(European Commission, 2017)
Integration of distributed generation whereas
maintaining energy security and keeping costs
down for consumers and provide prosumers with
individual incentives to reward their participation.
Prosumers can locally trade their excess of energy,
reducing in this way the transmission losses which
occurs over long distances and making the system
as a whole more efficient by optimising energy use
to minimise the prosumer energy bill and optimises
the energy sharing among prosumers by enabling
an energy exchange zone at the community level.
(Vinyals et al., 2018b)
Local Energy Communities (LECs) match locally
the production and consumption of energy (onsite
power) with several benefits, especially under the
energy efficiency point of view. They share the
property of energy plants and grids between all the
inhabitants (jointly owned), with a cooperative
governance business model (one man one vote).
Local Energy Communities have a strong link with
the territory and the local socio-cultural context.
In LEC the energy production and consumption
become factors of social aggregation for local
development, increasing the environment
protection and valorisation as well as economic
income, coming from the energy market.
(De Pascali & Bagaini, 2018)
An SME or a not-for-profit organisation, the
shareholders or members of which cooperate in the
generation, distribution, storage or supply of
energy at local level, including across borders,
fulfilling at least four out of the following criteria:
(a) shareholders or members are natural persons,
local authorities, including municipalities, or
SMEs; (b) at least 51% of the shareholders or
members with voting rights of the entity are natural
persons; (c) at least 51% of the shares or
participation rights of the entity are owned by local
members, i.e. representatives of local public and
local private socio-economic interests or citizen
having a direct interest in the community activity
and its impacts; (d) at least 51% of the seats in the
board of directors or managing bodies of the entity
are reserved to local members, i.e. representatives
of local public and local private socioeconomic

driven by different values apart
from financial profit

Definition

legal entity

Table 16 Occurrence of attributes of Local Energy Communities in the literature

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

location-based / local use

X

X

participation in the wholesale
energy / flexibility market

energy distribution

X

X

flexibility aggregation

X

X

heat, heating system

X

X

electrical system

X

X

financial development

X

X

energy efficiency / rational
use of energy

X

X

energy supply

X

community energy
consumption (use)
sustainability, use of
renewable energy,
environmental benefits
financial benefits

X

energy storage

X

energy generation
(production)

driven by different values
apart from financial profit

X

collective ownership of the
organization, initiatives

X

X

collective governance of
actors

X

X

citizens are actors / members

X

engagement of people

X

legal entity

interests or citizens having a direct interest in the
community activity and its impacts; (e) the
community has not installed more than 5 MW of
capacity for electricity, heating and cooling and
transport as a yearly average in the previous 5 year
(Eurelectric, 2018)
A bottom-up movement which has highlighted the
citizens’ intent to independently produce and
purchase energy, ‘small unbundled utility model’
which is entitled to perform all activities of energy
production and consumption. LECs generate
renewable energy, provide energy efficiency
services, are involved in electro mobility, and deal
with storage and aggregation. LECs are mostly
located in rural areas, where the density is
relatively low and, as a result, the connection costs
per person are the highest. They create legal
entities that operate according to a set of
ownership and governance principles that
distinguish them from traditional for-profit actors
in the market in order to provide community
benefits for their members as well as local social
(provision of services such as supply of local
renewables at a fair price, addressing vulnerable
consumers) and environmental (locating
renewables generation close to consumption)
benefits, and the opportunity to participate in the
energy transition.
(Barrera-Hernández, Barton, Godden, Lucas, &
Rønne, 2016)
A legal entity (association, cooperative partnership,
nonprofit organisation, etc.) controlled by local
shareholders or members that is involved in
distributed generation and in performing activities
of a DSO, supplier or aggregator at local level,
including across borders.
(FLEXCoop et al., 2020)
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Integrated
Community
Energy
Systems
(ICES)

CommunityCommunity initiated and invested energy projects,
scale energy
that may involve renewable energies, energy
projects
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X
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X
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X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

location-based / local use

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

participation in the wholesale
energy / flexibility market

X

X

X

flexibility aggregation

X

X

heat, heating system

X

electrical system

X

X

financial development

X

financial benefits

X

X

energy efficiency / rational use of
energy

X

energy supply

X

community energy consumption
(use)
sustainability, use of renewable
energy, environmental benefits

X

energy storage

X

X

energy distribution

X

engagement of people

energy generation (production)

Clean
energy
communitie
s (CECs)

collective ownership of the
organization, initiatives

Sustainable
energy
communitie
s (SECs)

collective governance of actors

Community
energy
projects

Grassroots innovation concept for enabling
sustainable energy generation realized by
renewable-energy-generating social groups that
possess high degrees of project ownership and
yield collective benefits from it on a local level.
(Walker & Devine-Wright, 2008), (Seyfang,
Hielscher, Hargreaves, Martiskainen, & Smith,
2014).
Community energy covers aspects of collective
action to reduce, purchase, manage and generate
energy. Community energy projects have an
emphasis on local engagement, local leadership
and control and the local community benefiting
collectively from the outcomes. Community-led
action can often tackle challenging issues around
energy, with community groups well placed to
understand their local areas and to bring people
together with common purpose. Examples of
work:
Community-owned renewable electricity
installations such as solar photovoltaic (PV)
panels, wind turbines or hydroelectric generation.
Members of the community jointly switching to a
renewable heat source such as a heat pump or
biomass boiler.
A community group supporting energy saving
measures such as the installation of cavity wall or
solid wall insulation, which can be funded wholly
or partly by the Green Deal.
Working in partnership with the local Distribution
Network Operator (DNO) to pilot smart
technologies.
Collective purchasing of heating oil for off gasgrid communities
Collective switching of electricity or gas
suppliers.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/communityenergy#what-is-community-energy
Organizations whose members are strongly
involved in the planning and implementation of
measures aimed at the rational use of energy and
introduction of renewable energy sources (RES) in
the production, consumption, and/or supply of
electricity, that have contributed to the
X
development of renewable energy infrastructure
(Romero-Rubio & de Andrés Díaz, 2015).
C. Romero-Rubio, J.R. de Andrés Díaz,
Sustainable energy communities: a study
contrasting Spain and Germany, Energy Policy 85
(2015) 397–409.
Social and organizational structures formed to
achieve specific goals of its members primarily in
the cleaner energy production, consumption,
supply, and distribution, although this may also
extend to water, waste, transportation, and other
local resources. A CEC may consist of a small
number of households in close proximity, yet may
also comprise up to hundreds of thousands of
households and businesses, covering a wide
geographic area. Individual members in this
structure may be loosely or strongly related to each
other, and may come from a wide range of socioeconomic groups (Gui & MacGill, 2018).
(Gui & MacGill, 2018)
An integrated urban resource management system,
not only provide energy supply, but may also
involve energy efficient buildings, combined heat
and power, water and sanitation, transportation and
waste to increase energy efficiency, and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions at the local level. (Gui &
MacGill, 2018)
(Gui & MacGill, 2018)

citizens are actors / members

Community
renewable
energy

legal entity

Definition

driven by different values apart
from financial profit

Table 17 Comparison of different energy community initiatives
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electrical system
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X

financial development
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financial benefits

X

X

energy efficiency / rational use
of energy

X

X

energy supply

X

X

energy storage

X

X

energy distribution

X

X

energy generation (production)

X

collective ownership of the
organization, initiatives

X

collective governance of actors

X

citizens are actors / members

X

engagement of people

X

X

legal entity

X

X

community energy
consumption (use)
sustainability, use of renewable
energy, environmental benefits

X

driven by different values apart
from financial profit

efficiency and conservations, community energy
services etc. (Gui & MacGill, 2018)
(Gui & MacGill, 2018)
A self-contained and self-sufficient local
electricity supply system, either standalone or
connected to a centralized grid of regional or
Community national scale, comprising residential and other
Microgrids electric loads, and can be supported by high
penetrations of local distributed renewables, other
distributed energy, and demand-side resources.
(Gui & MacGill, 2018)
A portfolio of community-owned distributed
energy resources (DER) aggregated and
coordinated by an ICT-based control system,
adopted by a (place-based, interest- based, virtual
or sectoral) network of people (and
organisations), who collectively perform a certain
role in the energy system. What makes it
Community- community-based is not only the involvement of a
based
community, but also the community-logic under
Virtual
which it operates.
Power Plant (Van Summeren et al., 2019)
‘renewable energy community’ means a legal
entity:
(a) which, in accordance with the applicable
national law, is based on open and voluntary
participation, is autonomous, and is effectively
controlled by shareholders or members that are
located in the proximity of the renewable energy
projects that are owned and developed by that
legal entity;
(b) the shareholders or members of which are
natural persons, SMEs or local authorities,
X
including municipalities;
(c) the primary purpose of which is to provide
environmental, economic or social community
benefits for its shareholders or members or for the
local areas where it operates, rather than financial
profits;
Activity and rights description in the source.
Renewable Directive (EU) 2018/2001 of the European
Energy
Parliament and of the Council of 11 December
Community 2018 on the promotion of the use of energy from
(REC)
renewable sources
a legal entity which is based on voluntary and
open participation, effectively controlled by
shareholders or members who are natural persons,
local authorities, including municipalities, or
small enterprises and microenterprises. The
primary purpose of a citizens energy community
is to provide environmental, economic or social
community benefits for its members or the local
areas where it operates rather than financial
profits. A citizens energy community can be
engaged in electricity generation, distribution and X
supply, consumption, aggregation, storage or
energy efficiency services, generation of
renewable electricity, charging services for
electric vehicles or provide other energy services
to its shareholders or members;
Activity and rights description in the source.
Citizen
DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN
Energy
PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on
Community common rules for the internal market for
(CEC)
electricity
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Table 18 Codes of 1000 most common words in literature on energy communities

Files

Present in [%] of
analysed documents

Mentions

Present in [%] of the text

energy

158

87%

32017

9,907%

community_

157

86%

13692

4,237%

renewable, renewables

158

87%

8906

2,756%

local

156

86%

7957

2,462%

system_

158

87%

7707

2,385%

project_

147

81%

6174

1,910%

electricity, electrical

155

85%

6003

1,858%

socio, social

147

81%

5990

1,854%

policy

149

82%

4466

1,382%

technology, technological

154

85%

4177

1,293%

market_

137

75%

4097

1,268%

sustainability_

152

84%

4027

1,246%

wind

134

74%

3623

1,121%

model_

153

84%

3487

1,079%

cost_

147

81%

3344

1,035%

development

149

82%

3046

0,943%

environment, environmental

151

83%

3028

0,937%

solar

135

74%

2772

0,858%

member_, membership

121

66%

2691

0,833%

generation

151

83%

2614

0,809%

business_

134

74%

2606

0,806%

demand

137

75%

2352

0,728%

heating, heat

111

61%

2341

0,724%

use

157

86%

2283

0,706%

grid

140

77%

2260

0,699%

consumption

130

71%

2257

0,698%

cooperative_

96

53%

2249

0,696%

investment_, investors

137

75%

2211

0,684%

change

144

79%

2081

0,644%

economic

150

82%

2041

0,632%

value_

150

82%

1994

0,617%

public

140

77%

1895

0,586%

people

124

68%

1807

0,559%

transition

118

65%

1787

0,553%

Name

98

production

136

75%

1772

0,548%

supply

140

77%

1742

0,539%

household_

132

73%

1605

0,497%

organisation, organization

115

63%

1604

0,496%

initiatives

113

62%

1576

0,488%

consumer_

119

65%

1546

0,478%

ownership, owned

121

66%

1544

0,478%

network

122

67%

1529

0,473%

resources

141

77%

1521

0,471%

participation, participants

133

73%

1519

0,470%

storage

98

54%

1505

0,466%

municipal, municipality

91

50%

1503

0,465%

company_

125

69%

1493

0,462%

decision_

137

75%

1477

0,457%

efficiency, efficient

113

62%

1476

0,457%

sharing, shared

114

63%

1471

0,455%

management

145

80%

1453

0,450%

residents, residential

129

71%

1418

0,439%

actors

104

57%

1398

0,433%

services

115

63%

1345

0,416%

financial_

136

75%

1209

0,374%

reduce, reduction

144

79%

1130

0,350%

urban

100

55%

1054

0,326%

flexibility, flexible

77

42%

998

0,309%

customer_

89

49%

984

0,304%

private

116

64%

958

0,296%

distributed

128

70%

898

0,278%

governance

91

50%

893

0,276%

benefits

107

59%

864

0,267%

microgrid_

50

27%

810

0,251%

buildings

88

48%

781

0,242%

economy

108

59%

780

0,241%

service

108

59%

774

0,240%

networks

110

60%

762

0,236%

citizens_

92

51%

729

0,226%

rural

92

51%

711

0,220%

prosumer_

50

27%

648

0,201%

stakeholders

103

57%

639

0,198%

tariff_

78

43%

628

0,194%

99

collective

97

53%

603

0,187%

common

118

65%

602

0,186%

engagement

94

52%

595

0,184%

justice

49

27%

584

0,181%

active

104

57%

529

0,164%

individuals

83

46%

441

0,136%

locally

116

64%

425

0,132%

biogas

45

25%

402

0,124%

generate

92

51%

358

0,111%

decentralized

65

36%

337

0,104%

economy, economics

99

54%

325

0,101%

peer

50

27%

319

0,099%

location

89

49%

310

0,096%

generating

96

53%

284

0,088%

aggregator

20

11%

273

0,084%

domestic

61

34%

263

0,081%

entrepreneurship

33

18%

255

0,079%

ecological

61

34%

242

0,075%

revenue

61

34%

237

0,073%

democratic

44

24%

216

0,067%

Table 19 The correlation of all nodes with highest Pearson correlation coefficient
Code A
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\financial_\financial
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\sustainability_\sustainability
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\organisation,organization
Nodes\\ownership, owned\owned
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\ownership, owned\ownership
Nodes\\collective
Nodes\\financial_
Nodes\\prosumer_\prosumers
Nodes\\socio, social\social
Nodes\\initiatives
Nodes\\project_\projects
Nodes\\organisation,organization
Nodes\\prosumer_
Nodes\\financial_
Nodes\\project_\projects
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\socio, social\social
Nodes\\ownership, owned
Nodes\\transition
Nodes\\public
Nodes\\ownership, owned\owned
Nodes\\people
Nodes\\organisation,organization

Code B
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\community_\community
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\benefits
Nodes\\community_\community
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\project_\projects
Nodes\\actors
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\community_\community
Nodes\\collective
Nodes\\organisation,organization
Nodes\\actors
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\peer
Nodes\\public
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\environment, environmental\environmental
Nodes\\peer
Nodes\\environment, environmental\environmental
Nodes\\organisation,organization
Nodes\\citizens_
Nodes\\ownership, owned
Nodes\\initiatives
Nodes\\project_\projects
Nodes\\private
Nodes\\initiatives
Nodes\\engagement
Nodes\\engagement

100

Pearson correlation coefficient
1
0,813892
0,813892
0,813892
0,808533
0,660256
0,626384
0,626384
0,580708
0,574007
0,573481
0,566883
0,566139
0,566139
0,559965
0,557669
0,557189
0,55631
0,543849
0,5435
0,541838
0,534822
0,533261
0,533211
0,530239
0,525981
0,523803
0,521869
0,520577
0,520109
0,517771
0,517045
0,515389
0,515083

Nodes\\initiatives
Nodes\\project_\projects
Nodes\\ownership, owned\owned
Nodes\\project_\projects
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\ownership, owned\ownership
Nodes\\public
Nodes\\transition
Nodes\\socio, social\social
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\citizens_
Nodes\\citizens_\citizens
Nodes\\technology, technological\technologies

Nodes\\engagement
Nodes\\environment, environmental\environmental
Nodes\\organisation,organization
Nodes\\people
Nodes\\citizens_\citizens
Nodes\\engagement
Nodes\\organisation,organization
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\organisation,organization
Nodes\\community_\community
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\actors
Nodes\\actors
Nodes\\solar

Table 20 The correlation of parent nodes with highest Pearson correlation coefficient
Code A
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\organisation,organization
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\collective
Nodes\\financial_
Nodes\\initiatives
Nodes\\prosumer_
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\ownership, owned
Nodes\\public
Nodes\\people
Nodes\\organisation,organization
Nodes\\initiatives
Nodes\\public
Nodes\\transition
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\citizens_

Code B
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\actors
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\collective
Nodes\\actors
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\peer
Nodes\\citizens_
Nodes\\initiatives
Nodes\\private
Nodes\\engagement
Nodes\\engagement
Nodes\\engagement
Nodes\\organisation,organization
Nodes\\governance
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\actors

Pearson correlation coefficient
1
0,813892
0,813892
0,626384
0,626384
0,574007
0,573481
0,566139
0,559965
0,557189
0,55631
0,541838
0,533211
0,523803
0,520577
0,517771
0,515389
0,515083
0,513345
0,508895
0,507537
0,504748
0,504054

Table 21 The correlation of parent nodes with highest Jaccard's coefficient
Code A
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\generation
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\sustainability_

Code B
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\community_
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Jaccard's coefficient
1
0,993631
0,993631
0,987421
0,987421
0,987421
0,981132
0,981132
0,981132
0,981132
0,981132
0,981132
0,981013
0,980892
0,980892
0,974843
0,974843
0,974843
0,974684
0,974522
0,968553
0,968553
0,962264
0,962264
0,962264
0,962264
0,962025
0,962025
0,961538
0,955975
0,955975
0,955975
0,955975
0,955696
0,955696
0,955696
0,955696

0,513345
0,51227
0,511915
0,511545
0,511231
0,511096
0,508895
0,507537
0,506092
0,504748
0,504748
0,504054
0,501749
0,50134

Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\generation
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\policy
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\generation
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\policy
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\socio, social
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\policy
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\socio, social
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\policy
Nodes\\socio, social
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\cost_
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\socio, social
Nodes\\socio, social
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\reduce, reduction
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\policy

Nodes\\generation
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\generation
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\generation
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\generation
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\policy
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\socio, social
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\generation
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\policy
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\policy
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\generation
Nodes\\cost_
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\cost_
Nodes\\cost_
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\cost_
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\socio, social
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\cost_
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\policy
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\change
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\policy
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\socio, social
Nodes\\change
Nodes\\reduce, reduction
Nodes\\socio, social
Nodes\\policy
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\electricity, electrical
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0,955696
0,955696
0,955696
0,955414
0,955414
0,955414
0,955414
0,949686
0,949686
0,949686
0,949367
0,949367
0,949367
0,949367
0,949045
0,949045
0,949045
0,949045
0,948718
0,948387
0,943396
0,943396
0,943396
0,943038
0,943038
0,942675
0,942675
0,942675
0,937107
0,937107
0,937107
0,937107
0,937107
0,937107
0,937107
0,937107
0,936709
0,936709
0,936709
0,936306
0,936306
0,936306
0,936306
0,936306
0,935484
0,930818
0,930818
0,930818
0,930818
0,930818
0,930818
0,930818
0,930818
0,93038
0,93038
0,93038
0,93038
0,929936
0,929936
0,929936
0,929487
0,929032
0,929032
0,928571
0,924528
0,924051
0,924051
0,924051
0,922078
0,918239
0,918239
0,918239
0,918239
0,918239
0,918239
0,918239
0,918239
0,918239
0,917722
0,917722
0,917722
0,917722
0,917197
0,917197
0,917197
0,917197
0,917197
0,917197
0,917197
0,916667
0,916667
0,91195
0,91195
0,91195

Nodes\\electricity, electrical
Nodes\\management
Nodes\\model_
Nodes\\use
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\reduce, reduction
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\socio, social
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\management
Nodes\\renewable, renewables
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\system_
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\management
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\technology, technological
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\value_
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\policy
Nodes\\financial_

Nodes\\cost_
Nodes\\community_
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\management
Nodes\\sustainability_
Nodes\\change
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\policy
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\change
Nodes\\energy
Nodes\\management
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\generation
Nodes\\management
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\local
Nodes\\cost_
Nodes\\environment, environmental
Nodes\\cost_
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\management
Nodes\\development
Nodes\\cost_
Nodes\\economic
Nodes\\project_
Nodes\\socio, social
Nodes\\change
Nodes\\change
Nodes\\development
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0,911392
0,911392
0,911392
0,911392
0,911392
0,910828
0,910828
0,910828
0,910256
0,909677
0,909677
0,909677
0,90566
0,90566
0,90566
0,90566
0,90566
0,905063
0,905063
0,905063
0,905063
0,904459
0,904459
0,904459
0,904459
0,903846
0,903846
0,903846
0,903846
0,902597
0,902597
0,9

12 APPENDIX: Interview protocol – Simon
Pannett
The value in Local Energy Communities - new actors in the
energy transition
Date: 23.03.2019
Researcher:
Aleksandra Radwanska (1375822)
a.radwanska@student.tue.nl
In this interview research, we aim to contribute to an understanding of the values and needs of local
energy community members and to verify the prioritization of the values present in given community.
1. What values, and specifically what economic value can Local Energy Community create to its
members and other actors in residential sector?
2. What suitable organizational models for the operation of the Local Energy Communities can
maximize the satisfaction of the values and needs of Local Energy Communities?
Theory and justification
The world is increasingly concerned about global challenges resulting from the use of the fossil fuels
and the increasing degradation of the natural environment. In order to decrease the output of polluting
substances, among others carbon dioxide, a radical change in the energy generation sector is needed,
coupled with improvements in renewable energy technologies as well as societal changes. Adding to
this, the current energy system is mainly represented by big energy companies providing electricity
through a centralized energy system. Throughout the generations of operation in a centralized, fossil
fuels based way, the energy system has led to the degradation of the environment and the climate change
due to growing emissions of greenhouse gases and contaminating pollutants. However, a number of
broad changes such as development of renewable energy sources, research on clean fuel alternatives,
smart grids and ICT-based infrastructure put pressure on the incumbents and advocate for an alternative
way of organizing the systems, by e.g. decentralization, and democratization of the energy production
(Burke & Stephens, 2017, 2018), coupled with more wide-spread use of renewable energy generation
technologies and phasing-out of the use of fossil fuels. There is also a growing number of and a
widespread support to the Distributed Energy Resources (DERs). Many new technologies, many
initiatives, they set up basic infrastructure but they do not create sufficient critical mass to motivate a
larger change. Real impact could be made when multiple devices are linked together to form a
sustainable decentralized network, also called Virtual Power Plant (VPP).
The supporters of VPP systems have successfully exerted pressure on the politicians of the European
Commission and the conditions of their existence are currently negotiated in the legislation of European
Union as Local energy communities (European Commission, 2017). They are considered an efficient
way of managing energy at community level by consuming the electricity they generate either directly
for power or for (district) heating and cooling, with or without a connection to distribution systems.
However, currently they are either blocked (EDSO, 2017) or taken advantage from by the incumbents
to solve the problems of the energy system. Additionally, the LECs lack critical mass and need
assistance in building the network to successfully aggregate and be able to exert bigger pressures on the
existing socio-technical system. Additionally, they require support in facilitating a constructive
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interplay between relevant stakeholders, especially the providers of technology able to satisfy their
needs.
The LECs want to operate on different values than current regime, therefore a lot of attention is needed
in order to help them setup and develop in an appropriate way without the need to make any trade-offs
between bankability and pursuing the radical change in energy provision. In order to avoid the scenario
of becoming the new sustainified incumbents, they should refrain from sacrificing their values to
become financially sustainable and bankable. Furthermore, the existing literature operates on the
abstract level of the concept of LECs. There is a need for quantification of the economic values provided
by the flexibility offered by the LECs in order to prove they can be financially viable to survive in the
harsh institutional environment that does not support them. Finally, more attention needs to be paid to
the actors helping in the establishment and development of the communities, the ESCOs or any other
third-party facilitators as well as the proper organizational and business models of the LECs, taking into
account not only how to sustainify the current business models of the regime actors, but primarily how
to establish radically different logic of the value creation (Jonker, 2012).
Method
Since the topic of interest, the community based Virtual Power Plants and local energy communities, is
a relatively new research topic, there are still a lot of unknown factors to be considered. There are
various attempts to establish local energy communities, but no coherent and replicable organizational
model has been designed yet. Therefore, there’s a large amount of information yet to be uncovered.
Considering the novelty of this specific application of a VPP and the limited available literature on the
topic, this research uses a bottom-up inductive approach. The research is moreover interested in the
benefits and downsides for the involved stakeholders, most specifically the community members. It is
therefore important to consider the meaning of the involved stakeholders assign to the issue. A method
that allows for the discovering of meaning and is an inductive bottom-up approach is the qualitative
interview (Weiss, 1994; Cresswell, 2009). For this purpose, a single, face-to-face, semi-structured
interview is conducted in order for indicative themes to emerge. These themes can then be used to
conduct more in-depth follow-up research, including more interviews. The interview was partially
structured, though the researchers were ready to adapt the questions to the direction of the conversation.
Additionally, due to the fact that one of the interviewers knows the interviewee, the conversational tone
was chosen in order to create more natural environment.
Interviewee selection and justification
Simon Pannett is the local non-formal leader of the Coopérnico, a cooperative of renewable energies
with a social focus that operates to support projects promoting solidarity, education or environmental
protection. It was founded by 16 citizens coming from diverse background and professional
experiences but sharing a common concern for sustainable development. Their vision is to foster a fair
and responsible energy model based on renewables, contributing to a social, environmental and energy
sustainable future. They aim to involve citizens and companies in the creation of a new energy paradigm
- renewable and decentralized - for the benefit of society and the environment (Coopernico, 2019).
Specifically, they aim to conduct projects to generate economic benefits, from the sale of the produced
electricity, as well as environmental benefits with the production of clean electricity (without emissions
of carbon dioxide and other pollutants). The electricity produced is integrated into the electricity grid
and serves to supply families and businesses. To support their local community, the foundation of the
operation is to distribute the benefits generated by society, investors and the environment.
Interview protocol
This protocol is based on a template provided by Stanford University (National Center for
Postsecondary Improvement, 2003). The interview questions are divided into 5 categories which are
each aimed at gathering different data relating to the research question:
2. What values, and specifically what economic value can Local Energy Community create to its
members and other actors in residential sector?
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3. What suitable organizational models for the operation of the Local Energy Communities can
maximize the satisfaction of the values and needs of Local Energy Communities?
The goal of the categories are as follows:
A. Gathering information about the interviewee’s role,
B. Gathering information about the current state of the community he’s involved in,
C. Exploring the values that are important to the community members and prioritize them,
D. Understanding possible effects of application of different services to the community,
E. Exploring the potential organizational models for the particular community.
For every question, possible probe questions are included which can be used in case the interviewee’s
answer does not entirely match the intended goal of the question.
In case there’s time left after discussing each of the prepared questions, there’s room for final remarks
by the interviewee, as well as possible emerging questions by the interviewers. These additional topics
can be listed in section F. Any possible leads (people, documents, etc.) provided by the interviewee can
be listed under section G.
Introductory protocol
To facilitate the processing of the information gathered during the interview, today’s interview is
recorded. The interviewee, Simon Pannett, is asked the sign the consent form, in order to meet our
human subject requirements. This document states that:
•

participation is entirely voluntarily and the interviewee may choose to stop the interview at any
time,

•

the information discussed during the interview is considered confidential and will only be
shared among the interviewers, Aleksandra Radwanska and the assignment’s supervisor, Anna
Wieczorek and Eryk Masiak, and anonymously published in the Master Thesis

•

we do not intend to inflict any harm.

The interview is intended to last approximately 45 minutes. Due to the limited time and the number of
questions that we would like to complete, interruption in order to push ahead may be necessary. Thank
you for understanding and thank you for participating in the research.
Introduction
You have been selected as an interviewee in our research due your function in the Tavira community.
For that purpose the following research question was formulated:
What values, and specifically what economic value can Local Energy Community create to its members
and other actors in residential sector?
What suitable organizational models for the operation of the Local Energy Communities can maximize
the satisfaction of the values and needs of Local Energy Communities?
Interview section
• Gathering information about the interviewee’s role - Interviewee’s background
o

Could you please start by saying a bit about yourself? Briefly describe your role at the
community in Tavira.
Probe: Why did you decide to start the project?

•

Gathering information about the current state of the community he’s involved in.

•

What is the state of the Local Energy Community now in Tavira?

•

Do you think this Local Energy Community project is beneficial for Tavira? Why/ why not?
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•

•

Exploring the values that are important to the community members.
o

Who could potentially be affected by a Local Energy Community?

o

What do you personally find the most attractive / interesting about the Local Energy
Community?

o

What do you expect to personally gain from participating in the Local Energy
Community?

Prioritization of the values.
o

•

What do you find is the most important / relevant aspect of the Local Energy
Community?
Probe: Can you prioritize it?

Identifying the possible products and services offered to the community.
o

What do you think the Local Energy Community should provide to you?
Probe: What do you aim to obtain from the community? What do you expect the
community to do for you?

•

o

What are you as a leader planning to offer to the Local Energy Community members?

o

What do you think the members of Local Energy Community would appreciate the
most?
Probe: Why do you came to this conclusion?

Understanding possible effects of application of different services to the community.
o

•

What are potential benefits and downsides for the people in the community?
Probe: Do you expect an effect on costs of living?

Exploring the potential organizational models for the particular community.
o

If you created the energy community, do you possibly see an active role for the people
living around to participate in the energy trading system?

o

Who do you think should be decisive on the finances of the Local Energy Community?

o

What is in your opinion the role of the members in the Local Energy Community?
Probe: How do you envision the decision-making processes in the Local Energy
Community?

F. Room for final remarks and additional questions
G. Leads (people or documents)
•

Ana Rita Nazário Marouço

Transcript
What follows is the verbatim transcript of the interview conducted on the 23.03.2019, between
interviewer Aleksandra Radwanska, and interviewee Simon Pannett.
Aleksandra:

It's working. I live in Eindhoven. Yes. I do my Master's thesis in the department of innovation Sciences from and it's about bringing like
discovering the values and especially the economic values in the local energy communities or this new setup of provision of energy via some
community activities. And for the economic. I do my model, my quite heavily data based model, but there are also other values that I want to
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discover and I wanted to see what people really who established the communities what they really think and what is truly important for them.
So yes, I asked also Kacper and he mentioned about your project. So we decided that you would be a great person to, aaaahm, to be the
interviewee for my research because of your involvement and what you do in the Tavira community and yeah as I will tell you exactly what the
questions are so that the questions that I'm trying to answer are: what values and specifically what economic value can local energy Community
create to its members and two other actors in the residential sector and what suitable organizational model for the operation of local communities
can maximize the satisfaction of the values and the needs of the local community energy communities. So this is how it works. And yeah, I
would like to now, I introduced myself. I would like to know more about you. What is your involvement in the Tavira community something
about yourself? How did you find yourself there? That would be very good.

Simon:

Yes. Well, we had a connection with Portugal, in the 1980’s we had farm? in the different areas in Portugal, in the Al…., bringing up two
children there, very much trying to find a different way of living that was not compromised with the areas that we didn’t find comfortable in the
UK. But in the end, children grow up, and we ended up going back to the UK, and I worked, I trained as an accountant. I was a business director
for a couple of companies but when we retired in 2009, we came back to Portugal but we came back to Tavira, to the Algarve because we felt
culturally in the <…> it was a little bit isolated. We can have some people around that we could communicate very easily too. So Tavira it
became a very nice position for us to come to. Since coming to Tavira, we’ve met a lot of nice people here and I was very prominent in 2017, I
think. COP 23 I think it was, climate march. And I think we had a big procession, big demonstration in Tavira, lots of speakers, music, positions,
coinciding also with the anti-oil at that time the Portuguese government wanted to suddenly let oil companies take… try to find some oil well
off the coast and it was a very bad agreement, they would have to pay nothing to state anyway. It would be disastrous to the tourism industry,
which is number one industry. Plus the environment… That was also a big fights going on. That's still going on. I think we've been successful
in the Algarve. The west coast is still looking to draw some oil there, so… So far, it was okay here. In Coopernico, I became involved quite
early on, having realized that they were trying to do something different from the energy market, to revise a different model, social model if you
like, a non-profit model and based on and 100% renewables. Yhym, <what?> is very much a monopoly in the energy market, it’s monopoly in
the transfer of energy, on the network. It’s called <NAME> here. It is now owned by a Chinese company with < NAME > here and then beyond
that network, the local grid, have now the EDF, sorry the EDP here in Portugal which is again owned by Chinese investors after it was privatized.
I haven't got anything against the Chinese but it's a question of whether such facility, such an opportunity should be owned by a profit taking
company without competition or whether there should be another better model thing for us that really helps communities have some control
over their locality, especially with the renewables that are available today, which can be sourced locally rather Central Power stations. So that's
what still interests me and yeah big frustrating because the law here which is geared to the monopoly people makes it very difficult to establish
these communities, but we're starting to see something I think I'm Lisbon - a community there who are trying to get through the barriers to
provide a social network for their launches. So that's where I am at the moment.

Aleksandra:

And where is the community in Tavira?

Simon:

Tavira community? I mean, yes, Tavira community is a very strong community, very sophisticated in terms of as a multi facet of different
nationalities, lots of not Europeans, lots of Portuguese, of course, and it is the very multi-facetted community and one that is very much aware
of the environment. We have three bio farms here, we have transition movements, which is very strong for her for a while and we're yeah, we're
looking to see how to make each day better here by <…> like this.

Aleksandra:

Okay. Who do you think is successful <…> the community and <…> operational state? Who do you think would be the biggest beneficiary of
the project? How… How do you think it will benefit the people? What's your aim? What's… What's your vision?

Simon:

The mission is probably 100% renewables, first of all. And we’re living in a very strong area for solar power here, because we have 300 days
of year in sunshine. So this is a perfect position for solar energy, but north of the country is better for hydro and for wind. But for us here, to say
it is that, no more. Again, the old structure of the electricity supply was built many, many years ago relying on our Central Power Station, large
power stations, supplying various parts of the country through long transmission lines. First of all, one thing we can do is to do a wave along
transmission lines really, because lately here we could have, we produce enough energy for Tavira, in the area around with solar power and we
back up with obviously batteries and also a link to the group should we have excess or should we require more from the grid that we can’t
produce.

Aleksandra:

Mmm Yeah.

Simon:

I really just to have a greater control, a greater transparency to people who use electricity as to what the technology is there, what costs are and
what the supply can be? Historically, the electrical companies also charge a large amount of their standing charged for networks. These networks
were established years ago, they should have paid for themselves years ago and yet because there are monopoly company they're still charge
everybody quite large amounts of money just to be connected to them. For doing nothing. That's another advantage. I think locally, you know,
depending on the negotiation of taking over the local network, that’s something again, the local people should benefit from - not having to pay
such high standing charges for the electricity. Secondly, of course, if it's produced locally, it's much more stable. It's not due to somebody in the
Middle East extracting oil or all the dangers you've got of not having something about your own control. Thirdly, to be a hundred percent or as
close as we can get to from the renewables, so we're not destroying our environment anymore. And fourthly, we would like to get people involved
in the local community of electricity, power supply – it is one area along with local food, local resources, local businesses to support a far greater
awareness of local enterprise with the money produced locally, stays locally and in case we still need to buy from outside of our community,
but we do a lot better than what we're doing right now.

Aleksandra:

So in your opinion who would be potentially the most affected by the fact that there is a community providing the energy to the local people?

Simon:

Well, first of all, I’ll see, person providers would be very affected by that. So they will be quite handy that …?<…> Secondly, getting people to
actually actively join into these things is quite difficult. They just think it's too much trouble. They look at electricity, they look at bills, they
look at problems. They think you can't do as well as a regional company. So there's a there's a a… an image issue as it were with the local people
to get… to gain their trust. Actually we could Supply just as well if not better than what people have now. And for better prices. And prices…
Yeah, people do like to have <…> Again, I think would be a good step forward. And people look around. They can see the solar panels around
them. They can see where the electricity comes from. That should help them also to feel more comfortable in their lives and security.
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Aleksandra:

Do you see some potential influences on the local people once the provision of energy is done by yeah.. by the system there?

Simon:

<…> We can encourage people there to have electric transportation system. Again that would be using local energy, again reducing pollution,
improving Health Quality among the local people. And organizing our lives in a better way than this thing left to corporations which just want
to make profit from peoples lives. So I think this is ideal usage. As long as they… Whatever the system we use, whether this is cooperative or
municipal system, it should be transparent, it should be again there to gain the trust of the people and remember that they're working for the
people and be responsive to people. Because nobody knows in the future what other Technologies we can use for producing renewable energy.
We only have at the moment, two very important ones which is wind power and solar, along with hydro. And these are technologies and we're
working… Yeah, people are clever and they will find other things in the future for sure which….So is engagement. It's really engagement and
empowering of local communities.

Aleksandra:

And what do you personally find most attractive or interesting in the community for yourself?

Simon:

Yeah, I mean for me is… I like the idea of people taking back control of their lives from corporations and from really a mental state of
helplessness, they can’t just think about their lives. If you can show people actually, you know, what you can do you can control things and don't
need have these corporations to tell you all the time there’s no alternatives… That I find very empowering - to see people suddenly wake up and
say “Actually, we can take control of our lives and we do have a say in this world.” These are my main motivators.

Aleksandra:

So, in this sense: What do you expect to gain from the for participation or from maybe more leading position in the in the community?

Simon:

First of all, once again engagement by the <….>. You can’t actually have the business if the community is not engaged. That's most important,
to first of all, is to actually engage and to be able to trust, to say: “Yes. It is an alternative. You can actually have a community around…” As, I
mean, in Germany they have where they didn't go down the corporate line. We have Islands from Madeira and Azores where people can come
together and do that as well. So there's no reason at all why we shouldn’t be able to do that. In fact, after the revolution in Portugal in 1974,
country really relies on thousands of cooperatives cross-country to keep country go. So the cooperative model in Portugal is very well known
and very well trusted. And it’s really there whenever it’s needed. So people really know that it can work.

Aleksandra:

But then I understand that for example, you want to…. Like, you have this Vision that since you start the, let's say, the coordinated movement
in the community on the topic on the provision of energy, you want to translate it to also to other sectors, right?

Simon:

Yes, certainly. We have the municipal supply for our water and waste here, which is not very transparent. It’s majority owned by the council so
it is under municipal control. So that’s another area where I see they haven’t really engaged the local community in what they do because they're
not very transparent about what they do. And they don't seem to feel it's necessary to engage Community in that. So they are… That engagement
is an important part. Whether it is cooperative, or it’s municipal. They need to engage them in what they do and show them that you know that
it's potentially a much better way forward and to be transparent to other communities around or other technologies that can benefit processes
we're looking at.

Aleksandra:

And in your opinion if people are more engaged, what would be the first impact like…. Or why in the first moment do you think they should be
engaged and they shouldn't be having the same attitude towards for example provision of energy or to taking away their waste as it is right now?
Why do you think engagement is such a big key? Because you repeated these words many times.

Simon:

Because unless people are engaged into it, then then they really not looking at the processes that are being provided for them. And I think it's
very important that people are engaged in the process is very important. They're engaged locally politically as well as the resources of this area…
Probably not as well represented because central government in Portugal is in Lisbon and very much the Algarve's is an afterthought for many
of them. So it's it is an engagement on all levels… On physical, practical, community and political levels. And that's important. I think there’s
the idea that there are experts somewhere who is going to help out and you solve it all for you - I'm afraid this is not going to happen. You
realize we need to talk to each other and we need to look at getting directly involved to make things happen. Then they are supposed to inform.

Aleksandra:

Okay. Yeah, it makes a perfect sense to me. Also. If you you mentioned a couple of values that are important to you in the community. So that
was transparency. That was a fair pricing system and there was this engagement of the people… Being more environmental friendly or more
sustainable, to resign from fossil fuels… If you could tell me from these aspects, what is the most important thing for you? If you could if you
could say that… “That's the aspect I'm never going resigned from.” - which one would it be? It can be also a detail. It doesn't have to be that:
“Okay, I'm resigning from being environmentally friendly.” It can be a detail some really tiny thing that is the most important for you or two to
three things as well. It's good.

Simon:

Certainly, climate and engagement is actually necessary. This is just one facette. Because climate is about how we operate today on every level.
On what we consume, what we get rid of, what we use and what we waste. So it’s one facette that is to me the most important area of getting
sustainability and yeah… Actually, the environment, as clean as humans can be. Actually, I say that if people would be continuously involved
in these processes, you would still have dedicated, people trained, personnel to run that. But those people would be running them in a transparent
way, so the community can understand what they were doing and how they were doing it and give them some feedback on that. We need to we
need to engage people to change habits, change ideas across all the spectrum of how they have a deal with their lives and environment… And
with each other. Because so much of what we do the moment is based on competition here, and we'll need to change that to cooperation and to
have some comfort and some trust in people around us. And that's another very important part of that process.
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Aleksandra:

Yeah, thank you. So if you could say if you can envision the working… the working days of the community already and it's in full potential, it’s
operational. What are the services? What are the products that you envision to obtain from the community energy as organization or as functional
entity?

Simon:

Okay. Well, first of all, we have electricity supply under our own control. So we can then decide how much we want to supply whether it's just
for us or whether we want to export it to other areas, other regions. We can also look at now encouraging the other uses of electricity, like in the
transport sector, to produce a vehicle… Yeah to have transportation not relying on fossil fuels and maybe even an engineering center which will
convert old vehicles to new electric vehicles because if we wait for just all the new vehicles to become electric, we are still going to be the same
position in 20 years. So we do need to deal with all the old vehicles out there. We don’t need sports cars, we don’t need fast cars. We just needs
things that work. And it's already been proven in the UK. You can reproduce… You take a fossil fuel engine vehicle, put in an electric vehicle
and take out a fuel tank and put in fuel cells. You can do that. Okay. It's not going to be the top. These are all things that people are sold in terms
of cars transportation, but it'll be efficient and they will work, which means they work with pollution we have. And people again… <…> role
<…> having electricity and that there are our own garages who can actually sustains these vehicles to a lot longer life. You’re not gonna need
to produce vehicles, you know, you just need to repair them. Which again might be a lot positive for the local economy.

Aleksandra:

So you mentioned, of course, energy or electricity provision… Just to be sure, in Tavira, what’s the bigger problem heat or cold in the winter?

Simon:

It’s funny because most of the housing here is built for the summer, so has barely installation. So actually for the winter if they're not very good
and you need some sort of heating. Not a lot, but need some. So that would be quite positive. I think for the people here that you don't have it
traditionally. They just wrap themselves in blankets or have a fire to have nice warm houses and electric blankets. There's no reason why they
should not have a comfortable winter. Okay, yeah. For the summer. We're lucky in a way that we are close to the sea. So we have some breeze
here. It's not such a problem as inland in Portugal where they have much problems with the heat and need much more air conditioning. Yeah,
air conditioning if it's if we have to have it… Fine, it should be there. But again, I think part of the engagement of the locality would be to build
houses which are far better insulated, both for hot and cold, so that we don't really need to actually artificially heat or chill areas. Our houses
will do that for us. That's another…. that's another topic and another engagement.

Aleksandra:

So do you think there is something else you would aim to obtain from the community or what do you want to do other people that you have
talked with mention the most frequent… most frequently?

Simon:

I’d like to touch on tourism here. Yeah, we are a big tourist town. And yeah, this is a chance for Tavira to actually to their to show yourself
different from all the other tourist offerings. To offer tourists zero-carbon experience. I think that would be very important for industry here. As
well as sustain the wonderful wildlife nature that we have around us here. So that's another big plus. What other people have got… Everybody's
got their own ideas and everything. So yeah, other people… I think we would have to talk to them about it as a group. I think many people would
agree with a lot of word I am saying, my sentiments but they may see different ways of doing that. I don't think…. That's what you get when
you enter a group. You have to listen to people and to try and find a way for that everybody agrees. So, you know, I have my own ideas. But
when you enter a group you have to make sure that the group has its own ideas and goes forward with them.

Aleksandra:

So to summarize, to make sure I understood: For you the most important thing is to… the safe or…. Not safe. The transparent and sustainable
energy provision, supporting maybe some retrofit activities of the houses and turning the transportation into some transportation that is not a
fossil fuel-based. Okay. That's your priorities. Great. I am happy that I understand it. And do you did you think about…. We were mentioning
the benefits but it doesn't… it doesn't hurt to repeat what are the benefits in your opinion. And now we also like to focus on, maybe, the downsides
for the people in the community. Did you, in the talks and the discussions before, did you pinpoint some pins, some downsides of this new
system for the community?

Simon:

I think the downsides, one of the down sides is <…> Before, was, yeah, the image, and getting through to the people and saying it’s possible. I
think a lot of people resigned from the fact that big corporations “must know better” and “why are you getting involved in it while they have
bigger allies, basically”. So for me, the biggest downside would be that. I would see a gradual rollout of the facilities, so that we can prove and
we can gain trust from the community, so we would probably start with a small area of the community, at the substation level and take on the
substation supply and you would actually have your own solar supply with that. But you could <…> excess or deficit with the substation to
prove that…. To prove it's possible, to prove this beneficial and to prove that is not that common cases with the technologies that people have
incentives. So that would be important to start with a big pilot project we could actually all learn from and we will find areas are which we may
not thought about which might be a problem. That would be the initial starting point. Yes, we have a large fishing fleets and boating here. We
have a new solar boat factory which are making solar powered boats for the tourist sector and for the fishing movements, etc. Again, there's a
retrofit required on the diesel boats that we've got here which again…. If we have a technology if we can encourage the local engineering
expertise to try to transfer electro motored vehicles form fossil power powered motors, it would benefit them, the local community enormously.
And again it brings things more back into our power, to our feeling that people are in control of their lives.

Aleksandra:

Just to understand the local context… Because usually what I noticed there is some resistance from the people, from potential communities
when it comes to land usage. So maybe in Germany that was happening when there were farmers. They were not really keen on establishing the
solar panels under pieces of land. Or there are some resistance towards wind mills. Did you see anything like this among people in Tavira? Some
resistance to the technology or some fears towards the new setup of energy provision?

Simon:

Not really. Mainly, because we haven't really dived a very large wave here. We've had solar water heating each year. It's mainly true for new
buildings to setup water heating in Portugal. And people are very aware of solar heating. They're not afraid of the sun… of using the sun at all.
As for farmers, there’s a better a way than putting a solar array on ground level. Doesn't have to be that. We could actually suspend solar panels
above the ground level on high tensile cables. And people will then actually have the shade underneath to grow more crops because in the
summer here it's just too hot. So that could be another new technology here, another view on renewable energy products which they can't do
which would be even more beneficial to use. We do have a lot of plastic greenhouses now supplying most of Europe with red very fruits just
because they grow quicker down there in the south. Like everywhere else, that's taking off very, very quickly. I would like to see a much more
local sustainable food production using these technologies, using experience we've got. We can provide shade with solar panels, so we get power
and we can improve our agriculture as well. So, we need to be able to, I think, experiment with things and then to roll out what works and to
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learn what doesn't. As for the people I think I think generally the people here certainly are not anti the new technologies. They might be not
aware of it. Again, this is educational issue. If you had a pilot project operated locally, people can then become aware, become engaged, they
can see it, touch it, feel it and say that actually that's something we want here. It’s not something to be afraid of. So I can't see that that is going
to be a big issue but it just needs that transparency engagement.

Aleksandra:

And what would you say is the average… Or how would you describe the wealth in the community because… Because maybe costs can be also
influencing the decision of the people. Would you say that people who would participate are people living in this region are more price sensitive
or they are rather wealthy or how is it?

Simon:

Yeah. We have a mixture here. I think the local population here… We have a history of bad jobs and bad pay for Portuguese. Full stop. And.
They have a rural system here so that people know how they <…> People get rich by going to the cities working at European projects for other
companies. We have some wealthy people who have come to living in Portugal mainly from outside Portugal, from northern Europe: France,
the UK, Scandinavia. They are very engaged and they are very actively supportive of new technologies because they can see that they don't want
to destroy the beauty that they have around, that they have here. And they are actually involved. For the local people, yes, price sensitivity is
very important because their disposable income is quite small. So in winter they put their jackets on and they put blankets on so that they can
turn down the electricity because it costs money. So I think there's a benefit there to provide much better conditions so that without costing them
so much. That's important that we do that here. As well as local housing, social housing which again since 2010, no movement has been made
on that so there's no more provision for social housing. People are finding it quite hard to find affordable accommodation here, in Tavira area.
There is a lot to do. So again this is an important part of the whole picture.

Aleksandra:

And if you were to create a community any different vision system, do you see the possibility to actively engage these people to participate in
the community in any way or what would be the areas that you see the biggest potential for their full engagement?

Simon:

Yes, certainly, I mean pilot projects as I said to you would be very important. To have something running on a small scale. People could actually
come and see how, bring schools and visits. We have a local science institute here, a public science institute that you can get involved. We would
encourage many, many people to actually just come and visit come about and see what we’re doing. And get their feedback and yeah, find out
more about what issues they may have with that. I can't see that there could be any negative issues. Once people do see it and see it working,
they want more of it themselves. Yeah. Especially if it still saves them money.

Aleksandra:

So financials are very important as I see.

Simon:

I mean it’s difficult to sell something that's gonna cost. That's true. There's a real reason for the technology today, especially depending on how
much we would have to pay for the local grid connections. That was a big plus. That's a big unknown. The actual technology for producing and
storing and using electricity - we know that we can do that at a very good level, much cheaper than what they would have to pay to the national
company at the moment.

Aleksandra:

In the scenario, that the costs are not really significantly sinking, because maybe for example of a really high need of using the batteries or any
other types of storage that are too costly. What would you say would be convincing part for the people to join the community anyway? If they
don't really see a big very big impact on their wallet? Maybe they even have to pay just a bit more. What would you say that what would convince
them in your opinion to join the new system of energy provision anyway?

Simon:

Yeah, that is quite an interesting one because if you look at the cost per kilowatt hour that solar power can generate now, we're around about 5
cents a kilowatt hour. Now people are billed and they pay the normal tariffs around about 16 cents a kilowatt hour. And they have even VAT on
top of 23%. So that takes the cost to actually 20 cents a kilowatt hour. And that's very expensive. It's one of the highest cost in Europe. We know
that the cost of five cents is straight from the solar panel. So we know when the sun is producing we can actually save a lot of money. Battery
power – Yes, it is more expensive. That's the question of whether you add more panels and then your connected to a grid, you can export your
excess during the day and you import when you don’t have enough. That could be the first stage process before putting batteries. Battery
technology. We've already seen reductions in prices for 200 - 300 percent in the last five years. There's no reason why that technology will not
continue to fall in price. And there may be a timing issue to how and when that is to be used as a backup source for your local produced energy.
I think, if it was price neutral at the moment, you could say what is the technology you would get cheaper rather than a resource, natural resources
which is going to get more expensive. So you're investing in the future. You're investing in a clean technology which is not going to destroy
your local environment. You're investing in local technology which provide jobs, education, spin offs… All the local community at the moment,
have to look to… to go to big cities to get jobs because locally we're not really producing that enterprise and that technology locally. I think all
of those areas hopefully would be a good enough argument for people to switch over.

Aleksandra:

To continue living in Tavira?

Simon:

Yeah. Maybe if this the situation to pay the same price for example.

Aleksandra:

And when it comes to this finance management, wealth management in the community, how do you envision this? Who should be decisive?
And what is your opinion on how should it look like once it’s operational?

Simon:

You mean wealth management of the communities or of the electricity <…>.
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Aleksandra:

Mostly question was of the wealth management in the community that comes from the benefit of maybe lower costs from energy provision or
obtaining the energy. But maybe you have some other vision so I don’t want to impose my way of thinking on you.

Simon:

From the actual electricity, yes, we can certainly offer cheaper rates than what they are paying at the moment and everybody would be happy
with that. I would like to see, as I told you earlier, different possibilities for engagement of groups of local engineers for conversion of engines
into electricity engines. For a lot of people that can be involved in a…. Sort of thinking schools and solar panels here… get rid of <…> For
engagement of other areas of benefits that would come from the electricity that funds that… I think that there will always be an option for people
to give to other communities, some in the third world to help them with their grids and with their energy. The people that are short of
infrastructure. I think this could be a donation system that allows you to put some of your savings into other projects in areas where people are
really having a problem just to stay alive. And to give them the conditions that we enjoy in our countries. But that would be voluntarily. I would
think there would be a big voluntary part of the local community again to involve people who have excess <…> to invest in ocal projects because
we need finance to get these projects up and running, set up local engineering stations, to set up local businesses which would benefit from our
green credentials in Tavira. And a little bit like the cooperative we do in Coopernico. We have members who invest in solar panel production.
They get a 3 percent return at the moment. It's a 12 year investment and at the moment every project that comes up is sold out within about 10
15 minutes so there's definitely an energy hunger there to get involved in actually financing this transition. Which again, the central banks in the
normal financial situations are really getting involved to be honest. Once again that would be a different engagement in the community on the
financial level of building these business models.

Aleksandra:

And how do you envision the decision making process or decision… The ability to take decisions for the new system among the community
members or the new system? Who do you think should be in charge? How many people? What kind of way of the decisions? Didn't you think
about that?

Simon:

Yes. I think the every little area, every little mini grids should have a say in how that mini gird works. Some mini grids may want to export their
energy and not have batteries. Some mini grids may want batteries and save their energy. Those local decisions should be based on the mini
grid. Now technically, there's going to be two - three people in those mini grids organizing and managing that grid and maintaining it. Those
would be appointed. We have a cooperative at the moment. We have a board of people who run the cooperative. Every member has every year
at least a say how they are running it and who these people are, whether they are doing a good job or not. That's important part of this engagement
transparency. So yes that would be a level of engagement. I would say there's no reason why every mini grid, depending on how it's organized,
should not have any engagement. Set different priorities <…> so it would be much more democratic than trying to fit one solution to everybody.
<…>

Aleksandra:

And for example you were mentioning also that you would like to see the support in refurbishment or the retrofit of some systems that you have
right now, the transition of transportation or for example some support for the farmers to obtain an energy to increase their crops in a sustainable
way. Do you think that this should be the community, the energy community doing this activities or the energy community should be as a service
provider to other parties. Or do you see the involvement in these activities?

Simon:

Yeah, I mean the energy community I think we have to actually have a structure for each process. So energy would be one structure, but people
could see the structures and see what works with energy. I think you would need another structure for agriculture and you would need again
another pilot projects to show people there is a different way for what they're doing at the moment. And then how that's taken on board - it could
be a mixture of that people say I got it this way, it works and this works, or we can actually keep coming together, say “Okey, let’s do it as a
group”. Let’s buy some land as a group, have some managers managing the production. But we will have a say in it like a cooperative. So there
are different ways of organizing. The important thing is that this is a big improvement to what we're doing at the moment, that offers a better
future for the young people who are growing up in it than it’s offered at the moment as well.

Aleksandra:

Oh thank you very much for all of this. My… let's say my prepared questions have finished but maybe you have some final comments or
additional questions to me or some remarks…. Something that you still would like to mention.

Simon:

No, I mean… I think one of the issues for everybody in every country is trying to take that first step, trying to get it these pilot projects of the
ground, trying to prove themselves that there is other possibilities than the monopolistic companies for profit which organize resources at the
moment. That is a huge first step. I think once you've got the first step, you know, people will see it and it will kick in snowballs very, very
quickly. And it will be taken by the people. Because we learn from each other. That's what humans do. They see something good and they want
to do it too. That can happen very quickly but we just need those initial steps, those initial projects and support it by as many people as possible.

Aleksandra:

And hope that my research will…. <…> what the cooperatives or communities should be doing or how to do it in the way that is actually
profitable and bringing big values to the people around. So, yes, if I am…. Once I have the conclusions then I’ll also drop some comments to
you if you don’t mind.

Simon:

I might have thought of…. I mean there's a lot of programs, there are a lot of the small island programs and they try to have a natural small grids
which is at the moment running on diesel generators and those are very keen to move on to solar power. They are very natural pilot projects to
actually give the alternative and to see it. So this is already happening. And they're happening in Portugal in Madeira in the Azores. So. I think
that that is important to spread the news of those and the success of those as well. And then there's no reason why everybody on the mainland
shouldn't have their own grids. I mean people trying to understand how the electricity gets to the house. Generally comes from bigger sources
into smaller sources and then is provided a certain voltage rate locally. I mean. It's not rocket science. You don’t need to actually be hooked up
to a large power stations. You can provide your own energy.

Aleksandra:

Mm hmm. Yeah. Thank you once again for your time and for the…. Yeah, for the needs and all the insights that you told me. I also found out
something interesting for myself something completely new that I didn't think about before like this retrofit activities, for example, or support
in transition from fossil fuel based technologies to other technologies for the existing equipment that's already there. So I will stop recording
now because this is encapsulated already.
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Leads
After the interview, it was arranged that the interviewee would send an email concerning the leads that
had been picked up during the interview as well as additional leads. The leads concern specific people
or documents which are useful for further research. These leads are presented in Table 1. The people
listed in this table are considered to be potentially interesting for further research and interviewing.
This table show the leads that were provided by the interviewee during the interview. The table shows
the name of the lead (person or document), its function and the context in which the lead was mentioned.
Table 22 Table with leads
Lead

Function

Context in interview

Ana Rita Nazário Marouço Project Developer Employee of Coopérnico, expert on energy communities

Analysis and reflection
The research question of the interview was as follows:
What values, and specifically what economic value can Local Energy Community create to its members
and other actors in residential sector?
What suitable organizational models for the operation of the Local Energy Communities can maximize
the satisfaction of the values and needs of Local Energy Communities?
The Coopérnico is a platform gathering the Local Energy Communities in many cities in Portugal,
Simon, the interviewee is the representative of one of the locations united under Coopérnico – Tavira.
He is mainly motivated by environmental, social and financial values. He a strong advocate of the
sustainability, shares the concerns for the climate change and wants to support the clean energy
transition by decreasing the demand of the fossil fuels and their use in the energy generation. In his
opinion, Portugal does not take advantage of the abundant solar energy and the potential to assure the
energy provision with means of renewable energy. Additionally, he strongly criticizes the fact that the
critical infrastructure, such as the national grid, is in hands of foreign investors and the profit taking
companies. In his opinion, this closes the possibility for the citizens to enjoy lower electricity bills due
to the fact that the monopolistic companies impose high connection charges and payments for the usage
of the gird. For this reason, he strongly supports all schemes allowing local communities have control
over their locality, especially with satisfy their energy needs with the renewables, which can be sourced
locally rather Central Power stations and having the control over their assets. He wants his Local Energy
Community achieve energy self-sufficiency and energy security by becoming independent from
monopolistic incumbent firms. Additionally, he likes the community ownership setups and supports the
development of social network for the launches of the energy communities. He thinks that, in order to
build resilience in the region, the energy communities might go beyond only renewable energy
provision and management. By the cooperation with local contractors and local population, he hopes
for the energy community schemes to facilitate local job creation and discourage the migration of young
generation to big cities in the search for employment. He suggests that Local Energy Communities
should adopt a holistic approach contributing to the diffusion of certain new technologies, such as
expansion of use of the electric vehicles contributing to the local environmental and health benefits. In
his opinion, this will result in the growing attractivity of the region, strengthening the economic base
and allowing further revenue streams, such as benefitting from eco-tourism.
When it comes to the proper organizational models of the Local Energy Communities, Simon suggests
the cooperative model. He stresses the importance of transparency in the operation of community-based
energy schemes and in his opinion, the cooperative model allows a very high degree of transparency
due to the fact that it imposes the obligation on all members to participate in the decision making
process. Additionally, in the cooperative model, the members have the possibility to closely observe
the managing team and they are able to constantly verify their performance. Simon, thinks practically
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and in his opinion it is not possible to constantly satisfy everyone involved in the project. Therefore, he
thinks that the democratic decision making process is the most appropriate one.
Validity
After the analysis of the material was finished, the researcher provided Simon Pannett with the transcript
of the interview and the interpretation to ensure the validity of the respondents answers. Additionally,
the conclusions of the interview were compared with the conclusions from the interview with Ana Rita
Nazário Marouço to ensure there are no contradictions.
On the other hand, Simon does not represent the average citizen of region of Algarve. Being a wealthy
British citizen who lives in Tavira after having retired from his accountant job in the United Kingdom,
he is rather one of the better educated and wealthier representatives of Algarve’s population.
Additionally, he is not native to Portugal and mostly interacts with like-minded people gathering around
the energy community and aiming to contribute to the energy transition. It is important to notice that
being a pensioner, he is able to sacrifice more of his personal time and attention to work on the energy
community projects and therefore his opinions are quite biased. However, in the local organization of
Tavira, there are similar members to him which constitute a big part of the community. Therefore, it
can be concluded that in spite of not ideally representing the average citizen of Algarve, Simon well
represents the views and opinions of local group of Coopérnico and can be treated as the valid
representative.
Regarding answering the research questions, the problem of suitable organizational models for the
operation of the Local Energy Communities allowing the maximization of satisfaction of their values
and needs is still not properly solved. Although the interviewee was quite confident that the cooperative
model is the ideal one to serve the needs of energy communities, one can doubt that this answers was
very well thought through. The researcher assumes that the interviewee suggested the cooperative
model because this model is adopted by Coopérnico and the interviewee is simply used to it.
Additionally, the interviewee was rather visionary about the potential activities performed by the energy
community and suggested an idea for a business model containing a broad range of responsibilities for
such an organization without explaining how he envisions it in practice. Therefore, the researcher
thinks his suggestions shall be taken with caution as they must implemented by the organisation at a
moderate pace.
The researcher slightly deviated the questions asked from the initial plan in order to fully take advantage
of the limited time of the interview and investigate the information that was in the area of expertise of
the interviewee. The researcher made sure to clarify any doubts during the conversation and was asking
follow up questions to clear the doubts. In this way the influence of the researchers bias was minimized.
Reliability
First of all, the researcher experienced difficulty while attempting to design the interview questions that
would be non-directional and not imposing their opinion, but still quite specific and to the point.
However, the interview questions were quite specific, providing the structure, therefore the text is not
open for a lot of different interpretations.
Unfortunately, the recording is not ideal and some parts of the conversation are missing of badly
recorded with no possibility to decode the words spoken. However, the statements of interviewee were
repeated a couple of times and were clarified by the researcher, therefore the text is not open for multiple
interpretations.
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13 APPENDIX: Interview protocol – Ana Rita
Nazário Marouço
The value in Local Energy Communities - new actors in the
energy transition
Date: 24.04.2019
Researcher:
Aleksandra Radwanska (1375822)
a.radwanska@student.tue.nl
In this interview research, we aim to contribute to an understanding of the values and needs of local
energy community members and to verify the prioritization of the values present in given community.
2. What values, and specifically what economic value can Local Energy Community create to its
members and other actors in residential sector?
3. What suitable organizational models for the operation of the Local Energy Communities can
maximize the satisfaction of the values and needs of Local Energy Communities?
Theory and justification
The world is increasingly concerned about global challenges resulting from the use of the fossil fuels
and the increasing degradation of the natural environment. In order to decrease the output of polluting
substances, among others carbon dioxide, a radical change in the energy generation sector is needed,
coupled with improvements in renewable energy technologies as well as societal changes. Adding to
this, the current energy system is mainly represented by big energy companies providing electricity
through a centralized energy system. Throughout the generations of operation in a centralized, fossil
fuels based way, the energy system has led to the degradation of the environment and the climate change
due to growing emissions of greenhouse gases and contaminating pollutants. However, a number of
broad changes such as development of renewable energy sources, research on clean fuel alternatives,
smart grids and ICT-based infrastructure put pressure on the incumbents and advocate for an alternative
way of organizing the systems, by e.g. decentralization, and democratization of the energy production
(Burke & Stephens, 2017, 2018), coupled with more wide-spread use of renewable energy generation
technologies and phasing-out of the use of fossil fuels. There is also a growing number of and a
widespread support to the Distributed Energy Resources (DERs). Many new technologies, many
initiatives, they set up basic infrastructure but they do not create sufficient critical mass to motivate a
larger change. Real impact could be made when multiple devices are linked together to form a
sustainable decentralized network, also called Virtual Power Plant (VPP).
The supporters of VPP systems have successfully exerted pressure on the politicians of the European
Commission and the conditions of their existence are currently negotiated in the legislation of European
Union as Local energy communities (European Commission, 2017). They are considered an efficient
way of managing energy at community level by consuming the electricity they generate either directly
for power or for (district) heating and cooling, with or without a connection to distribution systems.
However, currently they are either blocked (EDSO, 2017) or taken advantage from by the incumbents
to solve the problems of the energy system. Additionally, the LECs lack critical mass and need
assistance in building the network to successfully aggregate and be able to exert bigger pressures on the
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existing socio-technical system. Additionally, they require support in facilitating a constructive
interplay between relevant stakeholders, especially the providers of technology able to satisfy their
needs.
The LECs want to operate on different values than current regime, therefore a lot of attention is needed
in order to help them setup and develop in an appropriate way without the need to make any trade-offs
between bankability and pursuing the radical change in energy provision. In order to avoid the scenario
of becoming the new sustainified incumbents, they should refrain from sacrificing their values to
become financially sustainable and bankable. Furthermore, the existing literature operates on the
abstract level of the concept of LECs. There is a need for quantification of the economic values provided
by the flexibility offered by the LECs in order to prove they can be financially viable to survive in the
harsh institutional environment that does not support them. Finally, more attention needs to be paid to
the actors helping in the establishment and development of the communities, the ESCOs or any other
third-party facilitators as well as the proper organizational and business models of the LECs, taking into
account not only how to sustainify the current business models of the regime actors, but primarily how
to establish radically different logic of the value creation (Jonker, 2012).
Method
Since the topic of interest, the community based Virtual Power Plants and local energy communities, is
a relatively new research topic, there are still a lot of unknown factors to be considered. There are
various attempts to establish local energy communities, but no coherent and replicable organizational
model has been designed yet. Therefore, there’s a large amount of information yet to be uncovered.
Considering the novelty of this specific application of a VPP and the limited available literature on the
topic, this research uses a bottom-up inductive approach. The research is moreover interested in the
benefits and downsides for the involved stakeholders, most specifically the community members. It is
therefore important to consider the meaning of the involved stakeholders assign to the issue. A method
that allows for the discovering of meaning and is an inductive bottom-up approach is the qualitative
interview (Weiss, 1994; Cresswell, 2009). For this purpose, a single, face-to-face, semi-structured
interview is conducted in order for indicative themes to emerge. These themes can then be used to
conduct more in-depth follow-up research, including more interviews. The interview was partially
structured, though the researchers were ready to adapt the questions to the direction of the conversation.
Additionally, due to the fact that one of the interviewers knows the interviewee, the conversational tone
was chosen in order to create more natural environment.
Interviewee selection and justification
Ana Rita Nazário Marouço is the national leader of the Coopérnico a cooperative of renewable energies,
with a social focus that operates to support projects promoting solidarity, education or environmental
protection. It was founded by 16 citizens coming from diverse background and professional experiences
but sharing a common concern for sustainable development. Their vision is to foster a fair and
responsible energy model based on renewables, contributing to a social, environmental and energy
sustainable future. They aim to involve citizens and companies in the creation of a new energy paradigm
- renewable and decentralized - for the benefit of society and the environment (Coopérnico, 2019).
Specifically, they aim to conduct projects to generate economic benefits, from the sale of the produced
electricity, as well as environmental benefits with the production of clean electricity (without emissions
of carbon dioxide and other pollutants). The electricity produced is integrated into the electricity grid
and serves to supply families and businesses. To support their local community, the foundation of the
operation is to distribute the benefits generated by society, investors and the environment.
Interview protocol
This protocol is based on a template provided by Stanford University (National Center for
Postsecondary Improvement, 2003). The interview questions are divided into 5 categories which are
each aimed at gathering different data relating to the research question:
2. What values, and specifically what economic value can Local Energy Community create to its
members and other actors in residential sector?
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3. What suitable organizational models for the operation of the Local Energy Communities can
maximize the satisfaction of the values and needs of Local Energy Communities?
The goal of the categories are as follows:
A. Gathering information about the interviewee’s role,
B. Gathering information about the current state of the community he’s involved in,
C. Exploring the values that are important to the community members and prioritize them,
D. Understanding possible effects of application of different services to the community,
E. Exploring the potential organizational models for the particular community.
For every question, possible probe questions are included which can be used in case the interviewee’s
answer does not entirely match the intended goal of the question.
In case there’s time left after discussing each of the prepared questions, there’s room for final remarks
by the interviewee, as well as possible emerging questions by the interviewers. These additional topics
can be listed in section F. Any possible leads (people, documents, etc.) provided by the interviewee can
be listed under section G.
Introductory protocol
To facilitate the processing of the information gathered during the interview, today’s interview is
recorded. The interviewee, Ana Rita Nazário Marouço, is asked the sign the consent form, in order to
meet our human subject requirements. This document states that:
•

participation is entirely voluntarily and the interviewee may choose to stop the interview at any
time,

•

the information discussed during the interview is considered confidential and will only be
shared among the interviewers, Aleksandra Radwanska and the assignment’s supervisor, Anna
Wieczorek and Eryk Masiak, and anonymously published in the Master Thesis

•

we do not intend to inflict any harm.

The interview is intended to last approximately 45 minutes. Due to the limited time and the number of
questions that we would like to complete, interruption in order to push ahead may be necessary. Thank
you for understanding and thank you for participating in the research.
Introduction
You have been selected as an interviewee in our research due your function in the Coopérnico
community. For that purpose the following research question was formulated:
What values, and specifically what economic value can Local Energy Community create to its members
and other actors in residential sector?
What suitable organizational models for the operation of the Local Energy Communities can maximize
the satisfaction of the values and needs of Local Energy Communities?
Interview section
• Gathering information about the interviewee’s role - Interviewee’s background
o

Could you please start by saying a bit about yourself? Briefly describe your role at the
Coopérnico.
Probe: Why did you decide to start the project?

•

Gathering information about the current state of the community he’s involved in.
o

What is the state of the local energy community now?
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o
•

•

Exploring the values that are important to the community members.
o

Who could potentially be affected by a local energy community?

o

What do you personally find the most attractive / interesting about the local energy
community?

o

What do you expect to personally gain from participating in the local energy
community?

Prioritization of the values.
o

•

•

What do you find is the most important / relevant aspect of the local energy
community?
Probe: Can you prioritize it?

Identifying the possible products and services offered to the community.
o

What do you think the local energy community should provide to you?
Probe: What do you aim to obtain from the community? What do you expect the
community to do for you?

o

What are you as a leader planning to offer to the local energy community members?

o

What do you think the members of local energy community would appreciate the most?
Probe: Why do you came to this conclusion?

Understanding possible effects of application of different services to the community.
o

•

Do you think this local energy community project is beneficial for locations
participating? Why/ why not?

What are potential benefits and downsides for the people in the community?
Probe: Do you expect an effect on costs of living?

Exploring the potential organizational models for the particular community.
o

If you created the local energy community, do you possibly see an active role for the
people living around to participate in the energy trading system?

o

Who do you think should be decisive on the finances of the local energy community?

o

What is in your opinion the role of the members in the local energy community?
Probe: How do you envision the decision-making processes in the local energy
community?

F. Room for final remarks and additional questions
G. Leads (people or documents)
Transcript
What follows is the verbatim transcript of the interview conducted on the 24.04.2019, between
interviewer Aleksandra Radwanska, and interviewee Ana Rita Nazário Marouço.
Aleksandra: Thank you for helping me gather the information about Coopernico. It would be very helpful if you could at the beginning
introduce yourself.
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Rita:

My name is Rita Mauroco. I’ve been working in Coopernico for a year and a half now. I am a project developer there. The
work in Coopernico, the way it was built up, was by a gathering of 16 citizens that thought that the cooperative model was
the best model to fulfil their needs which was to have more renewable energy available for the common citizen and to inject
more renewable energy into Portuguese grid. So they started out Cooperinico in 2013 and they started just with what we call
our production projects. So they put together the citizens who want to invest in renewable energy production and with those
investments they created projects where renewable energy is produced. So far, we only have these production projects
producing renewable electricity from solar PV. And with those investments and production of electricity, then is its sold back
to the grid and that sale of electricity is what allowed Cooperinico to grow and have the first model of business.

Aleksandra: <disruption>
Rita:

So, how I was saying, the Coopernico’s strategy is what we call our production side of the cooperative. And then our members
wanted Coopernico to be their electricity supplier. But to enter the Portuguese electricity market, the liberalized one, is very
difficult because you have to pay huge warranties to the grid operated, both distrib… the grid operator in the distribution
section and the transport section of electricity. So, what Coopernico did back then, that was in late 2014, beginning of 2015
was to establish a partnership with another Portuguese company called <…> which has a commercial brand for the electricity
retail called YUS, which stand s for “YES, local energy” and they are the ones supplying our members till this day with
electricity. And Coopernico promise to its members was to have enough production projects every year to surplus the amount
of electricity they are consuming from the grid.

Aleksandra: Okay, so just to understand. The members of Coopernico, they possess, they are the owners of the production facilities, the
PV panels, then they sell it to this third party and then the third party sells to the members. Right?
Rita:

More …? We have a figure here in the Portuguese electricity market, called the last resource supplier. It’s a private company
but it has to obey the states regulations and well, … what the government says about it. So it’s a private company but it’s
managed by the government. So they are the ones in case all the electricity suppliers… Let’s imagine a company enters the
market and after years it goes bankrupt. So we have an agent in the market to catch all the final consumers this company had.
So this agent is the last resource electricity supplier. So they are the ones with which we established the contract and the
electricity is in the grid. Then, they are other suppliers in the electricity market, and with one of them we established the
partnership to supply our members with electricity. But because they are also private company, they decide where the
electricity comes from. So they go to electricity market and they buy the electricity from whom they want. And so, what we
made a promise to our members, it’s kinda like a “net zero balance”. So we are obliged by the promise to our members that
was approved in General Assembly of Coopernico that our production projects have to produce more renewable energy
(electricity) than the amount of electricity they are consuming from the grid.

Aleksandra: And is it realized by now? Is it working well?
Rita:

Yes, yes it is. Every year we’re always trying to catch the amount they are consuming, but from this year or now we are
always producing more than they are consuming.

Aleksandra: And how do you measure how they are consuming? Do you have some direct contact with them? With their smart meters?
Rita:

No, not with their smart meters. They are issued a bill every month and the partnership we have with a company is that they
do the billing, but we do the customer relationship management. So we know every month how much is billed to each of our
members , so we know how much energy they are consuming. And at the end of the year or at the beginning of the next year
we see how much they consumed and how much our production projects produced.

Aleksandra: Oh, that sounds very well organized. And do you think that this setup is beneficial for the locations or the people participating?
Rita:

Well, it’s beneficial for in terms of the regulation and what is possible in Portugal right now. So what we are trying to do is
to become and independent electricity supplier for ourselves. And then we can share our members than more that electricity
that our production projects are producing that they are consuming the electricity form the grid that comes from renewable
sources. Directly. So, that’s a step that we want to take once we become an electricity supplier on our own. Because we need
to ….? In order for the other steps that we want to take, which one of those is to create citizens energy communities, but local
ones. So we have members that live in small village or apartment buildings that form a condominium and they want to
produce and consume the energy locally. But in Portugal the regulations don’t allow it. So you can have a self-consumption
only for your house, if you live in a your own hose, like in a town house. But if you live in a apartment building, you cannot
produce in the rooftop and sell to your neighbours. You can only produce on the rooftop if you want to consume for the
common areas of the building. Like for lightings, HVAC systems, elevators, garage, and so on. So we are in conversation
with the state and other agents in the electricity market to allow for the regulation to evolve in ta stage where it is possible to
collective self-consume locally or in a virtual network.
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Aleksandra: Uhym, okay.
Rita:

So we need to be that figure that independent electricity supplier to establish the business models that will allow our members
wither to locally self-consume or to virtually self-consume.

Aleksandra: So I imagine that you also develop some benefits in your mind. And what do you think will be the biggest benefits for the
community if they have this projects in their house or in their location?
Rita:

Obviously, to consume the local energy that is renewable energy. That is always. The big picture for Coopérnico is to produce
ore renewable energy so that ore renewable energy can enter the electricity grid or is consumed in a bigger way than fossil
fuel energy. And also the creation of these communities can educate the population about energy efficiency. We think that
in Portugal there is a lot illiteracy when it comes to electricity market. So the people here don’t know how the market operates,
how the electricity… Well, they know it is produced, but how it reaches their house usually it’s topic that they don’t know
about it. So when we create this energy community, the citizen energy communities, we want to promote more education in
that field and if people are better aware of how they can be smart consumer of electricity, then they usually are efficient in
their consumption and it’s better for all of us.

Aleksandra: Yhym and do …
Rita:

<disruption>

Aleksandra: Oh sorry. Do you have anyone in mind, let's say, apart from only the end consumers who could potentially be affected by
this project so for, local energy communities?
Rita:

Right now we are just thinking about the our members and their small communities, but it if we can create successfully one
or two energy communities that can lead by example here in Portugal, because there are none, then it will be a positive
example for all of us citizens in Portugal to create their own communities. So Coopérnico will grow in terms also of members
but it would be… What we want to impact is the Portuguese population to see that it is possible to create these type of
communities and then they bring benefits not only for them as citizens but for the population as a whole and for to
environmental, obviously.

Aleksandra: So, you like you think you are mostly focusing on the consumers in the residential sector …<disruption>… companies or
some additional services right.
Rita:

Yes mostly because our members are mostly citizens from residential homes. Yes that's where we are focusing our efforts.
It doesn't mean that the end in the clean energy package the definition allows for small service companies or enterprises to
enter those citizens energy communities so it doesn't mean that let's say it's apartment building that have bakery owner or
this shop or post office in the same apartment building. That doesn't mean we should exclude them. Those small services
could also benefit a lot from the energy community. And if you think in terms of selling the energy or consuming the locally
the energy that is being produced those services probably need more energy throughout today than the residential owns. So
that would be a good thing to look at as well.

Aleksandra: Ok. And personally for you what is the most attractive or interesting aspect about the local energy community?
Rita:

Well I joined Coopérnico and my masters is also in energy so I believe that renewable energies and they can meet local
energy communities are really the future. So to be able to help achieve that transformation in Portugal is very satisfying for
me.

Aleksandra: Mm hmm. So this is something that you expect to gain personally from the project, right?
Rita:

Yes, I think personally and professionally it complements itself beautifully because I joined the section because I did thought
and I do think it is the future. So to have the possibility to be a part of that transformation. Yes it's also very rewarding
personally for me not only professionally but also personally. Yes.

Aleksandra: Mm hmm. And in cooperation with other people, with other members of Coopérnico what would you identify as the most
important or the relevant aspects of the Community… Energy Community. What do the people say what to what comes to
your mind first as the most important or relevant thing for them?
Rita:

It's to be able to produce their own electricity.
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Aleksandra: okay. So…
Rita:

So they are really our members are very, let’s say, environmentally concerned. So they do support and believe that renewable
energy is the future. They want to embrace and they would like very much to produce and consume the energy. They also
think it's a good business models. They have seen cases from other business models that occur not only in Europe but let's
say the Brooklyn microgrid case. So our members would like for… eee… for that to be possible here in Portugal. And the
regulation unfortunately still doesn't allow it. But that's what we at Coopérnico also trying to do is to do. To change the
regulation to allow local collective self-consumption.

Aleksandra: Also, you mentioned before that it's very important for the people to be sustainable and good for the environment. What
about if the costs are really too high? Are they still holding on to this idea or are the costs….?
Rita:

We have both cases in Coopérnico. We have members who join only for the financial profits. But, then we do have members
that joined because they believe in the cause. But since PV has dropped… The cost of PV as really drastically been getting
been low every year, so they are the ones who are asking for our help to be able to help them build these energy communities.
So in terms of their department building I was using as an example. But is that the case we are trying to set up here in
Portugal. That community in that apartment building before any of them joined Coopérnico, for themselves they bought
LEDs, for all the lightings in the building so then they have a more smart consumption and a lower consumption of electricity.
So that came from themselves and afterwards they see the model for the LEDs work well and then they installed PV for the
common areas of the building. All by themselves, without Coopérnico interfered. And then they wanted to… to have more
PV installed so they could do consume in their own houses and sell to their neighbours, for instance. A business model of
some type like that. And they… they saw they couldn't do it for themselves so they were the ones asking us for help to help
them establish their… their local community and to explain to them why all the regulation still doesn't allow us in Portugal
which are working very hard to try to change that. So when you think about these communities in Portugal with… You think
mostly about PV and the cost of PV has dropped every year for the last two or three, four years, five years. So it's not so
costly anymore. And people really want to embrace renewable energy so there investing in renewable energy. And to be
more sustainable.

Aleksandra: Mm hmm. And was there reaching out for your help of Coopérnico or in the cooperation - what are the activities that they
wish to obtain? What are the services that they wish to obtain? And what exactly are they mostly asking for? For what kind
of help?
Rita:

I think they need our help. Not only on the technological side that they need… like… the technical tools, they need the
management system and I think <disruption>… It is only the technical side. So they have meters at their homes. I don't know
if all of them are smart meters but they're not. But smart meters are only being installed right now in Portugal by the grid
operator. Not only that, also like about 30 percent of homes nowadays have them, but it's still a process ongoing. So probably
we need to do certain metering to help them to install that business model and to…. So they don't know how to do business
models around PV even if self-consumption was possible in Portugal and they could install more PV on the rooftop to
consume locally, I do think they would need help establish the business model around that collective self-consumption system
and a management system as well.

Aleksandra: And if you were to become a member of Coopérnico not only… Let's say the like also for example being in the location,
living in the location that can cooperate with other people, what would you personally see us as the service done for the
members? What would you like to obtain from such cooperatives, from such initiatives?
Rita:

Well, mostly what I'm saying is that if I was in that community what I wanted Coopérnico to do is what they can do and ask
us to do is to do we get to that management figure that can manage their collective self-consumption system that they want
to install in the community and to do that part of the service. But other members of ours that aren't included in the communities
like an apartment building, they would like for Coopérnico to have like a virtual collective self-consumption business models
as well. Apart from the production projects where they are involved.

Aleksandra: Ok so this is something you think they would appreciate most: to be the manager, to be the one taking the responsibility of
governing the system and to provide that technical and the business economic help for making the production or the operation
mostly cost effective, right?
Rita:

Yes.

Aleksandra: OK. And do you see any possible downside is that downsides for the people in the community for any possible disadvantages
of such projects?
Rita:

Well, I don't know it can be called a disadvantage. One of the concerns here in Coopérnico is to establish the fairest of the
business models there and that's something that we have been discussing with them because you can imagine that in an
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apartment building some of the tenants might be there the whole time. Some of them might not be there at all and only arrived
at night to their home. So we've established a fair business models where all of their concerns are… are provided for or
looked out for. That's one of the things that concerns us the most. And the…. And they might see to it as a disadvantage as
the classic system that is implemented now where you only pay the electricity that you are consuming. Also, there are lots of
discussion going on with the grid operator. Because the charges of the grid are paid in your electricity bill by the final
consumer, the residential final consumer by they. So they are consuming locally and not using the grid, the general grid, so,
there should be other tariffs implemented for that.. that cause as well. So the grid tariffs might be disadvantage if they will
not change until such a system is improved.
Aleksandra: And how do you think this might affect the people like… Can you… Can you elaborate on this?
Rita:

Some of them might not want to join the collective self-consumption and prefer the traditional system. So all these
disadvantages for the members is a disadvantage for us, because we are the ones maintaining and operating the whole system.
And it is tricky for us. Let’s say, we have 80 apartments in buildings and 20 of them doesn’t want the system. That will imply
more money invested in the system itself to separate these 20 from the other 80. So that the energy can only effect those. So
that will imply a more costly system.

Aleksandra: But you'd say that in this situation you'd like to do the double cabling? Like for example to take the cabling from the PV
system directly to the apartments and separated from the cabling provided by the DSO? Or… Am I understanding it wrong?
Rita:

It’s one of the things that we’re still studying here in Coopérnico. Or how to do it to be more fair to the citizen. Because if
you leave the system as it is now, when the system is producing, the electricity will go to the person that is consuming at that
time. But imagine that none of them are there at the time. What will we do with the electricity that is being produced? Because
system with batteries is even more costly. So that would be a barrier for the investment. For the lucrative, et’s say, of the
system..

Aleksandra: I understand. Okay. Do you see any other potential downsides or any negative aspects that you already may be addressed in
your project?
Rita:

I think it's more a risk for the Coopérnico, and they position on the market during the operation of the project. But I think
there’s no risk to that person to the payments itself. Because they do not want to control the system. Imagine that's a local
community that does that for themselves. That then it would be a risk for themselves. And if you are making the system and
everyone says: “Yeah, we'll go for it for that system”. And then at the end: “Eeee, no, I want to go back to the traditional
one.” So we have invested a lot of money and you are not obtaining enough return for meet if no one is… or most of them
are not too involved in that system. So it is important to have the strong community that can can… can vouch for the use of
such a system for the time period established. Independently, if it is governance by cooperative or other type of government
system.

Aleksandra: And then how do you stimulate the active participation of people and to… And to maybe draw some loyalty from them so
that they… they are more active and are more committed to…?
Rita:

We organize workshops with those communities want to be local, collective self-consumption energy communities, we
will… We have envisioned a set of workshops to establish with them to make them understand what the system can and
cannot do or what they will gain from being in such a system. Both the economic and environmental benefits that such a
system can provide and to share with them energy efficiency tips and try to engage them to be an active community as a
smart costumer.

Aleksandra: Does active community and smart consumer also means participating directly in energy trading system or somehow deciding
on the times when my… let's say, consciously decide on the usage of the devices or how do you define it?
Rita:

Ideally yes, but not… You are different… You cannot expect that everyone in the community will respond this time. We
have people that we know are very keen to use such a system and they always say if that system system as an app for you or
for your phone so we know that some of our members will be always on their phone seeing when the electricity is cheaper
or… so you have that kind of demand response from them. But… And flexibility… But I don't think all the members of the
community are like that in every type of community that you can see are people that don't are really interested about it.
Usually they only have… Want to have cheaper electricity bills. So that's the only common thing with all the people in those
communities they all want to have really cheaper electricity bills. So if we can assure that all the people will have cheaper
electricity bills, they'll be engaged but not all of them will be engaged in those types of flexibility markets or peer to peer
markets if they could be a thing here in Portugal which they could not yet.
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Aleksandra: And did you investigate or did you discuss some measures that can… Let's say, <…> electricity usage in the system to still
provide flexibility. But without active… Taking the attention from the people like, I don’t know, some controllers that warm
up the space in the rooms or warm the water in the boilers according to their own control optimization.
Rita:

These projects that I'm talking about with that apartment building only started a few months ago. It's included in a European
project that Coopérnico is going to participate, called <NAME> which is H2020 projects and it's going to last the next four
years, well three and a half right now. And only in the beginning of the third year and is the technological tool being installed
and yes,, obviously we are concerned about it but we still haven't gathered enough information. We do know that some of
our members based on the questionnaire, their response, they wouldn't mind giving up the control of such a system. Let's
say, if they knew the house would be warm enough for the winter they wouldn’t mind that the grid, the manager or operator
would control when the ACs, for instance or to say to them: “OK, just do your wash machine then and you’ll be compensated
for something later.” Yes, some of them will be keen on that. Others, not so much. They like to control their houses so it is
important to establish also a system that could allocate both to both needs. I think I think that the way to evolve to that system
is to have the economic benefits for those who don't… Who give up their control of such a such systems in order for a grid
to have more flexibility.

Aleksandra: And in Coopérnico, in the new systems that you're going to create, how do you envision the decision making processes of
members in the local community especially with the focus on the finances? How do you want to solve it? Do you have any
plans on that already?
Rita:

Right now we only one tool to make sure it is possible for them to collective self-consume and to have a simple business
model installed or established around the collective self-consume, consumption. I think in Portugal, we are a little bit behind
when it comes to systems that could be controlled by any kind of grid operator to control those types of appliances. So the
first step for us is to establish a collective self-consumer citizen energy community. Then, when we have that in place and
regulation is therefore for this part then we think Portugal we start to think about what type of control too… it is possible
to… in the grid. Because our grid is still very centralized. So we only of one grid distribution operator and one transport grid
operator. So because the system about until 7 years ago was still operated and managed by just one company in Portugal.

Aleksandra: The edp?
Rita:

Yes, I think it's about them. Well, the word to have a liberalized electricity market started before but that wasn't about seven
years ago where it was really liberated and more electricity agents appeared in the market especially electricity suppliers
appeared in the markets, so this… Despite those electricity suppliers, the grid is still operated by one company in terms of
the distribution grid and the transport grid. So when we talk about high tension and medium tension we have another company
which is to manage of the global system. So because our… our grid is still very , if we can talk we can talk with the distribution
grid operator and establish those local communities then we are one step ahead towards the goals of flexibility and demand
response management here in Portugal. But right now we still just the really good dream. So we have to talk and the
distribution network needs to to evolve more. To have more intelligent systems. So to have more flexibility in the grid
integrated with those local energy communities and then from that I think those types of systems could be possible.

Aleksandra: I also imagine since you're active in Coopérnico for quite a long time, you already have some even personal opinion on how
you would like to see Coopérnico working. So still, I am super curious about your opinion about the role of the members
like… Would you rather envision a very democratic decision making process or representative…. Or kinds of levels of
membership would you like to propose? What’s your personal opinion about that?
Rita:

So, Coopérnico, being a cooperative it means that it has a general assembly at least one, but we have two. Two General
Assemblies each year where to activity plan is presented to the members attending the General Assembly and its voted. So
it's a very democratic process. Cooperatives are very democratic. It's the base of their foundation. So but what happens
afterwards of the plan being voted is that management direction was voted as well by the members in an extraordinary general
assembly. And that's management's board are the ones making the decisions on the day to day basis. And in terms of the
energy community I do believe they could work in the same way. So even though the operational system could be hand
delivered to a cooperative in the Energy Community as well, they must have some type of General Assembly where, let's
say, like the… the big picture, the ideals where the community must follow are voted by the whole, but then like a
management board should be elected so they could make those decisions day to day. You see in Portugal that type of
arrangement around apartment buildings. So these type of apartment buildings and management boards is usually elected for
a two year period. They are the ones making the day to day decision around that apartment building. But let's say, the small
stuff: something needs to be arranged, fixed. So they are the ones to be contacted and they do the work to fix what needs to
be fixed or arrange what needs to be arranged. But in like, big things that need like let's say like for example to the PV system
or change the entire lighting system to LED and everything else that it's brought to a general assembly where all the tenants
votes for the… for implementation are a lot of those decisions. So I think personally it's a… it's a good system and it is the
one that should be applied to energy communities as well.

Aleksandra: And do you know if they have problems with the situations that let's say that the owner of the apartment is one person , but
the person living there is not the owner, but for example is renting and whatever improvement is being done, the renter is the
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one benefiting but maybe the owner is the one who has to pay via some tax or whatever. Do you think if they have such
problems and if yes, how they solve them?
Rita:

Yeah, I think that could be a.. could be a problem if the renter is paying, let's say… Because in Portugal we have two types
of renting. You have renting with the expenses included which includes usually the water bill, the electricity bill, then the
gas bill if you have gas in your apartment. And then if such a system was purchased by the owner and then the electricity bill
let's say it's paid by the owner and include on the rent, I don’t think that would be a problem. If the electricity bill is paid
aside from the rent then it would be the renter who would be profiting from the system paid by the owner. But when you
install such a system in your apartment you are already putting value, adding value to that property so the owner could also
see it that way. So I'm paying for this system. The guy living there, will save up in electricity bill but because renewable
energy is so good then, I’ll put a bigger price on the rent.

Aleksandra: So if I understand correctly, for you it's not a problem if even the savings achieved by some efforts with the new flexible
systems are not going to the end user but they are staying in the pocket of the apartment owner, right?
Rita:

Or the apartment owner could also profit somewhere else. Because it would not be fair if the apartment owner is the one to
pay for the system. But when he's renting the house for the same amount he doesn't receive…. The savings are going to the
renter. So when you buy a house in Portugal and if the House has PV or Solar thermal, whatever, in their rooftop, it's a house
with added value. So you have to pay more for that house. I don't see why you do it…. You wouldn’t have to pay more for a
house where renewable energy is possible.

Aleksandra: In a shared apartment building? In the building with shared with many apartments, right? Do you mean that?
Rita:

Yes.

Aleksandra: In fact that's all the questions that I wrote down. So do you have any other comments any of these things that you will want
to add about Coopérnico and you can both your vision for the local energy community?
Rita:

I don’t know. I would have to ask you first if you don't have any more doubts about the work that we do currently here in
Coopérnico because I do know we've talked about the future and that we want energy communities. That some people
sometimes are not understanding exactly what you do. So I just want to make sure that everything is OK from your side.

Aleksandra:

If I understood, you mean?

Rita:

Sorry?

Aleksandra:

If I understood everything you said, you mean, right?

Rita:

Yes yes yes yes.

Aleksandra: So yeah I understood everything because also I'm digging into this topic for almost five months already. So in fact uh yeah
I, I don't participate in such a project or there's no possibility for me to join any cooperative right now. I'm working for the
university Master Thesis but also I have the support from the startup that has software and hardware that enables bigger
flexibility to usage from warming up water and warming up the space of the apartments without that much attention from the
user. And then there that technology provider for a similar project in Belgium, for shared building of many apartments and
in fact I'm working with them to also help establish the definition of the local energy communities and what should be the
business model or the organizational models taking into consideration the flexibility potential, the savings potential and also
then the needs of the people. So that's why I also… Since these Belgian people are not accessible yet because the project has
just started. Thanks to Simon Pannett, we reached to Coopérnico and that's why I wanted to study maybe the Portuguese
market more and to see what are the biggest needs, what are the biggest potential and how this how these initiatives can be
operated because for me is an amazing idea and I would really love to establish it even in Poland and in my hometown. But
I see that in Poland for sure it's in the distant future.
Rita:

It's a little bit out of work. I know that's the fact that the Clean Energy package being approved and now the definition of the
community is there, it's a big step forward. But the problem I think most countries like Portugal is they don't have that
regulated yet and the.. You have to regulate it first in order for it to be installed and to be developed. And we look like a lot
to have more flexibility in those types of technology is you know in our community for sure. But it's still a little bit too far
away for us. So yeah.
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Aleksandra: Also I'm very curious that you said that the environmental impacts or environmental is so important for your members
because that is something that I'm sure for my neighbours and my hometown wouldn’t be a feeling at all! Because they would
only look at the finances. So it's yeah I'm very happy that you sacrificed your time to tell me more about Coopérnico.
Rita:

In Portugal you have to understand that the sustainability has been a current issue for I don't know 10 years now that more
people are pressing the governments to take more and more actions and private companies, in order to be sustainable.
Nowadays, I think it's like a trend. If a company has some kind of sustainability like logo or stamp or project then the
population will go to buy that product. If they can afford it. So I think it's about let's say like a 50/50 situation. So you have
part of the population without the financial let's say capacity to buy the products, but they are the ones that also understand
that is important and they want to support those types of initiatives. But they don't have the financial capacity to do so. So
they stand, like, in the back lines and got the cheaper available possibilities or opportunity for them. But it's almost like a
trend in Portugal. Every company wants to make a type of sustainability brand associated with them because it means more
sales at the end of the month. So I'm happy about it because it means that the companies are also putting a lot of effort and
money to have more sustainable options available. That has been a long process. I remember when I was in primary school
they started to talk about recycling for instance. So it has been and my parents didn't recycle at all. We didn't recycle our…
our house so I was the one that brought the topic of recycling to our house and my father and my mother, both, nowadays
living apart, they both recycle and they didn’t. So we tried, like, we say, a young age nowadays to incubate these ideas of
sustainability and energy efficiency and smart consumption and the sustainability of grants and projects in the young minds
of our generation because they will be the future generations and it is a proven system because nowadays it's almost like a
trend everyone wants to be sustainable here in Portugal.

Aleksandra: And what about these doing things together as a group of neighbours or as a group of individuals? Is it also something that
warms up the hearts of people so much in Portugal?
Rita:

Well, in the rural areas of Portugal you still see that has… because they are small towns and village people tend to really
know each other well or actually know everyone. So it's more easily to bring up these types of local energy communities. In
terms of the big cities, it’s in terms of apartment buildings… You must… Sometimes you have apartment buildings with the
apartment owners or tenants that are very strong believers of the energy transition movement and they try to inhibit those
ideas with the other tenants. Most likely, when they try to do it, it's not only about the environmental benefits but it has some
type of economical benefits attached to this idea.

Aleksandra: And for example if … <interruption>… Were you saying something?
Rita:

No, no.

Aleksandra: OK. So my question, because I'm very curious about. If you were searching for a new apartment for you for some reason, I
don’t know, moving from Porto to Aveiro or whatever would it be an advantage for you if you saw an announcement of the
flat that it participates in some energy co-operative project.
Rita:

Yes, for me personally, yes. I don't know about all of the people living in Portugal, but for me personally, yes, that would be
a great thing to see. What I usually do, not about local energy communities because there are none yet in Portugal but
searching an apartment, I think most people nowadays tend to see… It's mandatory by law to have a certificate…. An energy
certification of that building or apartment. So people tend to look for an apartment with better energy certifications because
when most young people now know that those apartments with better energy certification means that their electricity bill will
be lower. We have a lot of old buildings here in Portugal which have not the proper insulation system. Usually, in the old
days people didn't mind it because your electricity was cheaper. And because you don't have that harsh climates here in
Portugal. So… But people nowadays see if they are… Some friends have… I see it amongst my friends: the ones with houses
better equipped save a lot more in their electricity bill than the ones that have, let’s say the rent a little bit less expensive, but
then they paid a lot for their electricity bill at the end of the month. So people nowadays have also that consciousness.
Especially, like, the people from the let's say 25 years old to 50 years old that are searching for houses have that type of
mentality nowadays.

Aleksandra: OK. Yeah, that sounds very promising then and very hopeful. OK, I am super happy that you sacrificed your time. So now
I'm going to stop the recording because. Yeah. It’s the end of the content.

Analysis and reflection
The research question of the interview was as follows:
What values, and specifically what economic value can Local Energy Community create to its members
and other actors in residential sector?
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What suitable organizational models for the operation of the Local Energy Communities can maximize
the satisfaction of the values and needs of Local Energy Communities?
The Coopérnico is a platform gathering the Local Energy Communities in many cities in Portugal.
According to the interviewee, their members are strongly motivated by the environmental values. Rita
said that the biggest motivator of the members of cooperative Coopérnico is to be able to produce their
own electricity which is the renewable electricity. They jointly invest in the production of the renewable
electricity and closely control the realization of the yearly plan in order to make sure that they consume
the same of less electricity than is produced from their renewable energy facilities. Additionally, some
members are motivated by the financial values and join in order to achieve financial profits realized by
having lower tariffs on the electricity consumed and to take advantage from the lower costs of the
electricity consumed from the photovoltaic installations owned by the cooperative. Additionally, they
seek fulfilment of the institutional and technological values by asking for assistance in establishing
business models supporting them in consuming locally produced electricity and maximizing the
collective self-consumption. To this moment, this is however not allowed in Portugal. At the moment
of the interview, the law does not support the schemes allowing for energy exchange between
neighbours, therefore the accounting of energy produced and consumed is done virtually. Once the law
changes, the members expect the cooperative to help them do business models around PV on the rooftop
to, first of all, consume locally by using a technologically advanced self-consumption system and a
management system, and then profiting from sale of the electricity.
When it comes to suitable organizational models for the operation of the Local Energy Communities
can maximize the satisfaction of their values and needs, Rita is in favour of the cooperative model in
which she believes is the most democratic model. According to her, to ensure good operation of the
Local Energy Communities, they should democratically treat all the members who get to vote on the
activity plan during the General Assemblies, that later on are executed by the management board who
are the people chosen by the members of the community to make the decisions on the day to day basis.
According to her, such a Local Energy Community can be connected with other energy communities
under the community of interest scheme and act as a electricity retailer for the members. In this way,
they would be able to have a better bargaining power when it comes to the negotiations of electricity
provision tariffs, would be able to ensure low costs for the electricity for their members and will have
the tools to virtually account for the electricity produced and consumed by all people gathered under
the community. She does not mention any additional possibilities for revenue streams, such as trading
the energy flexibility of the end consumers with the market, mostly because she claims that the state of
the technology in the apartments of the current members of Coopérnico does not allow for the activities
considered as demand side management. However, she does not exclude this possibility in the future.
Validity
After the analysis of the material was finished, the researcher provided Ana Rita Nazário Marouço with
the transcript of the interview and the interpretation to ensure the validity of the respondents answers.
Additionally, the conclusions of the interview were compared with the conclusions from the interview
with Simon Pannett to ensure there are no contradictions. Ana Rita Nazário Marouço seemed to be a
very well informed employee of Coopérnico with the knowledge of all insights regarding the operation
of the cooperative on the national scale. Additionally, she was very knowledgeable about the topic of
the energy communities, the legislation around them and the practical solutions used in the energy
cooperatives in Portugal. Being native to Portugal and having worked in the environment of Portuguese
energy communities gave her additional mandate to speak on behalf of the preferences of Portuguese
people. On the other hand, her answers might have been sometimes biased due to the fact that she’s an
enthusiast of sustainability and clean energy transition. She mentioned that some tenants might have
bigger willingness to pay for the electricity coming from the renewable sources. This might be coming
from the fact that majority of members of Coopérnico joined the cooperative because they were
motivated mainly by the environmental values and they are strong advocates of the sustainable energy
provision. For this reason, her enthusiasm about the renewable energy sources might be overwhelming
the sober calculations. She mentioned that there are already in Portugal apartment owners or tenants
that are very strong believers of the energy transition movement and they try to inhibit those ideas with
the other tenants. However, later she reflected that they try to do it, if it's not only about the
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environmental benefits but it can yield some type of economic benefits. When it comes to the diffusion
of the Local Energy Communities in Portugal, Rita was quite certain that it would possible and easily
applicable in the small towns and villages where people tend to really know each other well or actually
know everyone. In the urban context on the other hand, she claimed that it might be possible within the
constraints of the apartment buildings I the owners and tenants would have clear vision of not only the
environmental, but also the economic benefits.
The researcher slightly deviated the questions asked from the initial plan in order to fully take advantage
of the limited time of the interview and investigate the information that was in the area of expertise of
the interviewee. The researcher made sure to clarify any doubts during the conversation and was asking
follow up questions to clear the doubts. In this way the influence of the researchers bias was minimized.
Reliability
First of all, the researcher experienced difficulty while attempting to design the interview questions that
would be non-directional and not imposing their opinion, but still quite specific and to the point.
However, the interview questions were quite specific, providing the structure, therefore the text is not
open for a lot of different interpretations. The question relating to the possibility of the deployment of
demand side management and aggregation of the flexibility trading is pen for a more versatile
interpretation however, since the answer only reflect the interviewee’s opinion on the practical
implementation of these efforts and the willingness of members to participate in such a trading system.
system. In order to get a more balanced view of the opinion of the members of Coopérnico, it might be
useful to reach out to the study conducted in 2018 by (Falconi, Dalton, Obolewicz, Pillai, & Primo,
2018), where they in fact expressed quite a big willingness to participate in the DSM activities.
Regarding the suitable organizational models for Local Energy Communities, Rita provided only the
model of cooperative. This might be coming from the fact that she is used to working in the cooperative
environment and thinks highly of the democratic setup allowing all members having equal rights and
voting power. However, in the researchers opinion the interviewees statements were quite confident
and clear and do not leave room for multiple interpretations.
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14 APPENDIX: Community member survey
(English)
Cooperative member survey
About our project
This survey is part of Master Thesis research of student of Master Sustainable Energy Technology at the
Department of Industrial Engineering & Innovation Sciences, Aleksandra Radwanska in cooperation with
Eindhoven University of Technology and Thermovault, a project that aims at developing new energy services to
support the low carbon energy transition. It focuses on evaluation of possibilities for domestic end users to
participate into demand flexibility programs and contribute to the low carbon energy transition. In order to be
used at market level, the flexibility of individual consumers requires the services of a demand aggregator. The
demand flexibility aggregator will do this automatically without affecting end users comfort preferences.

Information we need
In order to better understand the preferences and needs of the end users, we need information related about the
needs and preferences of the end-users in the area of the energy consumption, house energy-related equipment
including generation and storage if any, awareness and specific knowledge on energy, incentives and barriers
perceived for innovative services.
Estimated time to complete the questionnaire. 15 minutes

Personal data protection.
We ensure the confidentiality and non-disclosure of the data provided in this survey. Data will be used in an
aggregated way and only for the purpose of the project.

Want to know more?
Please contact a.radwanska@student.tue.nl

Do you wish to obtain the results of the survey or stay in touch?
Please provide your e-mail address:
………………………………………………………………………………………………

Motivations for participation in the project
How important are following factors for you? Please, mark on the scale, where:
•

0 – not important at all

•

1 – a bit important

•

2 – somewhat important

•

3 – quite important

•

4 – very important

•

5 – my top priority

FINANCIAL: Generating income

0

Savings, reduced energy bills.
Reduced charges for access to electrical grid.
Return on investments in the renewable energy generation.
Fair remuneration based on transparent, clearly communicated methodologies.
Clear, transparent and consumer-protecting regulations that ensures customer rights and market
rules.
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Savings, reduced energy bills.
Reduced charges for access to electrical grid.
Return on investments in the renewable energy generation.
Fair remuneration based on transparent, clearly communicated methodologies.
Clear and transparent contract with the service provider company that ensuring customer
confidence and conflict resolution mechanisms.

FINANCIAL: Competitiveness and economic growth
Tackling fuel poverty.
Supporting local job creation, local suppliers and contracts.
Improving the development of my region.
Addressing poverty and social equity problems in some communities.
Improving the common buildings in our community, for example community building
refurbishment.

INSTITUTIONAL: Participation
Create actors in a renewable powered future.
Creating opportunities for community participation in determining the nature of energy system.
Empowerment of small domestic consumers in electricity markets and balancing markets.

INSTITUTIONAL: Local accountability/ownership/Democratic decision-making
Feeling and experiencing community empowerment.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Contribution to global environmental protection & concerns for climate change.
Contribution to decrease of fossil-fuels consumptions.
Contribution to increase of renewable energy production and energy transition.
Contribution to the sustainability and greenness of the National and European electricity system
by providing clean grid balancing solutions based on demand response.
Contribution to reducing the electricity system gas emissions (for example carbon dioxide
emissions).
Obtaining local environmental benefits (for example: reducing smog in my town.)

TECHNOLOGICAL

Use of innovative (high-tech) system to obtain the electricity and heating in the building.
Use of high level inter-communicated smart technologies for automated control of home
appliances and devices.
Be among the first to participate in a new technologically advanced initiative and give feedback
to improve it.

SOCIAL: Energy security
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Savings, reduced energy bills.
Reduced charges for access to electrical grid.
Return on investments in the renewable energy generation.
Fair remuneration based on transparent, clearly communicated methodologies.
Independence from big energy suppliers.
Provision and use of locally generated energy.
Being self-sufficient in the energy use.

SOCIAL: Renewable energy education & training
Educating about renewable energy, spreading training or knowledge about renewable energy
production.
Increasing awareness about local energy initiatives.
Creating opportunities to engage in volunteering activities.
Increasing the environmental values in my community and help my friends behave in more
environmentally friendly way.

SOCIAL: Local accountability & democratic decision-making
To increase participation in daily life of my community.
To empower my community when it comes to decision on energy use.
To increase sense of ownership of the local grid and locally generated energy.
To improve the feeling or atmosphere within my home.
To show my environmental commitment to others.

SOCIAL: Local job creation & skills development
Supporting social cohesion.
Cooperating with my neighbors and maintaining good relations in the neighborhood. Getting
involved in building strong community with my neighbors.
Cooperating with local companies, supporting local job creation, local suppliers and contracts.
Creating local jobs and developing skills in local community.
Supporting economic development in my region.
Contribute to diversification of the income in my region.
Reducing fuel poverty.
Addressing poverty and social equity problems in my community.
Working and benefitting from eco-tourism developing in the area.

What would discourage you from participation in the project?
□

Lower remuneration than expected.

□

Lack of previous user experience.

□

Initial investment on equipment.

□

Possible occasional comfort variation.
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□

Possible new technology failure.

□

Possible occasional economic penalties.

□

Lack of transparency on contract or financial remuneration.

□

Private information disclosure.

How much do you agree with following statements?
Strongly
disagree
The energy community should keep a part (e.g. 10 EUR/month) of my savings in order to be
able to reinvest in the new renewable energy generation equipment (e.g. solar panels, wind
mills).
The energy community should advise me and support in decision making about improvement
of the equipment I use (for example: advisory on which heat pump or which air conditioning
equipment to choose.)
The energy community should support the electrification of transport in my region.

The energy community should manage the communities’ energy project.

The energy community should take decisions on (re)investment in the communities’ grid and
renewable power generation equipment (windmills, solar panels, grid infrastructure).
The energy community should manage the savings achieved by the project.

I would like to be among the first participants in a new technologically advanced initiative and
give feedback to improve it.
If the monthly savings are not significant (e.g. less than 100 EUR/year), I would prefer to keep
this money in the collective budget of the community in order to use it later for a bigger
investment.
The savings achieved by the energy project should be spent on the initiatives benefitting the
whole community (e.g. creation of the bicycle lanes, building a playground for the children).

Open questions
What do you personally expect to gain from participating in the cooperative?
Do you have any other comments?
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Disagree

I
don’t
have an
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Agree

Strongly
agree

15 APPENDIX: Community member survey
(Portuguese)
PT - Sobre o projecto
Este questionário faz parte da pesquisa de mestrado de Aleksandra Radwanska, estudante do Mestrado de
Tecnologia de Energia Sustentável no Departamento de Engenharia Industrial e Ciências da Inovação da
Eindhoven University of Technology em cooperação com a Thermovault. Este projeto visa desenvolver novos
serviços de energia para apoiar a transição energética de baixo carbono através da avaliação de possibilidades
para os consumidores finais domésticos de participarem em programas de flexibilidade de procura. De modo a
ser usada a nível do mercado, a flexibilidade dos consumidores individuais requer a existência de serviços de
um agregador de mercado que irá fornecer esse serviço de flexibilidade sem interferir com as preferências dos
consumidores finais de energia.Assim, o estudo pretende compreender as motivações dos membros da
Coopérnico para se juntarem a este projecto.

PT - Informação necessária
De modo a entender melhor as preferências e necessidades dos consumidores finais, são necessárias informações
sobre as necessidades e preferências de cada um nas áreas de consumo de energia, equipamentos que consomem
eletricidade nas vossas casas, incluindo, se houver, produção e armazenamento de energia assim como incentivos
e barreiras para serviços inovadores sobre os quais tenham conhecimento.
Tempo estimado para completar o questionário: 15 minutos

PT - Protecção de dados
Garantimos a confidencialidade e a não divulgação dos dados fornecidos nesta pesquisa. Os dados serão usados
de forma agregada e somente para o propósito do projeto.

PT- Quer saber mais?
Por favor envie um e-mail para a.radwanska@student.tue.nl

PT - Quer saber os resultados finais deste projecto?
Então deixe o seu e-mail, por favor: ………………………………………………………………………….

PT - Motivações para a participação no projecto
Quão importantes são os fatores seguintes para si? Por favor, assinale o número de acordo com a
importância:
•

0 – not important at all (não é importante de todo)

•

1 – a bit important

•

2 – somewhat important (alguma importância)

•

3 – quite important

(importante)

•

4 – very important

(muito importante)

•

5 – my top priority

(é o mais importante)

(pouco importante)
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FINANCIAL: Generating income (Motivações Financeiras: Gerar retorno)
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Savings, reduced energy bills. (Poupança, faturas de eletricidade reduzidas)
Reduced charges for access to electrical grid. (Tarifas de acesso às redes reduzidas)
Return on investments in the renewable energy generation. (Retorno financeiro do investimento
em projectos de produção de energia a partir de fontes renováveis.)
Fair remuneration based on transparent, clearly communicated methodologies. (Remuneração
justa com base em metodologias claras e transparentes)
Clear, transparent and consumer-protecting regulations that ensures customer rights and market
rules. (Regulações claras e transparentes sobre a protecção do consumidor que asseguram os
seus direitos e as regras de participação em mercado)
Clear and transparent contract with the service provider company that ensuring customer
confidence and conflict resolution mechanisms. (Contratos claros e transparentes com o seu
comercializador de energia e que asseguram a confidencialidade dos seus dados e mecanismos
de resolução de problemas)

FINANCIAL: Competitiveness and economic
competitividade e crescimento económico)

growth

(Motivações

Financeiras:

Tackling fuel poverty. (Combater a pobreza energética)
Supporting local job creation, local suppliers and contracts. (Apoiar a criação de empregos
locais, comercializadores de energia locais)
Improving the development of my region. (Apoiar o desenvolvimento da minha região)
Addressing poverty and social equity problems in some communities. (Combater a pobreza e
os problemas sociais de algumas comunidades)
Improving the common buildings in our community, for example community building
refurbishment. (Melhorar os edificios publicos da sua comunidade)

INSTITUTIONAL: Participation (Motivações institucionais: participação)
Create actors in a renewable powered future. (Criação de atores num futuro movido a energias
renováveis)
Creating opportunities for community participation in determining the nature of energy system.
(Criação de oportunidades para a cooperativa/comunidade participar na decisão da natureza do
sistema elétrico)
Empowerment of small domestic consumers in electricity markets and balancing markets.
(Capacitação dos pequenos consumidores domésticos de eletricidade no mercado elétrico)

INSTITUTIONAL: Local accountability/ownership/Democratic decision-making (Motivações
institucionais: responsabilidade local/ propriedade/ tomada de decisões democrática)
Feeling and experiencing community empowerment.
fortalecimento/capacitação da comunidade/cooperativa)

(Sentir

e

experimentar

o

ENVIRONMENTAL (Motivações Ambientais)
Contribution to global environmental protection & concerns for climate change. (Contribuir
para a proteção global do ambiente & preocupações com as alterações climáticas)
Contribution to decrease of fossil-fuels consumptions. (Contribuir para a diminuição do
consumo de combustíveis fósseis)
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FINANCIAL: Generating income (Motivações Financeiras: Gerar retorno)

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

Savings, reduced energy bills. (Poupança, faturas de eletricidade reduzidas)
Reduced charges for access to electrical grid. (Tarifas de acesso às redes reduzidas)
Return on investments in the renewable energy generation. (Retorno financeiro do investimento
em projectos de produção de energia a partir de fontes renováveis.)
Fair remuneration based on transparent, clearly communicated methodologies. (Remuneração
justa com base em metodologias claras e transparentes)
Contribution to increase of renewable energy production and energy transition. (Contribuir para
o aumento da produção de energia de origem renovável e para a transição energética)
Contribution to the sustainability and greenness of the National and European electricity system
by providing clean grid balancing solutions based on demand response. (Contribuir para a
sustentabilidade da rede elétrica nacional e europeia através da participação de soluções
baseadas na flexibilidade da procura)
Contribution to reducing the electricity system gas emissions (for example carbon dioxide
emissions). (Contribuir para a diminuição de emissão de gases de efeito de estufa (por exemplo,
dióxido de carbono)
Obtaining local environmental benefits (for example: reducing smog in my town.) (Obtenção
de benefícios ambientais locais (por exemplo: diminuir o SMOG na minha localidade)

TECHNOLOGICAL (Motivações Tecnológicas)

Use of innovative (high-tech) system to obtain the electricity and heating in the building. (Uso
de inovações tecnológicas (high-tech) para obter eletricidade e aquecimento em edifícios)
Use of high level inter-communicated smart technologies for automated control of home
appliances and devices. (Uso de aplicações inteligentes que comunicam com outros sistemas
para controlo de equipamentos domésticos)
Be among the first to participate in a new technologically advanced initiative and give feedback
to improve it. (Ser uma das primeiras pessoas a participar em iniciativas com novas tecnologias
e dar feedback para melhorias.)

SOCIAL: Energy security (Motivações Sociais: Segurança no abastecimento de eletricidade)
Independence from big energy suppliers. (Independência dos grandes comercializadores)
Provision and use of locally generated energy. (Uso e consumo de energia produzida
localmente)
Being self-sufficient in the energy use. (Ser auto-suficiente no consumo de energia)

SOCIAL: Renewable energy education & training (Motivações Sociais: educação e treino nas
energias renováveis)
Educating about renewable energy, spreading training or knowledge about renewable energy
production. (Educação sobre energia renovável, capacitação e partilha de conhecimento sobre
produção de energia de origem em fontes renováveis)
Increasing awareness about local energy initiatives. (Consciencializar a população sobre
iniciativas locais)
Creating opportunities to engage in volunteering activities. (Criar oportunidades para envolver
a população em actividades de voluntariado)
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FINANCIAL: Generating income (Motivações Financeiras: Gerar retorno)
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Savings, reduced energy bills. (Poupança, faturas de eletricidade reduzidas)
Reduced charges for access to electrical grid. (Tarifas de acesso às redes reduzidas)
Return on investments in the renewable energy generation. (Retorno financeiro do investimento
em projectos de produção de energia a partir de fontes renováveis.)
Fair remuneration based on transparent, clearly communicated methodologies. (Remuneração
justa com base em metodologias claras e transparentes)
Increasing the environmental values in my community and help my friends behave in more
environmentally friendly way. (Aumentar as preocupações ambientais na sua comunidade e
ajudar os seus amigos a comportarem-se de modo mais sustentável e amigo do ambiente.)

SOCIAL: Local accountability & democratic decision-making (Motivações Sociais:
responsabilidade local e tomada de decisões democrática)
To increase participation in daily life of my community. (Aumentar a participação na sua
comunidade)
To empower my community when it comes to decision on energy use. (Capacitar a sua
comunidade no que toca ao consumo de energia)
To increase sense of ownership of the local grid and locally generated energy. (Aumentar a
sensação de propriedade no que respeita a rede elétrica local e a energia gerada localmente)
To improve the feeling or atmosphere within my home. (Melhorar o ambiente em minha casa)
To show my environmental commitment to others. (Mostrar o meu compromisso com o
ambiente perante outros)

SOCIAL: Local job creation & skills development (Motivações Sociais: Criação de empregos
locais & desenvolvimento de habilidades)
Supporting social cohesion. (Apoiar a coesão social)
Cooperating with my neighbors and maintaining good relations in the neighborhood. Getting
involved in building strong community with my neighbors. (Cooperação com os seus vizinhos
e melhorar as relações na sua comunidade)
Cooperating with local companies, supporting local job creation, local suppliers and contracts.
Creating local jobs and developing skills in local community. (Cooperar com as empresas
locais, apoiar a criação de empregos locais e o desenvolvimento de comercializadores locais e
de contratos e habilidades na comunidade local)
Supporting economic development in my region. (Apoiar o desenvolvimento da economia
local)
Contribute to diversification of the income in my region. (Contribuir para a diversidade de
empregos na região)
Reducing fuel poverty. (Reduzir a pobreza energética)
Addressing poverty and social equity problems in my community. (Enfrentar problemas de
pobreza e sociais na minha comunidade)
Working and benefitting from eco-tourism developing in the area. (Trabalhar e beneficiar do
desenvolvimento do eco-turismo na minha região)

What would discourage you from participation in the project? (O
que o(a) desencorajaria de participar num projeto deste género?)
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□

Lower remuneration than expected. (Remuneração mais baixa do que o esperado)

□

Lack of previous user experience. (Falta de experiência como utilizador)

□

Initial investment on equipment. (Investimento inicial no equipamento)

□

Possible occasional comfort variation. (Possibilidade de variações ocasionais de conforto dentro da
habitação)

□

Possible new technology failure. (Possibilidade de falha da nova tecnologia)

□

Possible occasional economic penalties. (Possibilidade de penalidades económicas)

□

Lack of transparency on contract or financial remuneration. (Falta de transparência no contrato ou na
remuneração financeira)

□

Private information disclosure. (Divulgação de informações privadas)

How much do you agree with following statements? (Quanto você
concorda com as seguintes declarações?)
Strongly
disagree
(Discord
o
completa
mente)
The energy community should keep a part (e.g. 10 EUR/month) of my savings in order to be
able to reinvest in the new renewable energy generation equipment (e.g. solar panels, wind
mills). (A comunidade energética deveria reter uma parte das minhas poupanças (ex.
10EUR/mês) de modo a poder reinvestir em novos projectos de produção de energia de origem
renovável)
The energy community should advise me and support in decision making about improvement
of the equipment I use (for example: advisory on which heat pump or which air conditioning
equipment to choose.) (A comunidade energética deveria aconselhar-me e apoiar-me na
melhoria dos equipamentos domésticos que uso (ex. Ar condicionado, aquecedores))
The energy community should support the electrification of transport in my region. (A
comunidade energética deveria apoiar a eletrificação dos transportes na minha região)
The energy community should manage the communities’ energy project. (A comunidade
energética deveria gerir os projetos da comunidade relacionados com energia)
The energy community should take decisions on (re)investment in the communities’ grid and
renewable power generation equipment (windmills, solar panels, grid infrastructure). (A
comunidade energética deveria reinvestir os lucros na melhoria da rede ou no aumento de
produção de energia renvável.)
The energy community should manage the savings achieved by the project. (A comunidade
energética deveria gerir os lucros de cada projeto de energia)
I would like to be among the first participants in a new technologically advanced initiative and
give feedback to improve it. (Gostaria de ser um dos primeiros participantes em iniciativas sobre
novas aplicações tecnológicas e dar feddback sobre como melhorá-las.)
If the monthly savings are not significant (e.g. less than 100 EUR/year), I would prefer to keep
this money in the collective budget of the community in order to use it later for a bigger
investment. (Se as minhas poupanças por ao ano não são significantes (ex. 100€/ano) eu preferia
que a comunidade/cooperativa ficasse com o dinheiro para mais tarde investir num projeto
grande.)
The savings achieved by the energy project should be spent on the initiatives benefitting the
whole community (e.g. creation of the bicycle lanes, building a playground for the children).
(As poupanças obtidas pelos projetos de energia deveriam ser gastas em iniciativas que
beneficiem toda a comunidade (ex: construção de parques infantis ou mais vias para bicicletas)
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Disagree
Discordo

I
don’t
have an
opinion
Não
tenho
opinião

Agree
Concordo

Strongly
agree
Concordo
plenamen
te

PT - Questões abertas
O que você espera obter, a nível pessoal, através da participação nesta comunidade/cooperativa?

Tem mais algum comentário?
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16 APPENDIX: Results of the survey
Category

Sub-category

FINANCIAL

Generating
income

ENVIRONMENTAL

INSTITUTIONAL

Competitiveness
and economic
growth

Participation

Local
accountability,
ownership,
Democratic
decision-making

Standard
Average
deviation

Item

Savings, reduced energy bills.

3,65

0,620

Reduced charges for access to electrical grid.

3,60

0,680

Return on investments in the renewable energy
generation.

3,50

0,750

Fair remuneration based on transparent, clearly
communicated methodologies.

4,00

0,600

Clear, transparent and consumer-protecting regulations
that ensures customer rights and market rules.

4,10

0,540

Clear and transparent contract with the service provider
company that ensuring customer confidence and conflict
resolution mechanisms.

4,10

0,540

Tackling fuel poverty.

4,00

0,600

Supporting local job creation, local suppliers and
contracts.

3,60

0,780

Improving the development of my region.

3,60

0,840

Addressing poverty and social equity problems in some
communities.

3,85

0,910

Improving the common buildings in our community, for
example community building refurbishment.

3,55

0,840

Create actors in a renewable powered future.

3,65

0,820

Creating opportunities for community participation in
determining the nature of energy system.

4,10

0,540

Empowerment of small domestic consumers in electricity
markets and balancing markets.

4,00

0,400

Feeling and experiencing community empowerment.

3,45

0,860

Contribution to global environmental protection &
concerns for climate change.

4,30

0,630

Contribution to decrease of fossil-fuels consumptions.

4,35

0,715

Contribution to increase of renewable energy production
and energy transition.

4,40

0,540

Contribution to the sustainability and greenness of the
National and European electricity system by providing
clean grid balancing solutions based on demand response.

3,80

0,520

Contribution to reducing the electricity system gas
emissions (for example carbon dioxide emissions).

4,30

0,700

Obtaining local environmental benefits (for example:
reducing smog in my town.)

3,50

0,850
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Average
score of
category

Standard
deviation
within
category

3,78

0,2240

3,80

0,2622

4,11

0,3372

TECHNOLO
GICAL
Energy security

SOCIAL

Renewable
energy
education &
training

Local
accountability &
democratic
decision-making

Local job
creation & skills
development

Use of innovative (high-tech) system to obtain the
electricity and heating in the building.

3,20

0,800

Use of high level inter-communicated smart technologies
for automated control of home appliances and devices.

3,00

0,900

Be among the first to participate in a new technologically
advanced initiative and give feedback to improve it.

2,45

0,940

Independence from big energy suppliers.

3,95

0,575

Provision and use of locally generated energy.

4,10

0,540

Being self-sufficient in the energy use.

3,95

0,775

Educating about renewable energy, spreading training or
knowledge about renewable energy production.

3,65

0,660

Increasing awareness about local energy initiatives.

3,75

0,825

Creating opportunities to engage in volunteering activities.

3,20

1,000

Increasing the environmental values in my community and
help my friends behave in more environmentally friendly
way.

3,85

0,810

To increase participation in daily life of my community.

3,15

0,765

To empower my community when it comes to decision on
energy use.

3,65

0,590

To increase sense of ownership of the local grid and
locally generated energy.

3,10

0,830

To improve the feeling or atmosphere within my home.

3,75

0,725

To show my environmental commitment to others.

2,70

1,230

Supporting social cohesion.

3,30

0,940

Cooperating with my neighbours and maintaining good
relations in the neighbourhood. Getting involved in
building strong community with my neighbours.

3,10

1,000

Cooperating with local companies, supporting local job
creation, local suppliers and contracts. Creating local jobs
and developing skills in local community.

3,00

0,800

Supporting economic development in my region.

3,15

0,765

Reducing fuel poverty.

3,75

0,600

Addressing poverty and social equity problems in my
community.

3,35

0,820
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2,88

0,3171

3,43

0,4062

The savings achieved by the energy project should be
spent on the initiatives benefitting the whole community
(e.g. creation of the bicycle lanes, building a playground
for the children).
If the monthly savings are not significant (e.g. less than
100 EUR/year), I would prefer to keep this money in the
collective budget of the community in order to use it later
for a bigger investment.
I would like to be among the first participants in a new
technologically advanced initiative and give feedback to
improve it.
The energy community should manage the savings
achieved by the project.
The energy community should take decisions on
(re)investment in the communities’ grid and renewable
power generation equipment (windmills, solar panels,
grid infrastructure).
The energy community should manage the communities’
energy project.

The energy community should support the electrification
of transport in my region.
The energy community should advise me and support in
decision making about improvement of the equipment I
use (for example: advisory on which heat pump or which
air conditioning equipment to choose.)
The energy community should keep a part (e.g. 10
EUR/month) of my savings in order to be able to reinvest
in the new renewable energy generation equipment (e.g.
solar panels, wind mills).

0%
Strongly disagree

Disagree

25%

50%

I don’t have an opinion

75%
Agree

100%

Strongly agree

Figure 28 Opinions on the operation of the energy community

Lack of transparency on contract or financial remuneration.
Possible occasional economic penalties.
Initial investment on equipment.
Possible occasional comfort variation.
Lack of previous user experience.
Lower remuneration than expected.
Private information disclosure.
Possible new technology failure.

0

2

Figure 29 Factors discouraging to participate in the energy community
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17 APPENDIX: Codes in the interviews
Name

# references

Contribution to increase of renewable energy production and energy transition.

21

Provision and use of locally generated energy.

19

To increase participation in daily life of my community.

15

Savings, reduced energy bills.

13

Being self-sufficient in the energy use.

12

Independence from big energy suppliers.

7

Supporting local job creation, local suppliers and contracts.

6

Obtaining local environmental benefits (for example~ reducing smog in my town.) 6
Contribution to global environmental protection & concerns for climate change.

6

Reduced charges for access to electrical grid.

4

Cooperating with local companies, supporting local job creation, local suppliers
4
and contracts. Creating local jobs and developing skills in local community.
Contribution to decrease of fossil-fuels consumptions.

4

Return on investments in the renewable energy generation.

3

Improving the development of my region.

3

Fair remuneration based on transparent, clearly communicated methodologies.

3

Creating opportunities for community participation in determining the nature of
energy system.

3

Clear and transparent contract with the service provider company that ensuring
3
customer confidence and conflict resolution mechanisms.
Addressing poverty and social equity problems in my community.

3

To empower my community when it comes to decision on energy use.

2

Tackling fuel poverty.

2

Reducing fuel poverty.

2

Increasing awareness about local energy initiatives.

2

Educating about renewable energy, spreading training or knowledge about
2
renewable energy production.
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Working and benefitting from eco-tourism developing in the area.

1

Supporting economic development in my region.

1

Increasing the environmental values in my community and help my friends behave
1
in more environmentally friendly way.
Feeling and experiencing community empowerment.

1

Empowerment of small domestic consumers in electricity markets and balancing
1
markets.
Creating opportunities to engage in volunteering activities.

1

Create actors in a renewable powered future.

1

Contribution to the sustainability and greenness of the National and European
electricity system by providing clean grid balancing solutions based on demand 1
response.
Clear, transparent and consumer-protecting regulations that ensures customer
1
rights and market rules.
Addressing poverty and social equity problems in some communities.

1

Use of innovative (high-tech) system to obtain the electricity and heating in the
0
building.
Use of high level inter-communicated smart technologies for automated control
0
of home appliances and devices.
To show my environmental commitment to others.

0

To increase sense of ownership of the local grid and locally generated energy.

0

To improve the feeling or atmosphere within my home.

0

Supporting social cohesion.

0

Improving the common buildings in our community, for example community
0
building refurbishment.
Cooperating with my neighbors and maintaining good relations in the
0
neighborhood. Getting involved in building strong community with my neighbors.
Contribution to reducing the electricity system gas emissions (for example carbon
0
dioxide emissions).
Be among the first to participate in a new technologically advanced initiative and
0
give feedback to improve it.
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18 APPENDIX: Tariffs
Table 23 Rates Low Voltage Normal up to 20.7kVA
Rates Low Voltage Normal up to 20.7kVA
Transient selling rate to final customers in low-voltage (≤20.7kVA)

Prices

Capacity payment

kVA

EUR/month

EUR/day

Simple tariff

1,15

2,47

0,0811

Simple tariff

2,30

4,33

0,1423

Simple tariff, dual zone tariff, three-zone tariff

3,45

5,00

0,1645

Simple tariff, dual zone tariff, three-zone tariff

4,60

6,50

0,2138

Simple tariff, dual zone tariff, three-zone tariff

5,75

7,99

0,2628

Simple tariff, dual zone tariff, three-zone tariff

6,90

9,48

0,3118

Simple tariff, dual zone tariff, three-zone tariff

10,35

13,96

0,4589

Simple tariff, dual zone tariff, three-zone tariff

13,80

18,43

0,6060

Simple tariff, dual zone tariff, three-zone tariff

17,25

22,91

0,7531

Simple tariff, dual zone tariff, three-zone tariff

20,70

27,38

0,9001

Price for active power

Time of tariff

EUR/kWh

Simple tariff ≤2,3kVA
Simple tariff >2,3kVA

under 6,9 kVA

over 6,9 kVA

0,1447

-

0,1557

0,1559

peak hours

0,1875

0,1890

off-peak hours

0,1024

0,1025

peak hours

0,2246

0,2287

medium hours

0,1682

0,1704

off-peak hours

0,1024

0,1025

Dual zone tariff

Three-zone tariff

Table 24 Low Voltage Normal Rates above 20.7kVA
Low Voltage Normal above 20.7kVA
Transient selling rate to final customers in low-voltage (> 20.7 kVA)
Capacity payment

Average usage rate

Long usage rate

kVA

EUR/month

EUR/day

27,60

38,63

1,2700

34,50

48,10

1,5814

41,40

57,57

1,8928

27,60

92,83

3,0518

34,50

115,90

3,8105

41,40

138,97

4,5690

Active power

Average rate uses

Long usage rate

Prices

EUR/kWh
peak hours

0,2932

medium hours

0,1508

off-peak hours

0,0837

peak hours

0,2360
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medium hours

0,1365

off-peak hours

0,0806

Table 25 Medium voltage rates
Transitional selling rate to final customers in medium voltage
Capacity payment
Fixed tariff

Prices
EUR/month

EUR/day

46,070

1,5145

Variable tariff
Long usage rate

peak hours

10,087

0,3316

Long usage rate

contracted

1,544

0,0508

Average rate uses

peak hours

10,164

0,3342

Average rate uses

contracted

1,456

0,0479

Short usage

peak hours

14,801

0,4866

Short usage

contracted

0,646

0,0212

Active power

Trimester

Timeframe

EUR/kWh

Long usage rate

1 and 4

peak hours

0,1382

Long usage rate

1 and 4

medium hours

0,1101

Long usage rate

1 and 4

off-peak hours

0,0777

Long usage rate

1 and 4

super off-peak hours

0,0666

Long usage rate

2 and 3

peak hours

0,1408

Long usage rate

2 and 3

medium hours

0,1124

Long usage rate

2 and 3

off-peak hours

0,0791

Long usage rate

2 and 3

super off-peak hours

0,0728

Average rate uses

1 and 4

peak hours

0,1441

Average rate uses

1 and 4

medium hours

0,1136

Average rate uses

1 and 4

off-peak hours

0,0738

Average rate uses

1 and 4

super off-peak hours

0,0678

Average rate uses

2 and 3

peak hours

0,1495

Average rate uses

2 and 3

medium hours

0,1132

Average rate uses

2 and 3

off-peak hours

0,0814

Average rate uses

2 and 3

super off-peak hours

0,0728

Short usage

1 and 4

peak hours

0,2128

Short usage

1 and 4

medium hours

0,1205

Short usage

1 and 4

off-peak hours

0,0817

Short usage

1 and 4

super off-peak hours

0,0728

Short usage

2 and 3

peak hours

0,2121

Short usage

2 and 3

medium hours

0,1201

Short usage

2 and 3

off-peak hours

0,0821

Short usage

2 and 3

super off-peak hours

0,0765
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Table 26 Daily cycle for low-voltage clients in Continental Portugal
Daily cycle for low-voltage clients in Continental Portugal
Hours

Legal winter time period

Legal summer time period

peak hours

09:00:00

10:30:00

10:30:00

13:00:00

peak hours

18:00:00

20:30:00

19:30:00

21:00:00

medium hours

08:00:00

09:00:00

08:00:00

10:30:00

medium hours

10:30:00

18:00:00

13:00:00

19:30:00

medium hours

20:30:00

22:00:00

21:00:00

22:00:00

off-peak hours

06:00:00

08:00:00

06:00:00

08:00:00

off-peak hours

22:00:00

02:00:00

22:00:00

02:00:00

super off-peak hours

02:00:00

06:00:00

02:00:00

06:00:00
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19 APPENDIX: Consent forms
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